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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

When the Elltcott brothers purchased the site for their mill along the
Patapsco River in 1772, they had to literally hack their way through the wilderness. The first building constructed by the Ellicotts was a log hut to house
men and supplies. Within a few years they had built their mill, a store, and
houses for themselves and their workers in the vicinity of the river which
supplied the mill's power.
Gradually as the town grew toward the East along Main Street, it was limited
not by the river banks, but by the great outcroppings of native granite which
abound in the area. Ellicott City's hilly terrain, the granite, and the river
limited the city's expansion as it does today. Streets rise steeply from the riverfront, winding around great mounds of granite to finally attain the more open
residential sites above the town. In 1868 Ellicott City suffered its first
major flood and in addition to many of the buildings along the Patapsco, many of
the mills between Sykesville and Ellicott City were destroyed. After this
tragedy, commerce began to shift to Baltimore City.
Just as the terrain determined where buildings were built, the culture
of the early settlers determined how they were built. The Ellicotts and many
of the workers they brought with them to settle the land were Quakers from
Bucks County, Pennsylvania. They were plain people in taste as well as
religion.
Using local materials, wood, cut granite, and rubble stone, they built
structures which, reflected their humble origins. Later, in the mid-nineteenth
century, one finds a few attempts at aggrandizement in the Greek Revival
buildings (Courthouse, P.F.I., Mt. Ida), but even these are restrained and
unadorned. A few examples of Victorian architecture can be found along Main
Street and a few of the early mill buildings have been Victorianized.
In a map recently completed for the Howard County Planning Department
(one enclosed with this report) the periods were divided between 1700-1800;
1800-1850; 1850-1900; 1900-1950; and 1950 to the present day. The enormous
historical significance of the area became readily apparent. Ellicott City
has approximately seven buildings in the 1700-1800 period; 110 buildings in
the 1800-1850 period; 80 buildings in the 1850-1900 period; 60 buildings in
the 1900-1950 period, and twelve buildings in the 1950-present period. The
almost 200 buildings constructed before 1900 are for the most part viable
working buildings still serving a useful function in the community. The
earliest buildings in the area are probably the log buildings located on
Merryman Street and New Cut Road. They are constructed of hand hewn notched
logs chinked with rubble stone and mortar and of a construction common to the
area.
(SEE CONTINUATION SHEET NO. I)
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Ellicott City is an extremely well preserved nineteenth century mill town
whose sturdy architecture has remained intact and unaltered. The town thrived asa residence for workers from the textile factories (now extinct) along the
Patapsco River, an important depot on the metropolitan branch of the Baltimore and
Ohio Railroad, a stopping point along the aid National Road (which passed through
the town on Main Street), and as the county seat of Howard County. The
industrial and transportation associations declined in importance with the
advent of the twentieth century. However, the physical environment remained unchanged. By mid century, residents of Ellicott City had begun to appreciate
their heritage. In 1974, the local preservation efforts culminated when the
Howard County Council zoned Ellicott City a historic district. In the same year,
Historic Ellicott City, Inc. (founded in 19#ljTBegan the restoration of the
Ellicott City Railroad Station, a National Historic Landmark.
The dramatic topography of the town which drops steeply to the Patapsco
sets Ellicott City apart from its environment. The sloping streets and the
predominance of granite make it reminiscent of an English industrial town.
Ellicott City was never a grand town as was late eighteenth century
Annapolis. The majority of its architecture consists of solidly built structures
which lack the details and forms required for easy classification into
architectural styles such as Federal or Greek Revival. Ellicott City's
architectural fabric derives from a broad vernacular interpretation of national
styles.
n In 177^ three Quaker brothers, Joseph, John and Andrew Ellicott, bought
- 700 acres of land along the Patapsco River at the present site of Ellicott City
The Ellicott brothers possessed an unusual talent for success in any field
The Bucks County, Pennsylvania, family profited from the decline of the
tobacco trade, and the increase in wheat production. They established grist
mills powered by the Patapsco and arranged transshipment and export of wheat
through the construction of roads and bridges, as well as a wharf in Baltimore
HarDor. Jne Ellicotts were credited with the invention of the wagon brake and
I for the introduction of plaster of pan s as a fertilizer. As builders, they
V i ?'?ced schools, .a Quaker meeting, stores and a series of granite houses in
j Baltimore County. As industrialists, they operated an iron works and rolling mill.
Andrew Ellicott, with the aid of the talented frea black, Benjamip Banneker,
finished L'Enfanes.plark'fbr Washington. He published almanacs, laid out the
town of Erie, Pennsylvania, made a topcfc(SEE CONTINUATION SHEET NO. 8)
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The granite buildings throughout the town were built mostly in the 18001840's and constructed of smooth cut yellow-tinted granite set with a beaded
mortar joint. The buildings range from simple two story buildings to larger,
more complex structures such as the Railroad Hotel building at the lower end
of Main Street and the I.O.O.F. Building on Main Street both four and five
stories high. The small stone buildings were mainly residences or small shops,
while the larger buildings usually had some public function. The ornamentation of the buildings was plain and unadorned. Some Gothic Revival buildings
do exist in Ellicott City, but though restrained in design they are in such
contrast to the plain granite buildings as to seem ornate. Mount Ida, the
Court House and the Patapsco Institute Ruins were all constructed in the
second quarter of the nineteenth Century.
Buildings not constructed entirely of granite are generally of Dutch or
German siding construction set on granite foundations. Often a building will
be seen with a granite first story and then a second story of German siding.
Second story wooden porches were quite common, especially along Main Street.
Many buildings exist today with a second story door opening onto Main Street.
Early photographs depict a series of second story porches along the lower end
of Main Street which enabled one to walk the length of many buildings without
ever having to set foot in the street with its mud and animal waste created by
the horses and farm animals. It was possible to leave the B&O train at
Ellicott City, enter onto the Patapsco Hotel porch and proceed along its boardwalk to the Opera House further up Main Street without one's foot ever
touching the ground.
Most of the buildings of tbe^second half of the nineteenth century were
built either at the upper end of Main Street or further up on the hill above
the Patapsco Institute. Here, too, a number of early twentieth century
structures were erected by families who had been raised in the lower town and
then moved to the "Heights" when they began families of their own. A few
interesting Victorian structures can be found in these upper regions.
Construction since 1930 has been limited and consists of a movie house
(c. 1930) at the junction of Columbia Pike and Main Street, an office building next to the courthouse (c. 1960), and county built renewal apartments
(c.1965) off of Ellicott's Mills Drive. There is a flurry of building
activity now as new apartments and new County office buildings rise on Court
House Drive near the entrance to the Historic District, but the heart of the
town still remains much as it did one hundred years ago.
(See Continuation Sheet No. 2)
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DESCRIPTION CONTINUED

From its founding in 1772 to 1868, Ellicott City has been a thriving commercial hub centered around the Ellicotts 1 mills. Farmers came from miles around
to have their wheat ground into flour and to collect supplies for the coming
weeks. The town abounded in feed and grain stores, blacksmiths and grocery
stores. When it became the countyseat, additional commerce was created by the
lawyers and thetr clients. During the days when the B&O Railroad ran its
passenger service from Mt. Claire Station, Baltimore, to Ellicott City, the
area also became a summer recreation area for many Baltimoreans. At one
time, both passenger trains and street cars ran to Ellicott City.
In the twentieth century, as the automobile rose in importance, Ellicott
City's commercial prosperity dropped. A new highway bypassing the town and
new shopping centers caused most of the small businesses to close. In 1900
there were thirteen grocery stores today there are three. In 1900 there
were four bakeries today there is one. Between 1955 and 1965 many empty shops
were rented as apartments and the business area suffered a decline.
In 1960, Historic Ellicott Mills, Inc., was formed in an effort to preserve the town. A community painting program was instigated and an antique
sh'op opened by the group in an effort to encourage rehabilitation of the
business area in this direction. By 1970, there were approximately a dozen
antique shops and a good restaurant. During this same period, several other
businesses left Ellicott City.
In June 1972, Ellicott City was ravished by Hurricane Agnes. The
Bicentennial celebration for the town had been scheduled for September of
the same year and, through a massive community effort, the celebration was
held on schedule. New antique and specialty shops were opened as well as
a second restaurant. The Bicentennial Committee joined forces with
Historic Ellicott Mills, Inc., to form Historic Ellicott City, Inc., and it
has become a strong and forceful group in the restoration of the town. The
B&O Railroad station (1st terminus in the nation) is jointly being restored with the County due to their efforts, and the cataloging of historic
buildings has been started.
Successful efforts on the part of interested area residents to have the
County pass historic district legislation and form a historic district
commission have enhanced the work of Historic Ellicott City, Inc. The
agency has formed a cooperative working partnership which assures the town
of a successful renewal effort. There are at present few, if any, shops
available and much interior and exterior rejuvenation has taken place as
new and enthusiastic shopkeepers have started a variety of small businesses
(SEE CONTINUATION SHEET NO. 3)
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The interest of the Howard County Planning Department in doing a master plan
of the Ellicott City area further assures rejuvenation of the town.
The following essays describe the more prominent buildings in the
district:

Mount Ida was built in 1823 by William Ellicott, son of Jonathan and Sarah
Ellicott and grandson of Andrew (one of the founders of Ellicott City). He
resided in the home until his death in 18367$ The property was then purchased
in October, 1930 by Mr. and Mrs. Louis T. Clark who lived there until 1959. The
house was then sold to business interests who planned to demolish it (the
small carriage house was torn down) and build a complex of modern office
buildings on the site. The building was allowed to stand for some years unoccupied and vandalized until purchased by the Miller Land Company and restored as an office building for the Howard County News. Mount Ida is
designed in the strong Greek Revival Manner. Robert Cary Long, Jr., was the
architect who designed the building and, besides his work on the Patapsco
Institute building, he is well known for his work in Baltimore. Its elevations
are a reflection of its archaic Aegean origins, symmetrical, practically devoid of ornament, not unlike a megaron.
During the remodeling of the structure by the Miller Land Company, an
additional portico was created at the rear entrance to the building in order
to give access to offices in the basement. The small carriage house demolished in 1965 was an exact replica of the original building though only
about 20 feet square. No drawings are known to exist of that building
although photos exist. Interior photos of the ornate plaster ceilings in Mount
Ida and early hardware exist also. The ceiling ornamentation remains the hardware and marble mantels fell victim to the vandals who also destroyed the
original stairway. The front walk of Mt. Ida was originally lined by large
English boxwood which were removed when the property was sold. Early pictures
show the boxwood and many large trees surrounding the house.
"Angela Cottage", or "Angel o Castle" as it is more commonly known, is a
locally unique Gothic Revival building which retains much of its original
appearance. Built in 1831 by a Frenchman, Samuel Vaughn, it is said to be a
copy in miniature of Castle Angel o in France. By 1833, the property had
passed to Andrew McLaughlin, who held a lottery that year in which Angelo,
(See Continuation Sheet No. 4)
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DESCRIPTION CONTINUED

along with some properties on Main Street and a number of casks of Madeira wine,
was awarded as one of the prizes.
The building sits on a sloping lot filled with trees and shrubs. There
is a sheer drop from the back porch to the railroad tracks some fifty feet below.*
Originally built following a cruciform floor plan, the house is ornamented
with crenellated parapets, turrets, octagonal guide chimneys and beautifully
proportioned Gothic windows. The exterior was originally constructed of native
granite and yellow stucco. These materials have since been 1 StiWrcqwith a
variety of sidings, including brown wooden shingles and aluminum siding.
The Howard County Historical Society has adopted a mid-19th century Gothic
Revival church for its headquarters. The cruciform building with an attached
tower adapts remarkably well to the small, square, hilly site next to the
Court House. The structure shows the influence of the early Gothic Revival as
interpreted by the ecclesiologists.
The Patapsco Female Institute, a finishing school for well-bred young
ladies, designed by Baltimore architect Robert Gary Long,"3r., and built by
Charles Timanus, was officially opened on January 1, 1837. The structure
exists today as a ruin and consists of cut and dressed rare yellow tinted
granite quarried locally. Four columns under the great portico still remain.
The original Greek Revival structure was changed only slightly from
Long's original plans when a chapel wing was added, after the design of N. G.
Starkwether, in 1856 and dormers over the portico were added to accommodate the
students' dormitory area. The roof was of tin and two large cisterns on top
of it held water for the school's needs.
When originally built, the entire 57 room structure cost little more than
$12,000. Added in 1856, the chapel cost $4,600. Charles Timanus has been
given credit for the building since Mr. Long left the job, disgusted over a
dispute with the building committee. This committee wished to place a cupola
on top of the building, a design feature which Mr. Long found incompatible with
his Greek Revival design.
*01d lithographs show pictures of a huge rock formation known as Tarpeian
Rock with Angelo perched on the Craig's summit. The rock was cut away in the 19th
century to make way for the railroad tracks, but the solid granite foundation is
still visible.
(SEE CONTINUATION SHEET NO. 5)
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DESCRIPTION CONTINUED

The Institute was the second school of its type for young ladtes established In
the country. It was originally supported by private contributions as well as
state grants and was at first required to "educate eight poor girls, free of
charge" for which it was to be paid eight hundred dollars per year out of the
treasury of the State of Maryland. This idea was suggested by George Ellicott
and was conceivably the forerunner of today's state scholarship program.
Among its famous alumnae was the daughter of Jefferson Davis, Winnie
Davis, and the mother of the Duchess of Windsor. Thomas Jefferson's great
granddaughter, Miss Sally Randolph, was headmistress of the school. Governor
Thomas Watkfns Ligon, 33rd Governor of Maryland, served as its president
after his retirement from public service in 1857.
Following the Civil War, the Institute's reputation gradually diminished
and it closed its doors as a school in 1891. In that year, it was purchased by
a Mr. James E. Tyson and turned into a summer hotel. In 1905, Miss Lilly Tyson
bought the Institute and renamed it "Berg Alnwick" after Alnwick Castle, the
ancestral home of the Tyson family in England.
In 1917, it was fitted out as a 50 bed hospital for use by returning
wounded World War I veterans. The institute in the 1930's was known as the
"Hill Top Theatre" and was the scene of a number of summer theatre productions
directed by the well known local artist and actor Don Swann.
The last owner of the Institute to actually live in it was the late
Mrs. Manola Brennan who bought it in the early 1940's and willed it upon her
death to her daughter. The daughter in turn sold it in 1958 to Dr. James
Whisman.
Dr. James Whisman's efforts to continue to use the building as a
nursing home were thwarted by the County Building Inspector's insistence that
it was a fire trap and that all wooden parts had to be removed. Dr. Whisman
then sold the contents of the building (paneled walls, flooring, mantels,
shutters, etc.) to a wrecking contractor and the building was gutted and reduced to its present condition.
When Dr. Whisman died in 1965, he deeded it to his alma mater, the Uni*
versity of Cincinnati, from whom the County Commissioners purchased it in 1966.
Some local effort was made in 1968 by the Friends of the Patapsco Institute, Inc
to restore the building but the project was abandoned due to a lack of interest
by the public. Since then, the County has tried several times to demolish the
building at one time there were attempts to build the People's Court Building
on the site, but the idea did not succeed and the Friends have thwarted all
fCCC
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attempts at demolition.
The Friends Meeting House, also known as Quaker Hill Meeting House, is
a c.l795 stone structure built from local granite donated by the Ellicotts. They
also donated the land upon which the building was built. The structure is a
modest building which has over the years been altered by the changing of doors
and windows and by an addition being placed upon the building.
It is a one
story building measuring approximately 15 x 40 feet and approximately 12 feet in
height with a shingled gable roof. Rectangular in shape and six bays wide, it
originally had two doors on the north side. Paneled shutters were closed over
the windows when the buildtng was not in use to keep out the weather. Later,
two wooden sheds were added. In the 1950's a garage and porch combination were
added to the south side and in the early 1970's a library room was added to the
north side.
Across the road from the Meeting House a private burial ground which is
still in use and owned by Ellicott descendants was laid out.
Founders Andrew and John Ellicott both rest here. Grave stones from
"Fountainville", stte of Elltcott's Upper Mills, founded by Joseph were removed
from that site in 1974 and placed in the Graveyard so that now all three of the
Founders rest together.
The Howard County Courthouse, a Classic Revival structure, built of
locally quarried granite and crowned with a tall gilded cupola, is an
excellent example of the architectural restraint observed in other area
structures. The original section of the Court House was designed and built
in 1840-43 by Charles Timanus, the designer of the Patapsco Female Institute.
Because of the difficulty of transporting materials to the hill site it took
more than two years to finish the building.
An addition was added to the rear building in the 1950's, constructed
of cut limestone.
The B&O Railroad Station at Ellicott City (National Historic Landmark)
is a stone structure built of local granite which was given to the Railroad
by the Ellicotts from one of their local quarries. The land upon which the
building is located was also donated by George, Samuel, Andrew and John
Ellicott.
(SEE CONTINUATION SHEET NO. 7)
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DESCRIPTION CONTINUED

The structure is a two story building which parallels the Old Main Line of
the B&O Railroad Company. This station was the terminus of the first 12 miles
of commercial railroad track in the United States. Approximately 25 feet wide
and 90 feet in length, the upper level of the station is at track level while
the lower level is at street level on Maryland Avenue. It is believed that the
stone station itself was engineered and designed to be part of the Oliver
Viaduct which overpasses Frederick Road (the Old National Pike). The cornerstone for the Viaduct was laid on July 4, 1829 and it abuts the station.
The exterior of the wall of the stone station ties into a stone retaining wall
which parallels the Main Line track in a southerly direction toward Baltimore.
Built in 1829-30, it was designed for use as a car house, produce house
and superintendent's office. The car house was at the southern end of the
building which was equipped with large doors to accommodate the entrance into
the building by locomotives and cars. Track notches still exist on the floor
joists in this end of the building indicating that the trains were pulled into
the upper level and that the floor was open which permitted the underside of
of the cars to be serviced from the lower level. In this section of the car
house, two large copper funnels still exist. One of these funnels aligns
with the stack on vertical boiler engines such as the Tom Thumb, York and
Atlantic and the other funnel, which was obviously installed at a later date,
aligns with the stack on horizontal boiler engines such as the Lafayette.
This is the only station known to still be in existence which was designed to accommodate the servicing of engines in this manner. This use was
shortly to become impractical because of the rapid growth of the size of
steam engines and in the early 1840's the doors were closed and the building
was no longer used for the servicing of these engines.
Another interesting feature of the building is the fact that the center
of the building was used for the receiving and storage. This area was a large
open area two stories in height. Produce was brought into the buildings at the
lower level on Maryland Avenue and was raised by use of some type of lift to the
track level of the building.
In addition to the stone structure, a smaller brick structure was built
in 1885 as a freight warehouse. This was necessitated by the rapid expansion
of passenger use on the Old Main Line and is indicative of the splendid brick
work of this period.
(SEE CONTINUATION SHEET NO. 8)
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DESCRIPTION CONTINUED

Located between the stone station house and the brick freight building are the
remains of a turntable. The turntable is also built of native granite and is 50
in diameter. Built in the early 1840's, when the trains were no longer pulled
into the station house, the turntable accommodated the turning of engines for
their return trip from Ellicott Mills to Baltimore. The original floor area
apparently was of cinder fill and was later paved with cobblestones.

ITEM # 8 - SIGNIFICANCE SECTION - ELLICOTT '$ MILLS

graphical study of the Niagara River, served in the American Revolution and
taught at the United States Military Academy.
Joseph Ellicott and his son made the first four-faced clock in the United
States.
In 1789, John Ellicott, Jr., demonstrated a steam propelled boat. The
Ellicott family, working with other prominent businessmen, including Charles
Carroll of Carrollton, was responsible for the construction of what is now the
Old National Pike, which begins in Baltimore and extends west to Cumberland.
(See Old National Pike Milestones, National Register. One of the stones
exists on Main Street in Ellicott City.) Founded in 1805 as the BaltimoreFredericktown Turnpike Company under President Johnathan Ellicott, the road
provided convenient transportation for Carroll 's wheat (grown at Doughregan
Manor) to the Ellicott's mills on the Patapsco and wharves at Baltimore harbor.
The completion of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad to Ellicott City on May
22, 1830, further facilitated transportation of goods and secured the continued
prosperity of the town. The location of the station on the west bank of the
Patapsco River provided an impetus for the growth of the town on its present
location. The Ellicotts provided for the division of their property into town
lots in 1840 (Howard County Deeds, Liber 2, folio 99-119) along the Old
^
National Pike, which became Main Street. Andrew El 1 icott ^experTence xin the
planning of Louisville, Buffalo, and Erie, most-probably- influenced -the^on-"^\r\
town.
Originally named Ellicott's Mills, the prospering settlement was chosen as
the seat of the newly created Howard County in 1851. In 1857 the name was
changed when Ellicott City became incorporated. (In 1935 the city dropped the
corporate status.)
(SEE CONTINUATION SHEET NO. 9)
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SIGNIFICANCE CONTINUED

During the 19th century, Ellicott City gained popularity as a summer retreat
from Baltimore. H. L. Menken represents the most noted summer resident. During
his childhood, he lived on Church Road. In Happy Days Menken relates his experience in Ellicott City, including the first time he smelled printers ink at the
Howard County Times.
Political figures associated with the town include Henry Clay, who gave a
speech at the Patapsco Hotel and Robert E. Lee who was a frequent visitor to
Lynwood, home in the city.

VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION - ITEM NUMBER 10

The Ellicott City National Registir Historic District exceeds the
Ellicott City Historic District (which follows closely the old corporate limits
of the town) because of the many historic structures outside the Historic
District which are still considered to be in "Ellicott City" and of great importance. The area on the enclosed map showing architectural periods should be
considered-to wit:
The area bounded on the east by the
northern property line of "Linwood"; on
south by the southern line of the Tuten
line of the Li 1 burn property on College
tax map enclosed.

Patapsco River; on the north by the
the west by Rogers Avenue; and on the
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7. Description

The B & O Railroad Station at Eflicott City, formerly Ellicott's
Mills, is a stone structure built of local granite which was given to the Railroad
•
.
by the Ellicotts from one of their focal quarries.
•

The land upon which the building is located was also donated by
the Ellicotts, George, Samuel, Andrew and John.
The structure was a*two story building which parallels the Old
Main Line of the B & O Railroad Company. Having a width of approximately
25 feet and a length of approximately 90 feet, the upper level of the station is
at track level while the lower level is at street level on Maryland Avenue.
»
Built in 1829-30, it was designed for use as a car house, produce
bouse and superintendent's office. The car house was at the southern end of the
building which was equipped with large doors to accomodate the entrance into
the bujlding by locomotives and cars. There still exists, track notches on the
floor joist in this end of the building indicating that the trains were pulled into
the upper level and that the floor was open which permitted the underneath to
be worked on from the lower level.

In addition this section of the car house

there still exists two large funnels in the overhead area of the upper level. One
of these funnels aligns with the stack on the vertical boiler engines such as the
Tom Thumb, York and Atlantic and the other funnel which was obviously installed
at a later date aligns with the stock on the horizontal boiler engines such as the
Lafayette.
f

7. Description (Continued)

.

This is the on!/ station known to still be in existence which was
designed to accomodate the servicing of engines in this manner.

Its Use as such

was shortly to become impra'ctical because of the rapid growth of the size of steam
•
'
'
•
engines and it appears that early in the 1840's the doors were closed off and the
building was no longer used in this manner.
Another interesting feature of the building was the fact that the
center of the building which was us'ed for the reception of produce was in fact a
.
large open area two stones in height. Produce was brought into the building at
the lower level on Maryland Avenue and was raised by use of some type of lift
»
•
•
• •
to the track level of the building.

i

- .... . ; . '

'

.... The building remains basically the same as originally constructed

With the exception of the opening and closing of some doors and windows.
The funnels, track notches, original opening in the ceiling area
for th6 lift to operate in the produce room and many other unusual features unique

to this building still exist. A detailed architectural description
is found in the attached "Heritage"-Vol.1 ,llo .5.
In addition to the stone structure, a smaller brick structure
was built in 1885 as a freight warehouse. This wps necessitated by the rapid
expansion of passenger use on the Old Main Line and is indicative of the splendid
brick work of the time. It ccntinues to exist as built in that era and is being
«
preserved for that reason.
.

Located betv/oen the stone station house and the brick
freight building is the remains of a turntable. The
turntable is built also of native granite and is 50
in diameter. Built in the early 1840's f when the trains
were no lonrcr pulled into the station house,the turn-

T.Eescription (ccnt'd)
tble a c corned a ting the

' V

.

.

-

,

. turn, engines for their return trip
\

.from Ellicott Trills to Baltimore.

This site has been the
«.-

"project of an archeological dig and there have been uncovered
a number of tv e original timbers,supports,etc.

The original

floor area apparently was of cinder fill and was later improved
with cobblestones.

YThen the turntable area was ; filled in,*

in later years,tnuch of it v/as permitted to remain.

As it is

being uncovered,it will be used as part of the proposed museum*

'

mis enIfIFe'complex will house a museum ^information center
in Ellicott City.

The large stone station which is presently

oh the National Register would not be complete without the
\
dition of the brick freight building and the turntable,all
/ '
«
o! which are being restored under the ownership of Howard .

«

County and the sponsorship of Historic Ellicott City,Inc.

_

':*'--'•;

8. Significance
*

*

Elltcptt's Mills was the terminus of the ffrsf 13 miles of commercial
railroading to be constructed in this Country.
•

. :

•.;•-... >. :
-•

If is believed that the stone station itself.was engineered and
designed to be part of the Oliver Viaduct which overpasses Frederick Road (the
•'!
Old National Pike). The cornerstone for the Viaduct was laid on July 4, 1829
i
and It abuts the station. The exterior of the wall of the stone-station ties into a
\

.

x. -.- -L»r-.

L.

1 - _

t

-i

—— i--.-rmj-.

stone retaining wall which parallels the Main Line track in a southerly direction
toward Baltimore.

-

"~

>

.-

- . r>—-----—

The Railroad had planned to use Ellicott's Mills as a Depot and
a portion of the first track laid was laid in Ellicott's Mills having been completed
as early as 1828. The station was planned for use as the office of the Superintendent
of Construction and it was from this office that a great deal of the construction
«
for the first 13 miles was supervised and after completion this office was used for
many years as the Superintendent's Office as the Railroad pressed westward.
•

Public response to the railroad was tremendously successful and the
trip from Baltimore to Ellicott's Mills became a must. Although the railroad had
not anticipated passenger service, it suddenly found this to be an instant success and
business flourished. During this period the Ellicott's Mills Railroad Station was the
i
scene for arrival and departure of Presidents, political aspirants, foreign dignitaries
ond just plain people interested in the thrill of a ride on the iron horse.
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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The I.O.O.F. Building is a six bay wide, two bay deep, detached,
three and a half story ashlar granite, gabled roof (running east-west)
building with brick chimneys set into its east and west walls. It is
located on the north side of Main Street, west of John Votta's Shoe Repair
Store, set into the granite rock hill which slopes upward to Emory Church
on Church Road.
South Elevation:
Its south elevation holds four first floor entrances (They are located in the two central bays and on the east and west corner bays (See
photograph). Those in the central bays are wooden cross paneled doors
surmounted by three light transoms and flat granite lintels and approached
by four granite steps. That door in the corner west bay holds one large
light and that in the corner east bay holds four lights. Both are surmounted by two light transoms and flat granite lintels. The two first
floor rectangular double hung windows holding four-over-one lights are
located between the east and west corner entrances and their central
counterparts being the same height and proportion as the entrances. They
are decorated with flat granite lintels and projecting stone sills. Above
lie six rectangular, second and third floor double-hung windows holding six
over-six lights, vertically alligned and proportionally scaled to the
windows and entrances on the first floor. A large, three linked chain is
placed between the second and third floors, a symbol of the Independent
Order of Odd Fellows. A gabled roof dormer is centered into the roof line
on this elevation and holds a central roman arched vent flanked by two
rectangular vents acting as one unit.
The building is crowned by a wooden
cornice decorated with a row of guttae.
East Elevation:
The east elevation holds a battan wood rectangular doorway in the
north bay and a rectangular, double-hung window holding six-over-six lights
in the south bay. Above lie two third floor rectangular, double-hung
windows holding six-over-six lights, decorated with projecting stone sills,
flat stone lintels and wooden shutters. A rectangular attic window,
centered into the roof line has been blocked in. Its flat stone lintel and
projecting stone lintel give evidence of this fact.
North And West Elevations;
A cement first floor and frame second floor, shed roofed addition lies
on the north wall of the building extending rrom tne north gabled roof line
and lying flush with the west wall of this stone structure which holds two
third floor windows, one second floor window and two first floor windows.
The latter includes a small rectangular window with six iron bars in the
north bay and a large rectangular, double-hung window in the south bay.
Granite steps run along the east and west walls of the building.
CONTINUE ON SEPARATE SHEET IF

NECESSARY
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"
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—-—-—-———-------—-——-——--

The first meeting of the I.O.O.F. was held in the Ellicott City B.&O.
Railroad Station. In 1863 the I.O.O.F. officially acquired this Lodge
building for their meeting place. The building is certain to have been
constructed before this date for on August 14, 1848 (8-139) an indenture
was made to, Isaiah Mercer by Robert Mickle, Tttrustee for Nathaniel W. Elli-~
cott etal for the sum of $625. The deed reads:.
Robert Mickle, trustee ...doth... convey unto the said Isaiah Mercer,
Sr., his heirs and assignees all and singular the pieces lots or parcels
of ground which are hereafter more particularly and severally described ...
as follows:.... to have and to hold the five lots or parcels of grounds and
premises above described and conveyed (Lots No.141, 142,143,144).
On March 28, 1859 (20-154) lots 141,142 and part of 143 were conveyed
to William H. Mercer by his brother Isaiah Mercer, Jr. David C. Hulton and
his wife, the sister.of William H. and Isaiah Mercer, Jr., in a property
settelment. (Wills-26 November 1856-1-398)
The deed reads, "confirming the aforesaid division and of resting
in him the entire estate and interest of the said parties of the first part
in and to said lands and premises these presents are executed." The
word premises is significant as pertaining to the present Lodge building.
On the 31st July, 1863 (22-506) William F. Mercer of Loudon County,
Virginia conveyed to Center Lodge No.40 of the independent Order of Odd
Fellows the parcel whose description may be seen under "Verbal Boundary
Description" of Section 10 Georgraphical Data. In this description the
stone building known as the Lodge building" is mentioned. This is in all
probability the same building mentioned in the deeds of 1848 and 1859
which mention "premises." The building may date earlier though Plat 1 of
George Ellicotts Land Record's book, dated 1840 indicates no such building
near the Walker House. Should tnis oe a true indication and not an
omission, the building was constructed sometime between 1840 and 1848.
Architecturally the building is noteworthy as an example of the fine
stone houses of Howard County constructed from its granite quarries,
built into its granite slopes and featuring exceptionally fine proportions
and scale, quoining, projecting stone sills and flat granite lintels. The
central dormer probably dates from circa 1863 when it was officially acquired by the I.O.O.F. from Mr. Mercer. It is probable also that the frame
addition was constructed at this time.
CONTINUE ON SEPARATE SHEET IF NECESSARY
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EJMAJOR BIBLIOGRAPHICAL REFERENCES
Records Room, Howard County Court House, Ellicott City, Maryland.
Interview with Mr. Charles Delosier, Grand Lodge Secretary for
the State of Maryland, I.O.O.F.
327-2400
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Please see Attachment 1, Tax Map 25-A
22-506
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VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION

"Beginning for the same at a stake set up on the north edge of the
Baltimore and Frederick Town Turnpike at the end of a line drawn
twelve feet north seventy-seven degrees "West from the South-west
corner of the Stone building known as the Lodge building situated
on the North edge of the Baltimore and Frederick Town Turnpike road
aforesaid and running thence binding on the said Turnpike Road South
Seventy Seven degrees East Seventy three feet and five twelfths (cont)
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The Maryland Historic Sites Inventory was officially created
by an Act of the Maryland Legislature, to be found in the
Annotated Code of Maryland, Article 41, Section 181 KA,
1974 Supplement.
The Survey and Inventory are being prepared for information
and record purposes only and do not constitute any infringement of individual property rights.
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I.O.O.F. Lodge
Significance
Page 2
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One of the few completely detached buildings on the north
side of Main Street and the oldest one in this section of the
street, the I.O.O.F. building holds particular significance.
For these reasons it should be considered for inclusion to
the National Register of Historic Places and any future local landmark legislation.

I.O.O.F Building
Verbal Description
Continued
of a foot to the corner of a lot lately owned by Samuel Powell,
then binding on that lot as hertofore surveyed North fifteen
degrees and three quarters of a degree, West one hundred and
twenty one feet more or less, to the corner of lots numbers
one hundred and thirty-four, one hundred and thirty five and
one hundred and forty as designated by those numbers on
Ellicott's Sale plat, thence binding on lot number one hundred
and thirty-five South seventy-one degrees and half of a degree,
West thirty three feet then South Seven degrees East Thirty Seven
feet to a line drawn North twelve degrees East from the place
of beginning and then reverse of the line so drawn reversely
South twelve degrees West about sixty-five feet to the place
of beginning.

I.O.O.F. Description
Page 2 of 2
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That on the west is covered with a flat roof decorated by a gabled roof
entrance pediment and supported by seven wrought iron poles acting as
connectors for the wrought iron railing.

The entire first or ground floor of this building is taken up by a
pottery shop. A two foot thick stone and brick retaining wall is located
in the center of the building (running east-west) . Behind this stone .._
interior wall can be seen the rock foundation on which the building is
built along with some connecting stone work. The shop's use of this area
for additional display purposes is very effective. Ceiling joists are
exposed here (S'^S^S) and the randam width second floor floor boards. A
pebble floor placed between foundation rocks is used on the east side and
a brick floor on the west side. The sloping rock formations are used to
display pottery handsomely.

HO-79
I.O.O.F. Lodge #40
Ellicott City
Private

Circa 1848

One of the few completely detached buildings on the north side of
Main Street, The I.O.O.F. Lodge building is a six bay wide, two bay deep,
three and a half story, gabled roof (running east-west) stone house with
brick chimneys inset into its east and west wall and a gabled roof
central dormer holding a roman arched vent and rectangular side panels.
Four south rectangular entrance doors are located in its two central bays
and in its east and west corner bay. Those in the center are wooden
cross paneled rectangular entrances surmounted by three light transoms
and flat granite transoms. Those in the east and west bays hold four
and one lights, respectively, surmounted by two light transoms and flat
stone lintels, and are probably additions to what was once two three bay
wide attached stone houses.
Since 1863, officially owned by and used as the meeting place for the
I.O.O.F. Lodge #40, this building holds significance historically and
architecturally.

i^^'^r.**Ot*V,"r £-•*
P. a 85"

Attachment 1
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The I.O.O.F. Lodge Building
Tax Map 25-A

Attachment 2
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ESCRIBE THE PRESENT / -4 D ORIGINAL (It known) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

This marvelous granite Gothic revival style structure built in a cruciform plan once housed the First Presbyterian Church and now serves as headquarters for the Howard County Historical Society. The building is character- zed
by steeply pitched intersecting gabled roofs, double-hung Gothic stained and
eaden glass paned windows featuring curvilinear patterns and a tall square
entrance and bell tower from whence rises to a hundred feet, a tall church
pire. The Gothic arched entrance way is decorated with a stretcher stone
Gothic arched lintel.
The north wall has a central projecting bay which holds a rose window
picturing two cherubs and circular stone decoration along with a basement
casement window holding six-six lites surmounted by a flat stone lintel and
centered into this projecting bay.
The east and west bays of the north wall each hold two double-hung
Gothic arched windows, similar to those already described decorated with
stretcher stone gothic arched lintels. A basement door, holding nine lites,
s locate in the east bay surmounted by a flat stone lintel*,.. •'. .
;
The east and west walls of the transcept hold identical tripartite gothic windows composed of a rose window in the upper portion of the
gothic arch with three gothic windows fitted into the remainder of the space.
See Figure 1. In addition two two lite cellar windows are x__ located in the
east wall of this transcept.
hurch beWhat would ordinarily be an ambulatory in a medieval
three bays
comes a reception room for the congregation. It is
on the
wide (one bay is used as an entrance into a small office
' two rewest and into the entrance foyer on the east)while the
: scribed,
maining bays hold gothic windows similar to those deinward
The east and west walls of the reception room extend
this
and meet at a south wall forming a semihexagon at
the large
south end crowned by a semi-conical roof which with
medieval
granite blocks used in construction gives a french
square
feeling to an otherwise gothic revival church. A
of
the
stone chimney rises from the base of the south corner
'element,
east wall of the transcept, while the other vertical
_, building
the square bell tower rises from the base of the
used as an entrance foyer, (see Plan) 'Each of the four walls of the bell
tower are opened by a gothic archway and crowned by a tall, conical roofed
spire. A corner stone on the south east corner of the entrance has the date
1842, which must be the date of the formation of the first church and not the
building of today which was constructed in 1894.
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Historical Society
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itorian

Transportation

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

In 1837 a Presbyterian Church was founded in Thistle Mills nowllcheste
The congregation was composed of Scotch and English residents of the
Patapsco Valley, who lived between Union Mills, now known as Delia and
Thistle Mills. In 1839 twenty-three charter members formed the church. In
1842-44 an ediface was built on the site of the present building but
collapsed when excavations were made to enlarge a basement Sunday School
room and declared a total loss because of it. The building was completely
rebuilt in 1894 with George Archer as architect and completed within six
months, a notable accomplishment to say the least.
It was constructed of granite- quarried locally, supposedly from a
quarry at the foot of Main Street. An extremely fine example of the Gothic
revival style which flourished at that time, it is constructed in the cruciform plan and characterized by steeply pitched intersecting gabled roofs and
double-hung Gothic stained and leaden paned glass windows featuring curvilinear patterns. The transcept or arms of the cross and the north axis hold
the original worship area, now used for meetings, while the .south axis, the
base or foot of the cross, holds a reception room. This south axis appears
on the exterior as a sort of medieval ambulatory with its semi-hexagonal
south end crowned by a semi-conical roof giving an almost Romanesque feeling
to what would otherwise be characterized as neo-Gothic in style.
In 1960 the parish outgrew the existing building and Mrs. James Clarke
Sr. bought it and presented it to the Howard County Historical Society. It
now serves as a repository for various historical documents, records and
books and is used as the headquarters of the Society, which opens periodical y
to the public.
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HO-50
HPWARD COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY
1894
Private
Ellicott City
This marvelous granite Gothic revival style building constructed in a
cruciform plan once housed the First Presbyterian Church and now serves as
headquarters and repository for the Howard County Historical Society. It
is characterized by steeply pitched intersecting gable roofs, double-hung
Gothic stained and leaden glass paned windows featuring curvilinear patterns
and a tall square entrance and bell tower which rises to a height of a
hundred feet. The Gothic arched double entrance and all the fenestration
of the building are characterized by stretcher stone gothic arched lintels.
The central projecting bay (north axis) of the north v/all holds a rose
window picturing two cherubs, the east-west transcept holds identical eastwest tripartite windows featuring a central rose and three gethie windows
within a large gothic arch, while the south axis which holds a reception
room gives the outward feeling of an ambulatory in a medieval church with
its semi-hexagonal south end crowned by a semi-conical roof giving an almost
Romanesque feeling to what would otherwise be characterized as rieo-Gothic
in style.
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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Patapsco National Bank building is located in the middle of the
north side of Main Street. It is their second building, the first is
Ho-76, later the Old St. Paul's School, and now vacant.
The
Ellicott
(laid in
centered

second bank building, located on the north side of Main Street,
City, is a three bay wide, one story high*, gabled roof, brick
flemish bond) structure with twin brick connected chimneys
and inset into its east and west walls.

The imposing entrance portico on the south wall of the building is
held by a three guarter wooden column on each side with marble and wood
base surmounted by a closed wooden pediment which is underlined by a
row of dentils. Three wide marble steps with central iron railing lead
to the rectangular, three light, double entrance door,which is flanked
by three vertical lights. It replaces the original door which entered
into a vestibule but was damaged during the flood of 1971.
A tall single window, composed of two tall, rectangular, double
hung windows with four-over-four lights, each surmounted by two light
transoms, rests on each side of the central door^They are encased in a
wooden molding underlined by flat, projecting marble sills and surmounted
by marble flat arched lintels with projecting marble keystone.
A rectangular, metal plats lies under each windows
Above the win-*
dows are horizontal rectangular marble plateswith scultured garlands.
The words First National Bank are inscribed on the wooden entablature
of the roof line below the projecting wooden cornice. f£eneath can still
be seen the shadow of the words Patapsco National Bank. The roof line
is decorated with a row of gutae and a row of dentils.
A marble base and water table run along the south facade of the
building whose east and west corners feature projecting marble gpoining.
The west wall lies flush against 8104 Main Street, while an alley runs
along its east wall. This east wall is laid in English garden wall
brick bond. A first floor arched window with iron grill, projecting
marble sill and arched brick lintel composed of two rows of header bricks
is centered into this east wall. North lies a small square aperture.
A stone retaining wall lies on the north side of the building with
a granite block staircase climbing up the steeply sloped hill on the
east side of the building lot.
The brick building which originally stood on this site has had quoining added to the east and west corners of its south wall. The entire
front facade of the building has been faced with a second layer of brick
laid in flemish bond with simulated stone quoining very close to the east
and west corners of the building.
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L.I

1 SIGNIFICANCE
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AREAS OF SIGNIFICANCE •- CHECK AND JUSTIFY BELOW

—PREHISTORIC

—ARCHEOLOGY-PREHISTORIC
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—LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
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BUILDER/ARCHITECT

Contracter

Jacob Kirn

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

By Chapter 98 of the Acts of the Maryland Legislature of 1833, the
Patapsco Bank of Maryland was authorized incorporation until 1845. This
was later extended. Charles Carroll of Carrollton, Charles W. Dorsey,
Alien Thomas, Nicholas Worthington of John, Nathaniel H. Ellicott,
Thomas Beale Dorsey, and Hugh Ely were named Commissioners. Their task
was to receive subscriptions of stock not to exceed an amount of $150,000.00
In an address given to the Howard County Historical
Society, John L. Clark gave an account of the Commissioners first meeting:
On Monday, the 20th of July, 1835 at 10 o'clock in the morning,
Nicholas Worthington of John, William Baker Dorsey, Dr. Alien Thomas.
John T.W. Dorsey, William Mclaughlin, Thomas B. Dorsey, Edward Gray,
Charles W. Dorsey, Samuel Ellicott, William E. George and John J.
Donaldson met at Blackwoods Hotel and formed the corporation known as
the Patapsco Bank of Maryland.
Nicholas Worthinton of John was made chairman of the meeting
and William Baker Dorsey, Secretary. The meeting then proceeded to
elect Directors. At this time, Thomas B. Dorsey was the Chief Judge
of the Third Judicial District of the State of Maryland. He took
the qualifying oath of Nickolas Worthington of John, J. Donaldson arid
the affirmation of Samotel Ellicott. A Justice of the Peace took the
qualifying oath of the said Thomas B. Dorsey, who could not, of course,
swear himself. On August 1st, 1835, the newly formed Board of Directors
met at Blackwood's Hotel in Ellicott f s Mills and elected Thomas B.
Dorsey as President of the Bank and appointed Charles D. Warfield as a
member of the Board of Directors. At that time, the Cashier and Clerk
were appointed, the Cashier to receive a salary of $1,300.00 a year
and the Clerk to receive $500.00. Bernard U 0 Campbell was appointed
Cashier and William B. Dorsey, Clerk. Samuel Ellicott, Chaides W.
Dorsey, and Thomas B. Dorsey were made a Building Committee.
In the address by John L. Clark he notes a statement of cash in the
Patapsco Bank at the close of business on Monday, May 3,1841 as follows:
^Clark,John L,Reprint of Address to Howard County Historical Society T
First National Bank file on historic Patapsco National Bank.
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„

"Patapsco NatM Bank To Occupy Its New Building Next Wednesday". Ellicott City Times,
ky 6, 1905.
'
1 Clark, John L. Address to Howard County Historical Society. First National Bank file on
storic Patapsco National bank.
Interview with Mr. Richard Right, Manager, Ellicott City Office, First National Bank.
Interview with Mr. Donald Graf, Manager, St. John's Lane Office, First National Bank.
Records Office, Howard County Court House, Ellicott City, Maryland.
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VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION
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SPECIE
Silver in boxes
" kegs
" bags

$14,000.00
2,000 00

Gold- Sovereigns
American coinage
French & Silver
Cents
Sundries on tray

3,179.59
1,000.00
200.00
3.00
125.55

Special Deposits
Silver and Gold
it
it
H
Aggregate Specie

3,051.00
359.45
200.QQ

Notes, etc of other Banks, etc.
Patapsco Bank notes
11
certificates of deposit

1QO-QQ

$1,004.37
2,270.50
65,260.00
24.0S4.SQ

$16,100.00

$ 4,508.14

$3 r 610.45
$24,218.59
3,274.87
$89/314.50
$116,807.96 Z

Shortly after its organizational meeting in July, 1835, the Bank
purchased a small parcel of land from Samuel Ellicott for the use of the
Bank. This later became St. Paul's Panchial School, Ho-76. The Board
resolved on November 8, 1840 that "inasmuch as the presently owned lot
was too small to be usable for the purposes of such a Bank in a small
Village; such as a garden, a lot suitable for pasture, etc., it was agreed
to pay Samuel Ellicott $500.00 for .4 acres additional."*3 It is believed
by John Clark that the Cashier lived in the bank building and it was for
this reason that this extraordinary investment was made.
On May 8, 1905 the Patapsco National Bank opened its handsome new
building on Main St. to the public. It occupied a site immediately adjoining the old building at that time. The following description of its
interior was given in the Ellicott City Times for May 6, 1905 and reads
as follows!
The different departments of the bank are separated by mahogany
partitions with which the furniture is in keeping. One of the most
attractive features of the building is the room set aside for ladies
doing business with the bank. This has been fitted up in a very
attractive manner with writing desks, stationery, chairs, etc., a
fine old colonial fire place and toilet room adjoining."^
This ladies banking area was separated and enclosed by an imported
Italian marble interior wall some four to five feet high which can be seen
today.
The other outstanding feature of the bank's interior is its vault which
was designed by York Safe and Lock Company, of York, Pennsylvania, which
is said to be burglar and fire proof. It is built of drill proof steel,
incased in cement and bricks.
_-_
/Ibid.
Patapsco National Bank to Occupy its New Building Next Wednesday."3/6/05

Patapsco National Bank Bldg
Significance Statement
Page 3
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Its intricate looking chamber can be seen on the inside of the door
which is covered with plate glass. Patents for the door are dated
July 20, 1875, September 25, 1877, August 7, 1877, and November 13,
1877.

On January 29, 1971 the Patapsco National Bank merged with the
First National Bank and is now their Ellicott City Branch Office.
In an interview with Mr. Caplan of Ellicott City, it was disclosed
that this lot was used as a livery stable for the horses and delivery
wagons of Mr. Thomas Hunt who owned a General Store where the Cocea
Lane Restaurant is now located.
Because of its historical significance as the first bank of Ellicott
City, and for its imposing architectural facade which is woven into the
middle of the.north side of Main Street. The Patapsco National Bank
should be considered for inclusion to the National Register and any
future local landmark legislation.

HO-52
PATAPSCO NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

1905

Ellicott City

Private
The Patapsco National Bank building is a three bay wide, one
room deep, one and a half story high, flat roofed brick (laid
in English garden wall brick bond) building with brick chimneys
inset into its east and west walls. An imposing neo-Classical
facade is composed of a central, gabled roof portico supported
by two doric columns, covering the central rectangular double
entrance door which is flanked by double rectangular double-hung
windows surmounted by two light transoms and encased in a
wooden molding, decorated by flat arched stone lintels and
keystone.
The building is crowned by a wooden cornice decorated with
a row of dentils and a row of guttae. Below the entablature
are the words "First National Bank", replacing the words still
evident, "Patapsco National Bank". Between the freize and the
south windows are stone plates with decorative garlands. The
south-east and south-west corners of the building feature stone
quoining while the entire south wall is faced with brick laid
in flemish bond with additional stone quoining creating a
double corner effect. The interior boasted a special area for
ladies banking which included a fireplace and comfortable desks
and chairs, separated and partially enclosed by an imported
green marble interior four to five feet wall.
The Patapsco National Bank is historically significant as
the first bank to open its doors in Ellicott City. Its founders
included the most influential men in the community from the
Carroll, Dorsey and other founding families. The first Patapsco
Bank building was the Old St. Paul's Parochial School, HO-76.

Figure I. Outline of the facade of the second building
of the Patapsco National Bank, later known as Norton s Drug
Store.
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MARYLAND HISTORICAL TRUST
INVENTORY FORM FOR STATE HISTORIC SITES SURVEY

I NAME
HISTORIC

The Powell House

AND/OR COMMON

The Stapf House

[LOCATION
STREET* NUMBER
CITY. TOWN
STATE

CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT

Ellicott City

_.

6th

VICINITY OF
COUNTY

Maryland

Howard

^CLASSIFICATION
CATEGORY
X-DISTR1CT

OWNERSHIP
—PUBLIC

_BUILDING(S)

X-PRIVATE

—STRUCTURE

—BOTH

—SITE

PUBLIC ACQUISITION

—OBJECT

PRESENT USE

STATUS
X— OCCUPIED

—AGRICULTURE

—MUSEUM

—UNOCCUPIED

—COMMERCIAL

—PARK

—WORK IN PROGRESS

—EDUCATIONAL

-^PRIVATE RESIDENCf

ACCESSIBLE

_IN PROCESS
_BEING CONSIDERED

—ENTERTAINMENT

_RELIG!OUS

-XYES: RESTRICTED

—GOVERNMENT

—SCIENTIFIC

_YES: UNRESTRICTED

—INDUSTRIAL

—TRANSPORTATION

_NO

—MILITARY

—OTHER:

[OWNER OF PROPERTY
NAME

Frank J. Stapf

Telephone #: 465-0811

STREET & NUMBER

8198 Main Street
CITY. TOWN

Ellicott City

VICINITY OF

LOCATION OF LEGAL DESCRIPTION
COURTHOUSE.
REGISTRY OF DEEDS. ETC

Lot

Hall of Records

STATE , zip code
Maryland 21043
T ax Map 2 5 -A Blk D-2
L iber f : 278
Folio #: 264

STREET & NUMBER

Howard County Court House
CITY. TOWN

STATE

Ellicott City

Maryland

REPRESENTATION IN EXISTING SURVEYS
TITLE
DATE

Howard County Historic Sites Inventory
July 1977

—FEDERAL

XsTATE

_COUNTY

—LOCAL

Maryland Historical Trust, 21 State Circle
CITY. TOWN

Annapolis

STATE

Maryland
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DESCRIPTION
CONDITION

CHECK ONE

^.EXCELLENT

..DETERIORATED

_UNALTERED

—GOOD

__RUINS

^ALTERED

—FAIR

_UNEXPOSED

CHECK ONE
_MOVED

DATE

DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Samuel Powell House is located on the north side of Main Street
one house west of the Wallar House. It is a three bay wide, three and
a half story high, one room deep, gabled roof (running east-west) stone
structure with brick chimneys set into its east and west walls. A
central rectangular entrance door on the south wall o.r front facade is
surmounted by a three light transom and flat stone lintel, decorated
with black shutters, covered by a shed roofed hood and flanked by
single rectangular, double-hung windows with six-over-six lights sur
mounted by flat stone lintels and underlined by wooden sills,
Three similar second and third floor windows rest above, vertically
aligned and proportionally scaled to the central entrance and windows
below. Those on the second and third floors are decorated with black
shutters.
A single gabled roof dormer window is centered into the gable
roof on both the north and south elevations. They hold rectangular,
double-hung windows with six-over-six lights, surmounted by pediments.
The west wall rests against the east wall of the Howard House,
while the east wall rests against the west wall of its neighboring
frame house to the east.
The north wall's first floor is built into the sloping rock hill
which runs up to Church Road. A shed roofed, frame addition on the
second floor becomes the first floor on the north. Two third floor
windows, similar to those described, rest above. The lot is terraced
into four levels and excellently maintained.

CONTINUE ON SEPARATE SHEET IP

NECESSARY
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1 SIGNIFICANCE
PERIOD

AREAS OF SIGNIFICANCE - CHECK AND JUSTIFY BELOW

—PREHfSTORIC

—ARCHEOLOGY-PREHISTORIC

—1400-1499

—ARCHEOLOGY-HISTORIC

—1500-1599

—1600-1699

—-AGRICULTURE
v
—ARCHITECTURE

—1700-1799

—ART

XI800-1899

—COMMERCE

—1900-

—COMMUNICATIONS

SPECIFIC DATES

circa 1835

—COMMUNITY PLANNING
—CONSERVATION

—ECONOMICS

—EDUCATION
—ENGINEERING
—EXPLORATION/SETTLEMENT
—INDUSTRY

—INVENTION

—LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
—LAW

—RELIGION
—SCIENCE

—LITERATURE

—SCULPTURE

—MILITARY

—SOCIAL/HUMANITARIAN

—MUSIC

—THEATER

—PHILOSOPHY

—TRANSPORTATION

—POLITICS/GOVERNMENT

—OTHER (SPECIFY)

BUILDER/ARCHITECT

Samuel Powell

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Powell House is significant both historically and architecturally.

Historically the Powell House is indicated along with the Alexander
Walker House on the North side of the Baltimore and Frederick Turnpike
Road on Plat 1 of George Ellicott's Land Division Book, dated 1840.
The deed recorded among the Land Records of Howard County (203-306)
notes the house as formerly owned by Samuel Powell who erected it on a lot
leased from Samuel Ellicott to him on December 17, 1835 and recorded among
the Land Records of Anne Anundel County.
This building was once owned by William B. Dorsey who on May 5, 1930
conveyed it to Caleb D Rogers (138-496).
On September 9, 1939 Caleb D. Rogers and Elizabeth Rogers conveyed the
property to the Hoplite Club, Inc. (164-436) who on the 8 May, 1944, five
years later, conveyed the property to Isidores Yanakes (164-436).
Mr. Yanakes, a year later on March 9 conveyed the property to Horace
T* Sheppard (184-450) who conveyed it to the present owners Mr. Frank Stapf
and his mother Edith Mae on April 13, 1948 (203-306).
Maintained exceptionally well, this fine stone house is one of the old
est structures on Main Street in Ellicott' City. Architecturally it is
noteworthy as a fine example of Howard County's stone architecture which
features fine proportions, good detail and excellent stone work.
For these reasons the Samuel Powell House should be considered for
inclusion to the National Register of Historic Places and any future local
landmark legislation.

CONTINUE ON SEPARATE SHEET IF NECESSARY
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Hopkin's Atlas of 1878
Record's Office, Howard County Court House, Ellicott City, Maryland
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Please see Attachment 1, Tax Map 25-A, p. 4

278, 264

VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION

"Beginning at the southwestern corner of a stone house formerly owned by Samuel Powell
and erected on the lot herein described and running thence bounding on the Baltimore
and Frederick Road (Main Street) south 78° East 23 feet; thence North 11V* Kust
111% feet to the south side of William Ellicott's Road (30 feet wide), formerly called
Ellicott Street, now called Church Road; thence binding thereon South 72^° West 26 feet,
to a line drawn North 11%° from the place of beginning; thence reversing said line- and
binding thereon South 11%° West 97 feet 9 inches to the place of beginning."_______
LIST ALL STATES AND COUNTIES FOR PROPERTIES OVERLAPPING STATE OR COUNTY BOUNDARIES
STATE

Maryland

COUNTY

STATE

Howard

COUNTY
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Cleora Barnes Thompson,Archivist_____________________________
ORGANIZATION
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Office of Planning & Zoning-Comprehensive Planning Section

465-5000 x257____
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The Maryland Historic Sites Inventory was officially created
by an Act of the Maryland Legislature, to be found in the
Annotated Code of Maryland, Article 41, Section 181 KA,
1974 Supplement.

The Survey and Inventory are being prepared for information
and record purposes only and do not constitute any infringe
ment of individual property rights.
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HO-53
SAMUEL POWELL HOUSE

Ellicott City
Private

circa 1835

The Samuel Powell House is one of the oldest stone houses on the
north side of the Baltimore and Frederick Turnpike in Ellicott City,
It is a three bay wide, one room deep, three and a half story,
gabled roof (running east-west) stone structure. It features a
central rectangular entrance, surmounted by a flat stone lintel,
and shed roofed metal hood, vertically aligned and proportionally
scaled fenestration and a single gabled roof dormer window holding
a rectangular double-hung window with six-over-six lights centered
into the gabled roof on its north and south elevations.
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MARYLAND HISTORICAL TRUST WORKSHEET
NOMINATION FORM
for the
NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES, NATIONAL PARKS SERVICE

E
The Howard County Jail
AND/OR HISTORIC:

The Emory Jail or "Willow Grove"
.LOCATION
STREET ANCNUMBERt

1 Emory Street
CITY OR TOWN:

Ellicott City,
STATE

COUNTY:

Howard

Maryland
CLASSIFICATION
CATEGORY

o

f

Q

District

QJJ

Building

C3

Public

R7]

Site

G Structure

Q

Privet*

D

STATUS

OWNERSHIP

(Check One)

Public Acquisition:

Q Both

Object

[3 Occupied

G In Process

G Unoccupied

["I Being Considered

G Preservation work
in progress

ACCESSIBLE
TO THE PUBLIC
Yes:
(X) Restricted
G Unrestricted
D No

PRESENT USE (Check One or Afcro *• Appropriate)

C~) Apriculturol

Q Government

D

[ | Commercial

Q Industrial

Q

PflYote Residence

O Educational

Q Military

Q

Religious

f~) Entertainment

f~l Museum

G Scientific

Q Transportation

1 I Comments

Q3 Other (Specify)

__. .iai.1 -Bldq

'OWNER OF PROPERTY
JWNER'S NAME:

County Commissioners of Howard County

LLJ

STREET AND NUMBER:

Howard County Court House

LU

CITY OR TOWN:

CO

Ellicott City

21043

Maryland

LOCATION OF LEGAL DESCRIPTION
COURTHOUSE. REGISTRY OF DEEDS. ETC:

Hall of Records
STREET AND NUMBER:

Howard County Court House
CITY OR TOWN:

STATE

21043
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^DESCRIPTION
(Chock One)

CONDITION

^21 E*c«ll«nt

CD Good

Q Foir

[3 Dnteriorot«d

Q Ru n»

ft] Alt«r«d

Q UnelNu.d

Q •Un«xpo*«d

(Check On#;

(Check One)
Q Moved

^C] Original Sit*

DESCRIBE THE PRESENT * 4O ORIGINAL (it known) PHYSICAL. APPEARANCE

The Howard County Jail is a five bay wide four bay deep, two and a half
story granite block structure with intersecting gabled roofs, projecting
central south bay holding a central rectangular entrance door surmounted by
a tall Roman arched second floor window. The entrance is decorated with a
projecting corbeled stone lintel held by two brackets. Fenestration is set
into rectangular recesses which run from first to second floors on the south,
east and west walls and are surmounted by flat stone lintels. Bars and/or
protective screens are located at each door and window. A central octagonal
copula with molded curvilinear roof is placed in the center of the gable roof
runs east-west. Originally the east and west walls were identical,
lolding two deeply set rectangular recesses which run from the ground floor
to the second floor, each holding first and second floor rectangular doublehung windows with 15-over-15 lites. In 1959 a central third floor rectangula
window was added to the east wall. The 1959 alteration created space-on the
third floor for the Central Alarm Headquarters.
A double glass and aluminum door in the north central bay and a 9 lite
rectangular window in the south'central bay were added while the west window
of the extreme north bay was elongated, utilizing the original lintel. An
iron walkway and railing leads from this west door to the Courthouse parking
lot.
From the north wall springs a three bay wide, two bay deep three story
high granite (for two stories) and frame (top story) addition whose gable
oof runs north-south and intersects with that of the main south wing. A
shed roofed semi-enclosed porch rests on the west wal.l of this addition.
The north wall holds two barred first floor windows and two second and
third floor rectangular double-hung windows with six-over-six lites. Two
shed roofed porches are placed along the east wall of this addition, one on
the ground floor, another on the second floor. A first and second floor
rectangular east central entrance is flanked on the second floor by rectanguar double-hung six-over-six lite windows and on the ground floor by a flight
f stairs on the north and a similar window on the south.
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PERIOD (Cnec* One or More •• Appropriate)
Q Pre-Columbian

Q 16th Century

Q 18 »h Century

Q 15th Century

D 17th Century

n

SPECIFIC DATE(S)

Q 20th Century

19»h Century

(If Xpp/fcabfe end Known;

AREAS OF SIGNIFICANCE

(Check One or Mere ••

Abor iginal

Q Education

Q Prehistoric

Q Engineering

Q Historic

Q Industry

I""! Agriculture

D Invention

Q Architecture

Q Landscape

D Art

Architecture

Q political

Urban Planning

Q Religion/Phi.

Other (Specify)

lotophy
Q Science
Q Sculpture
Q Sociol/Humon-

f"j Commerce

D Literature

Q Communications

Q Military

Q Theater

(} Conservation

[~1 Music

Q Transportation

, forian

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
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The Emory Jail, known as Willow Grove was constructed in 1878 and is a
unique architectural landmark with its element of the Romanesque revival
style seen in the central bay tall roman window above the main entrance on
the south elevation. The stone'work is particularly fine with the rectangu
lar recesses which run from ground level to second floor providing window
insets on the south, east and west elevations, decorated with
fine
stone lintels.
Executions by hanging took place between the Courthouse and Jail with
local men acting as witnesses. No hangings took place after 1916.
The need for a new jail is extreme at this time. It is hoped that thi:
building will be preserved and recycled for another use or as an annex to
additional correctional facilities.
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American Association of University Women, Howard County
Mimeographed paper on the history of Ellicott City, Ellicott
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THE EMORY JAIL OR WILLOW GROVE
Public

•

1878

Ellicott City
The Emory or Howard County Jail, known as.Willow Grove is a five bay wide, four
bay deep two and a half story granite block structure with intersecting gable
roofs, projecting central south bay holding a central rectangular entrance door
surmounted by a tall Roman arched second floor window and fenestration set into
rectangular recesses which run from first to second floors on the south, east and
west walls which are surmounted by flat stone lintels.
Built in 1878, executions took place between the jail and the court house
with local men as witnesses until 1916.
Presently still in use, it is hoped that when new correctional facilities
are constructed by Howard County and/or the State, that the building will be
utilized as an annex or recycled for further use and preservation.
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COMMON:

Emory Methodist
i ic LI luu i o L L.JJ
Episcopal
i o <w\jjju i Church
01 !u i \-i i
umui y

AND/OR HISTORIC!

Methodist Episcopal Church of Emory Chapel/ Ellicott City's Mills in Ann i Arundel Coui

5TREETANPNUMBERt

Church Ro£d
CITY OR TOWN:

Ellicott City
COUNTY:

Howa rd

Maryland
[^CLASStFICATlpK___
CATEGORY
fC/ieick Or.e)

O

D District
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The Emory United Methodist Church is a three bay wide, five bay deep granite
block and decorative shingled two-f story church with gable roof running nortlsouth and twin east and west bay north double wooden paneled rectangular en
trances surmounted by single 1ite transoms and closed pediments. A simple
wooden cornice runs partially along the front facade decorated by a row of
dentiles and held by four large fulted brackets which lie on each side of^a
large central rectangular window section which is flanked by two wooden pil
lars springing f rom the cornice brackets. From the interior pillars spring
fluted pilasters reaching up to the architrave which features four horizonta
rectangular panels surmounted by a simple cornice decorated with a row of
dentils, and surmounted by a Roman arched frame decoration whose central pan
meets a wooden keystone.
The rectangular window features geometric and curvilinear forms which surrourd
a cross within a circle. See Figure 1.
A simple wooden panel connects the second floor window with a quatre partite
roman arched first floor window. The A formed by the gabled roof is filled
around the window with decorative shingles. Built on the slope of a hill
five
cement stairs on the west become simply two on the east.
The west elevation holds four ground floor .rectangular double-hung windows
with a rectangular ground floor entrance and five vertically alligned first
floor tall rectangular double-hung windows which feature Roman arch panels
with three decorative quatre foils and curvilinear pattern. A similar ar
rangement lies on the west wall with the following exceptions: 1) a rectan
gular ground floor door lies on the second north bay, a shed roof furnace
addition lies south of the third bay with a brich chimney lying north of
second south bay. The south elevation holds a central gabled roof bay win
dow with a large "sunflower" or rose window on the first floor and a two lite
rectangular window on the ground floor. The building is in excellent con
dition.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Built on land acquired on December 19, 1837 by deed from Samuel Ellicctt to
John Forrest and others, the deed stipulated that the property was to be use
"to preach and expound God's Holy Word". A committee of three, Jake Timanus
stone manson; W 6 S. Harrison, carpenter; and Jesse MCkinzie, plasterer, built
the church which was considered a handsome house of worship.
Originally a west entrance door was used but later the twin entrance doors
were placed on the south wall, when the church was rebuilt and the north
and south windows added in 1887.
In the early days of the congregation, the men and women were divided into
a separate seating arrangement. In 1887- with the general remodeling of the
building, this restriction in seating was put aside.
The oldest Methodist Church in Howard County, it has been in continual use
since its founding in 1837. In 1972 it joined with Mr. Zion Church to form
a parish with one pastor serving the two churches.
Architecturally and historically significant, this building should be con
sidered for inclusion into the National Register of Historic Places.
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EMORY METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Private
Ellicott City

1837, 1887

Built on land acquired by deed on December 19, i837 from Samuel Ellicott to
John Porrest and others, the deed stipulated that the land be used "to preach
and expound God's Holy Word".
A three bay wide, five bay deep granite block, two story, gabled roof (running
north-south)structure, Emory Methodist Church features hexagonally shaped frame
shingles in the A insets added in 1887 to its north and south elevations. These
walls hold a rectangular window featuring geometric and curvilinear forms sur
rounding a cross within a circle surmounting a quatre partite roman arched win
dow on the north elevation and a sun flower or rose window in a gabled roof bay
window on the south elevation.
An original west entrance has been replaced by twin rectangular entrances on the
north wall surmounted by single 1ite transoms and decorated with closed pediments
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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT * 4D ORIGINAL (It known) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Jenkins House, originally belonging to Jonathan Ellicott is located on
the south side of Church road east of Emory United Methodist Church. *l t
was built fn two sections, a low pitched gabled roof granite block south
wing, three bays wide, two bays deep and two stories high with entrances
on the east, west and south elevations and rectangular windows with sixover-six lites (nine lite first floor windows are also featured) and a three
bay wide, two bay deep gambr el roof, three story high granite block str
ucture which features rectangular double-hung fenestration with six-oversix lites, central west brick chimney, deeply cut rectangular north and sout
entrance doors surmounted by four lite transoms and flat stone lintels and
a gabled roof dormer window holding a double rectangular window, each com
posed of a double hung window with one-over-one lites divided and flanked
by fluted pilasters and surmounted by a single open pediment centered into
the roof line of the north elevation.
The granite block quoining is outstanding as wellas the flat stone lintels
and projecting stone sills which decorate the windows. A simple wooden
cornice lies along the north and south elevations of this gambril roofed
north wing which faces Church Road.
The west wall of the original structure holds a rectangular entrance door
in the north bay, a first floor nine lite window and a second floor sixover-six lite window while seven steps on the north wall lead to a re
ctangular entrance door with nine lites and a second floor window above.
The east wall of this house has a stone ground floor and a frame second
floor. Six cement steps lead up to the open shed roofed porch, and wooden
railing which runs along the east wall of this house. The ground floor
windows have nine lites,while the two second floor windows have six-oversix lites and an entrance door in the north bay.
The gambril roof addition, built in the l840's, has an east wall holding
one first floor south bay window, one second floor middle bay window and
two third floor windows. The north or front elevation holds a rectangular
entrance in the east bay and two first floor windows with three second
floor windows vertically alligned above.
The building is in excellent condition and maintained beautifully.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Jenskins House, known also as the Macgill House is believed to have
been built in 1775 by Jonathan Ellicott, son of Andrew the founder of
Ellicott Mills, who was nineteen at the time.
Later, in 1782, he built another house for his family and other members
of the Ellicotts inhabited this house for-some seventy-five years.
In the mid 1800's Marion P. Macgill acquired the property. The 1868
Atlas lists his wife as owner. Later, their daughter Grace inherited the
property and lived here. It was during the tenure of the Macgills that
the house was enlarged and the south wing added. Later Caleb Dorsey Rogers
acquired the property and in 19^-7 sold v i t to Mr. & Mrs. J. Carrol 1 Jenkins
who altered the roof line to i.ts present gambril form and added the central
double window dormer which we see today on the front elevation.
The house is a charming and well integrated architectural composite whose
deeply set windows and doors are decorated with flat arched lintels. Its
association with the Ellicott family who were instrumental in changing
the tobacco fields of Howard County into wheat fields, creating a national
road from Baltimore to Ellicott City and on to Frederick and the Ohio
River as well as providing leadership in religious, social and governmental
affairs gives this house great historical significance and insures it a
place in the National Register of Historic Places.
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JENKIN'S
Private

Ellicott City

circa 1775,

Reputed to have been the first house belonging to Jonathan Ellicott, son of
Andrew, the founder of Ellicott Mills, the Jenkins residence was inhabited
for some 75 years by members of the Ellicott family. Suprisingly, the roof
line of the three story high north wing, three bays wide and two bays deep,
was altered by Mr. 5- Mrs. Jenkins in the middle of the 20th Century giving
the north wing facing Church Road the appearance of ante dating the older
gabled roof two story high south wing which is three bays wide, two bays deep
and supposedly built by Jonathan Ellicott at age nineteen. The gambrel roofed
cottage is seen in many of the older homes of Howard County such as Cherry
Grove, HO-1 and Peacefields, HO-9 and exemplifies the transitional experiments
between the medieval style and the Georgian architectural style in Maryland.
Beautifully maintained by the present owners, Mr. and Mrs. John Strebe, the
granite block house features rectangular fenestration, fine proportions and
excellent stone masonry as exemplified in it's quoining, flat stone lintels
and projecting stone sills. Ivy covers most of the east and west walls of
the 1840 north wing.
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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT / * D ORIGINAL (II known) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Manse is a three bay wide, two bay deep, three and a half story high
granite structure with a gabled roof running east-west and two brick chimneys
rising out -of its east wall. A three bay wide, two bay deep two story frame
and granite (granite first floor and frame second floor) north wing springs
from the north wall whose gabled roof running north-south intersects with th
gabled roof of the main structure.
The east wall of the south wing holds a second and third story rec
tangular window with six-over-six lites, flat stone lintels and projecting
stone sills. A double attic window lies in the A of the gable composed of
two rectangular double-hung windows with four-over-four lites. A rectangu
lar entrance door is located in the north bay of the east wall which is
approached by a stone terrace.
Three rectangular double-hung first and second floor windows holding
six-over-six lites rest in the east wall of the stone and frame addition.
(The building is built into the slope of a hill so that the second floor
becomes the first floor.)
The grounds of the front of the house are terraced with two retaining
stone walls and approached by three wide granite steps, a brick landing and
an additional eight granite steps, which bring you to the one story high flat
roofed open front porch which is supported by three square granite pillars.
An iron railing runs along the perimeter of-the porch roof creating a second
floor terrace.
The deeply set rectangular red wood south entrance door is located in
the west bay holding three lites and surmounted by a four lite transom. Two
tall rectangular south windows lie in the middle and east bays, holding oneover-one lites and decorated by shutters. The windows on the second and
third floors are rectangular in shape, holding six-over-six lites, decorated
with shutters, proportionally scaled and vertically alligned. The second
floor south windows in the east and west bays have flat stone lintels and
projecting wooden sills. A central french door onto the terrace holds 4-4
lites and is decorated with a flat arched stretcher stone lintel surmounted
by a flat stone lintel. The cornice of the roof is decorated with a row of
simple brackets which give a dentil row effect.
The west wall of the house holds a first floor rectangular, double-hung
window with two-over-two lites, two second floor rectangular double-hung
windows with six-over-six lites, and a similar third floor window in the
north bay of the original old house. An attic window with four-over-four
lites is surmounted by a wide stone lintel.
A rectangular brick gabled roof (running east-west)structure once used
as an outdoor kitchen, lies on the east side of. the house.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

This house served as a home for the pastors of the First Presbyterian
Church, now the headquarters for the Howard County Historical Society.
It was constructed in 1850 into the steep slope of a hill so that though
three and a half stories high facing Church Road, it is only two stories
high near the north wall of the original south wing. As in the case of many
buildings built into the rocky slopes of Ellicott Mills, it creates an
interesting effect. Its first floor has a front parlor and what was a small
dug out cellar. The second floor holds a second floor sitting room (pre
viously the pastor's study), a small bedroom, once a winter kitchen, a
dining room and pantry. Three bedrooms (one a den) are located on the third
floor. Recently acquired by Mr. &-Mrs. Charles Hogg, Jr., the Manse has
undergone restoration and become a pleasant sunny home for its new owners.
Between the years 1881-1909, the Reverend Henry Branch lived here with
his family. Tales are told of children toppling out of the second floor
bedroom windows on to the ground due to the slope of the hill and of older
boys sending signals to the girls at the Patapsco Female Institute.
In 1910 a new Manse was built near the Courthouse and church to enable the
pastor to be more easily available for those seeking quick marriages. When
the days of quick marriages came to an end, the old Manse was once again
occupied by successive pastors until 1956 when the church outgrew its
facilities. It was then bought and restored by Dr. & Mrs. William Van Royen
and is now owned by Mr. & Mrs. Charles Hogg, Jr.
(See also HO-56 First Presbyterian Church and now the Howard County
Historical Society.)

JC 'MAJOR BtBUOGRAPHlCAL REFERENCES

Holland, Celia.

Ellicotf City, Maryland 1772-1972.

Bladensburg, 1972

American Association of University Women, Howard County Chapter.
Memographed paper on .history of Ellicott City. Ellicott City, 1972.
1972.

Map of Historic Ellicott City, 1867.

Mrs. Jean Hannon. Ellicott City
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~ J State Liaison Officer Review:

(Office Use Only)
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HO-57
THE MANSE

1850

Private
Ellicott City
The Manse is a three bay wide, two bay deep three and a half story high granite
structure with a gabled roof running east-west and two brick chimneys rising out
of its east wall. A three bay wide, two bay deep two story frame and granite
(granite first floor and frame second floor) north wing springs from the north
wall whose gabled roof, running north-south, intersects with the gabled roof
of the main structure.
Fenestration is double-hung, proportionally scaled and vertically alligned
on the south front facade, decorated with projecting stone sills and flat stone
lintels.
The Manse is built into the slope of a hill so that the second floor in
front becomes the first floor from the ground in the rear. Used as a home for
the pastors of the First Presbyterian Church and their active families, stories
are told of children see-sawing out of second floor rear windows and older boys
sending signals to the girls at the Patapsco Female Institute on the adjoining
hill. The Reverend M. Grier, the.Reverend Huntington, the Reverend Pittinger,
the Reverend Hooper and the Reverend Branch were early occupants of this very
much lived-in and prayed-in home.
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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAU (II known) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE
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n

Original Site

[^

4

Angelo Castle is a unique Gothic revival style one story high wooden frame
castle-like structure built on a stone foundation into the slope of a hill
which rises on the west side of the Patapsco River and BS-0 Railroad track.
It is built in a cruciform plan. See Plan A.
The front door is approached by 31 steps which descend from a Church Road
parking lot to the cottage. It is on the west and projects out from the
west wall of the chapel which rises to a two story height and now actually
houses a second floor room.
An octagon brick chimney rises on the south side of the foyer against the
west wall of the chapel. Octagon pillars are located at each corner of th
chapel (see plan) and connected by a crenalated wall along the roof line.
Two octagon pillars rise on each side of the west wall of the foyer and
they too are connected by a crenalated wall along the roof line. An ad
ditional crenatated wall runs along the dining-sitt?ng room and the orig
inal kitchen wall which has now been extended, enclosing an original porch
and creating a frame shake addition on the north wall. A small enclosed
porch with north door rests in the northwest corner. The roof lines give
a hipped roof effect.
The main entrance door is a double gothic paneled door inset into a gothic
arched frame which in turn is inset into a rectangular frame with a trian
gular side 1ite on each side of the arched door, which is flanked by a rec
tangular casement window with s i x-over-s j_x 15 tes surmounted by a gothic
arched transom with three 1ites featuring two gothic arches.
The west wall also holds two rectangular double-hung windows north of the
hall (see plan) holding six-over-six 1ites.
The south wall of the chapel holds a tripartite rectangular window, each oj
the three sections holding two 10 lite casement windows, one resting on
top of the other, which takes up almost all of the wall of this central
projecting bay of the south wall^The newly added second floor above the

rn
m

z
CO

H

n
H

o
z

"Chapel contains the gothic arch of this window, the chapel at one time bej ig two stor-;

A large fireplace rests in the west wall of the chapel (living room) which \i.®§-JlL£!li.
is decorated with blue Delft tiles designed and made by the present owner,
Mr. Peter \&nRossum. A large ornately decorated mahogany mantle and mirro
featuring columns and sculpture has been recently installed and fits and
also enhances the interior space. Two square stained glass windows hang
in the central section of the south window, also designed and created by
Mr. VanRossum.
Throughout the house are wide random width floors, and original woodwork
featuring fluted pilasters and lintels around the cross and open bible
and cross paneled doors.
Off the central hall (see Plan) lies the L shaped dining room whose near
north wall holds a wide brick wall with chimney and rough hewn timber man
tie which Mr, VanRossum designed and executed.
F[_

The dining room east wall holds two rectangular double hung nine-over-
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Castle Angelo was built in 1831 by a Frenchman, Monsieur Samuel Vaughn.lt
is supposedly a copy of a miniature of a French castle but the use of the
octangonal towers gives it a more English renaissance air than a French one
The Gothic arched windows flanking the Gothic arched front entrance are re
presentative of the Gothic revival style.
Architecturally Castle Angelo is unique in Howard County. Historically it
is tied to St. Paul's Church, the first Roman Catholic Church,in Ellicot.t
City when it served as a rectory for the first two Catholic priests station
ed here. Mass was first said in the Chapel of the Castle.
Angelo Castle was also pointed out by conductors of the B&O railroad when
passenger service brought tourists ta Ellicott City in the 1800's. Trains
would stop to allow passengers a chance to gaze on this unique buildfng
and fantasize. Legend has it that whenever the original cruciform plan
is destroyed, there has been a fire which recreated the original cruciform
plan. However, that may be architecturally, historically and religiously
Castle Angelo stands in its own right. It should be considered for inclu
sion into the National Register and any future landmark legislation as well
as a site to be designated on the critical areas survey for Howard County.

DtSUOGRAPHlCAL REFERENCES

Holland, Celia, Ellicott City, Maryland 1772-1972. Bladenburg, 1972
American Association of University Women, Howard County Chapter. Mimographed paper on Ellicott City History. Ellicott City, 1972.
Map of Historic Ellicott City, compiled by Mrs. Jean Hannon, 1972.
Interview with Mrs. Peter Van Rossum at Angelo Castle, February 1, 1977
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Description: Angelo Castle
twelve windows. Doors east and west of the fireplace lead into the kitchen
and sitting room respectively where small brick corner chimneys are located
side by side. The kitchen's north wall has been extended to take in a
previous open porch which has been enclosed with west door leading to a
small enclosed northeast, corner porch.
The basement or foundation of the building was not finished off until
the present owners who also installed central heating and have worked
on exposing the original wood of the floors, doors, and woodwork. A
lovely staircase in the foyer has also been opened up in the restoration
process. Excellently maintained and restored with a sensitivity to what
formerly existed, Castle Angelo stands as one of Ellicott City's most
outstanding and unique landmarks.

HO-58
ANGELO CASTLE
Private E
Ellicott City
Angelo Castle is
castle-like structure
slope of a hill which
Railroad tracks. The
perimeter of the roof

Circa 1831

a unique Gothic revival style one story high wooden frame
built on a stone foundation in a cruciform plan into the
rises on the west side of the Patapsco River and B&O
roof line is bordered by a crenalated para pet along the
of the chapel, the foyer and the kitchen.

The entrance foyer and stairs and a bedroom,bath and hall form the arms of
the cross while the chapel, originally two stories high whose ceiling has been
lowered to accommodate a second floor room forms the head of the north-south axis
A dining room,sitting room and kitchen spring from the north wall of the hall and
complete the plan.
Reputed to have been built in 1831 by a frenchman, Samuel Vaugh, other newly
discovered data reveal a Mr. Alfred S. Waugh, an architect and builder may have
constructed it in 1833. In either case both men were admirers of Michelangelo.
The castle became such a Jandmark that the B&O Raj 1 road ran excursion trains
from
Baltimore
so that tourists could view it.
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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The fire Department building, now the Ellicott City Branch of the
Howard County Public Library is a two bay wide, four bay deep, onto story
high, gabled roof (running east-west) frame building resting on a stone
foundation which is set into the slope of a triangular lot on the north
side of Main Street and the south side of Church Road. It is surmounted
by an onion shaped cupola resting on a square base which is centered
on the west side of the gabled roof.
West Elevation
The west wall holds a rectangular entrance door, surmounted by a
transom composed of a double row of three panes, all of which is flanked
by pilasters decorated with rectangular molding and surmounted by a flat
wooden lintel and molded cornice. The double-hung window which rests
south of the west entrance holds six-over-six panes (the bottom three
are taken up by an air conditioning unit). Centered above rests the copula
with an horn.
North Elevation

The north elevation holds three rectangular, double-hung windows,
flanked by flat pilasters, underlined by projecting wooden sills, sur
mounted by flat wooden lintels, holding four-over-four lights. The brick
foundation is partially exposed, sloping up the hilland laid in English
garden wall brick bond.
South Elevation
The south elevation, due to the slope of the hill is a two story high
frame wall, resting on a stone foundation.
A wooden cross paneled, rectangular entrance rests in the rarest bay
of the ground floor flanked by wooden pilasters and surmounted by a two
light transom and flat wooden lintel. The three windows to the east are
similar those described on the north elevation. Four first floor windows
(on this elevation second floor windows) rest above, vertically alligned
to the ground floor door and windows and similar to them with one exception:
they are decorated with black shutters. The stone foundation of this south
wall is a part of the stone retaining wall running from the new building of
the Howard House up to the intersection of Main St and Church Road.
The East Elevation
The east elevation indicates the slope of the land. A cinder block
foundation is partially exposed, into which is located in the south bay
a rectangular, paneled ground floor entrance door with steps running
along this east wall up a rectangular second floor entrance in the north
bay. A single first floor (second floor on this elevation) rectangular,
double-hung window is located in the south bay, similar to the others and
CONTINUE ON SEPARATE SHEET IF

NECESSARY
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Howard County Fire Department building was constructed in
1896 to house the fire equipment of Fire Company No. 1 of Ellicott City.
This equipment consisted mainly of leather buckets and ropes. The
total destruction of Mr. Thomas Hunts' Stable by a fire started by the
explosion of a fire cracker led to the campaign which resulted in the
acquisition of a bright red Howe man-powered pumper, mounted on wheels,
which was to be used with a two-wheeled hose reel.
This new equipment, too, had draw backs. The men pulling it
down the steep hill had to run like mad in order to avoid accident and
pull like mad to get it back up the hill to store it. With the hill
they'always had a "good running start".
Ten years later a hand-pulled two-wheeled truck supported a
gasoline engine. Supplanting the old see-saw pumper, it exceeded it in
weight. This later was replaced by a modern horse-drawn gasoline pumper,
Unfortunately for Ellicott Mills, Mr. Herrmann was the only man in the
brigade capable of getting it started. For fifteen years it served
Ellicott City until it capsized on the way to a fire and was completely
demolished.
By 1924 a modern fire engine and new station house were purchased
and this little building set aside for other purposes; headquarters of
the Howard County Welfare Board, the Health Department, the Sanitation
Department and now the Library. Its large west door was replaced by
two windows, one of which, the north bay window later became the present
entrance.
Sitting on its steep slope and retaining much of its original
character and architectural integrity, it should be considered for
inclusion to the National Register and any future local landmark
legislation.
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American Association of University Women I Historical notes for
members conducting tours of Historic Ellicott City. 1972
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decorated with black shutters. A small square chimney with cement
cap is inset into the middle of the east wall. The roof on this side
is hipped while it is gabled on the west.

HO-61
HOWARD COUNTY FIRE COMPANY NO. 1 BUILDING

Ellicott City
Public

1896

The old Engine House for Fire Company No. 1 is perched atop and set
into the steep triangular lot bounded by the north side of Main
Street and the south side of Church Road. This prime location
offered its members that much needed "good running start".
In those days the men had to pull the pump to the site of
the fire. Later a horse was employed and finally in the 1920's
a Model T Ford.
Due to this fiasco, Ellicott City lost some of her most
prized landmarks, among them Rock Hill and Saint Charles Colleges,
the Gambrill Manufacturing Company and the old post office building
on Main Street.
Now the Ellicott City Branch of the Howard County Library,
it has been altered somewhat but still retains its picturesque
cupola decorated with weather vane and horn.
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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Opera House was originally a four story high, four bay wide,
three bay deep field stone structure with gabled roof (running east
west) whose first floor is cut into the granite hill north of Main
Street. Twin brick chimneys are inset into its east and west walls.
Stretcher stone flat arched lintels decorate the orginal windows of
the structure.
An additional two story high brick east and west bay
was added with frame third, fourth and fifth stories. In addition,
a brick fifth story was added to the original stone structure with brick
parapet on its south facade. The fifth story holds double^hung Romanes
que windows. Each of these windows hold six-over-six lights decorated
with flat wooden sills and stretcher brick roman arched lintels. Hor
izontal rectangular brick recesses are inset under each window. These
additions occured in 1857 for the present building and the west bay is
indicated in 1860 on the Martinette Map. A second and third floor
balcony and the additions on the east and west are indicated in a
photograph of the building on the border of this 1860 Map. The west
bay no longer exists. It has been replaced by one or two of the five
two bay wide, four story high brick houses lying west of the old Town
Hall.
The fenestration of the original first four floors of the building
is rectangular, double-hung, holding six-over-six lights and decorated
by projecting flat wooden sills.
Sometime before 1857 a further two bay wide addition was added to th
north wall which can be seen on the second and third floors of the interi >r
of the building. Mr. Bibo, the present owner, believes this wall may have
been original, serving as a supporting wall. The second floor holds an
interesting fireplace on the west wall of this addition which may at one
tiraehave been an outside fireplace. A tunnel is located on the east wall
of this addition which goes out to the railroad bridge. See attached
contact sheet.
A one story high, flat roofed, open porch runs along the entire
south facade of the building with a cornice decorated with a row of egg
and darts and brackets.
A second floor french door is located in the third east bay featur
ing four-four lights. At one time it led out to the second floor balcony
already mentioned as being indicated on the 1860 Martinette Map. Present
ly used for storage and filled with second and third hand furniture and
goods, it is in great need of renovation.
Its fifth floor is entirely taken up by a large stage, orchestra and
balcony which no longer have their furniture. The original gas lamps in
the building, however, still remain intact, as well as paneling, flooring
and exceptionally wide first floor cooking fireplaces inset into the east an<
west walls of the original stone building. According to the owner, Mr.
Bibo, this was used as the official stage coach stop by the Ellicotts.
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The Opera House or Rodey's Emporium as it has been recently called
was in the early days of Ellicott Mills located on a tract of land callec
"West Ilchester" and is referred to as recently as 1906 in a deed as the
"Old Stone Tavern House." Owned by Jonathan Ellicott, it is believed
to date back as early as the seventeen eighties.
In a plat of the property of Thomas Wilson dated 1875, the property
is designated as the Town Hall Lot. In a Lithography of Main Street,
dated circa 1832 it is shown as a four bay wide, four and a half story,
gabled roof building with wide chimneys set into its east and west walls
and three dormer windows placed on the south facade of its gabled roof
which runs east-west. A second and third floor open porch runs along the
front facade.
At some time in the mid eighteen hundreds Mr. Thomas Wilson acquired
the property (probably from the Railroad with John H 0 B. Latrobe as
trustee which had acquired a great deal of land in Ellicott City includin
the adjoining Patapsco Hotel lot). On July 1, 1857 it was leased by
Thomas Wilson, owner, to John Schofield for a ten year period subject
to annual ground rent of $75 payable semi-annually on the first day of
January and July. Mr 0 Wilson agreed to present Mr 0 Schofield with a
"good and valid deed" on the receipt of $1250 at any time during the
period of the lease. (WHW 18-316).
It was during the time of the tenure of Mr. Schofield that the
building f s present appearance took shape for on the border of the Martinette Map of 1860 the present building with its romanesque windows
and parapet is featured.
On June 27, 1867, at the termination of Schofield's lease, Michael
and Evalina Bannon purchased the land and building from Thomas Wilson
for $1250, and one year later on November 28 conveyed the property to
Isaiah and Harriet Wolfersberger for $3,500 (28-516). A plat of Mr.
Thomas Wilsons, dated 1875 and found in the Howard County Land Records,
Liber 36 folio 482, indicates this property as the Town Hall Lot.
On the 13th of April, 1906 Edward B. Powell, trustee deeded the
property "known as the Town Hall lot to John G. Rogers, (Howard County
82-35). The deed refers to the "western side of the wall of the Old
Stone Tavern House", which is the west wall of the present building.
CONTINUE ON SEPARATE SHEET IF NECESSARY
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Owned by Mr. Andrew Bibo, this property next to the B and 0
Railroad is the most significant property and building in Ellicott
City. It ante dates the Patapsco Hotel and was used as a Town
Hall. Later in the 1900 f s the fifth floor was used for 15£ movies.
During Schofieldte ten year tenure it was used as an Opera House.
John Wilkes Booth played here, noted theatrical personality of that
day.
Presently in a fair condition, it should be placed on the
National Register of Historic Buildings and totally restored and
rehabilitated for use as an old tavern on the ground floor, a theater
on the fifth floor and a museum on the second, third and fourth floors.
In the development of tourist generators for Howard County, Ellicott
City and its historic landmarks are of primary importance. Those build
ings located on the north side of Main Street (Please see Ho-62, Ho-68,
Ho-86, Ho-88, Ho-89, Ho-90, Ho-94, Ho-97, Ho~98, and Ho-99) are of pri
mary importance for they are zoned B-l, commercial use and presently house
such uses as restaurants, antique and curio shops, barber and beauty shops
as well as office space and apartment use. Of commercial and historical
significance, the Opera House should be placedon the National Register and
restored. The use of a restored Opera House as a potential tourist generato
cannot be overemphasized. Time, money and creative ability are needed to i,
initiate and complete this restoration project.

Ho-62
Town Hall/Opera House/Old Stone Tavern
Ellicott City
Private

circa 1780

Located on a tract of land called "West Ilchester", be-^
longing to Jonathan Ellicott, this building was at one time a
four and a half story gabled roof structure with three gabled
roof dormer windows. Later in the 1860 f s it took its present
form in a renovation by John Schofield which added the fifth
floor with its four romanesque windows and parapet. Here was
located the Opera House with its stage and balcony which can
still be seen along with the modern gas lamps of that era.
The ground floor still retains its early eighteenth century cooking
fireplaces and should be restored to its original use as an old
stone tavern. Two one bay wide, five story high, frame additions
were constructed by Schofield extending from the east and west
walls. That on the west has been demolished to make way for five
row houses.
The east bay remains much as it was in the time of
its construction.
It is hoped that this building, second only to the Railroad
Terminue in importance to Ellicott City may be restored.

Page 2
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One of the most fascinating buildings in Ellicott City, it
remains relatively undiscovered and is in need of total reha
bilitation on the interior.
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The Stanton Log Cabin is located on the east side of Merryman Street
adjacent to a small stream which flows several feet east of the cabin,
providing a sylvan and picturesque setting for this quaint structure. It
is a three bay wide, one room deep, one and a half story high, gabled roof
(running north-south) log structure which is filled in with thin pieces of
slate and stones stuck together with mud. A brick chimney is inset into
its south wall, with a square attic window on each side of it. The west
wall holds a central entrance flanked by rectangular windows, all of which
are now boarded up. Two rectangular attic windows are located on its north
wall, one large one is centered into the eave, the smaller one east of it.
f
The north wall of this log cabin has been covered with vertical wooden
planks to strengthen and support it. The entrance door, located in the west
bay has been boarded up horizontally. The log structure is laid on a stone
foundation which follows the contour of the land, sloping down to the east.
This foundation holds a battan wood rectangular cellar entrance door on the
north wall.
The east elevation holds two rectangular first floor double-hung rec
tangular first floor double-hung windows with six-over-six lights.
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Thifc log cabin is believed to have been built circa 1780 according
to the estimates of local historians and probably served originally as
a settler's hut. In 1870 this log structure provided a meeting place
for the organizers of the Saint Luke A.M.E. Church, now located on Main
Street which celebrated its 100th anniversary in September, 1970. The
location for the Saint Luke A.M.E. Church was changed by 1878 to an ad
jacent building on the east side of the stream which runs east of the
present log structure, (please see attachment 3, Hopkin f s Atlas.) It
was owned at that time by Thomas Isaac. Presently used for storage and
boarded up, it awaits renovation and rehabilitation by an enthusiastic
and creative presenationist.
As one of Ellicott City's oldest landmarks it should be considered
for inclusion to the National Register of Historic Places and any future
local landmark legislation.

Note:
The following property transactions are noted in the Howard County
Court House Record f s Office:
Isaiah Mercer, Jr. conveyed the property to Thomas Isaac on January
6, 1858 (19-41). This property is noted on the Hopkins Atlas of 1878.
Some four years later in his will of 27 May, 1882 Thomas Isaac conveyed
all this property to his nephew, William M. Isaac. In 1911 William M.
Isaac left the property to his next of kin, Z. Howard Isaac etal, who in
1914 (wills 9-388) left all his property to his mother, Eleanor P. Isaac
who died intestate in 1933. John Henry Stanton acquired the prop&rty and
left it to his widow, the present owner in 1963.
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Ho-64
Thomas Isaac's Log Cabin
Ellicott City
Private

Circa 1780

This three bay wide, one room deep, one and a half story gabled
roof (running north-south) log structure built on a stone foundation
has a brick chimney inset into its south wall and a central rectan
gular west entrance flanked by rectangular windows. It sits into the
slope of the land and was in 1870 the meeting place for the organizers
of the Saint Luke A.M.E. Church, which celebrated its 100th anniver
sary in September 1970 and is now located on Main Street.
Owned by Thomas Isaac in 1878, it probably furnished a comfortable
and scenic home for one of Ellicott City f s First settlers.
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St.' Paul's School is a three and a half story, three bay deep,
five bay wide ashlar granite stone hipped roof structure with single
gabled roof dormers centered into each elevation, of"the roof line.
The granite exterior is accented by flat stone lintels, projecting
stone sills and a stone belt course separating the ground or full base
ment floor from the "primiere etage". The other significant architecture
element of the building, the central bay entrances, are located on the
north,
and west elevations. The north entrance is flanked by
stone pilasters. Twelve granite steps set into a ashlar stone base and
flanked by a decorative wrought iron railing lead to this entrance. A
cornice crowns the doorway which is surmounted by a square flat stone
lintel.
The west entrance is covered by a hipped roof portico supported by
four square columns and two pilasters applied to the west wall on either
side of the central entrance which has been encased by a vestibule which
has nine lite double doors surmounted by six lite transoms. Side panels m
also have nine lites surmounted by six lite transoms. Twelve iron stair m
lead to the portico's landing which is encompassed by a wooden railing
decorated with a diamond pattern. The portico rests on four stone
pillars which form an open porch for the ground floor entrance located
beneath the porticoed west entrance.
Symmetrical fenestration, vertically aligned from first to third
H
floors, punctuates the facade.
The windows are double-hung with six70
over-six lights. Double dormer windows on the
west elevation
C
is topped by a single pointed pediment, centered in the hipped roof,
with pilasters applied on either side of and between-each dormer window. o
Two separate dormer windows on the north and south elevations are topped
by a single pointed ped-iment, centered into the hipped roof with pilasters
applied on either side of each dormer v/indow.
A simple wooden cornice adorns the roof line. In addition to the
dormers, small square twin chimneys located on the north and south side
of the nipped roof line are the other significant features of the
building profile. An exterior square brick chimney
with wide stone
base is located on the south wall of the building.
The east elevation holds a tripartite dormer window. Each section
is double hung with two-over-two lites except the north side which hold
one-over-one lites.
The ground floor holds no apertures. The second floor holds thret
rectangular double-hung windows while the third floor holds a central
entrance with a hipped roof screened-in porch running along the major
part of the third floor east elevation, approached by a flight of
wooden steps on the south side of the east wall.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

St. Paul's Catholic School was the first parochial school in Ellicott
City, It was begun through the efforts of Father Ryan (see also St.
Paul's Church HO-3^8 and St. Paul's Rectory HO-3V) who acquired the old
Patapsco National Bank building on St. Paul Street to use to house the
school which opened on September 11, 1922 for seventy-five pupils. Begun
with six grades in 1922, in 1923 and 192*1- a grade was added to cover
eight grades. Twelve students graduated on June 12, 1925.
The School Sisters of Notre Dame staffed the school, whose excellency in
academic training was reflected by a student .receiving Archbishops
Scholarships to a Catholic high school each of the first two years of
its opening: Margaret Miller and James Li 1 ley, the latter attending Mt.
Joseph's in Baltimore.
A new school with modern facilitfes located off St. John's Lane north of
Route *fO opened its doors on September 8, 1966, due to the efforts of the
present rector, Father Dohony. It is now called Resurrection School. It
accomodates more than 350 students with Sister Mary Kevin S.S.N.P. serving
as its first principal. Eight months later mass was said in its auditor
ium for the first time with a schedule of 8, 10, and 12:30 masses.
In the Master Plan for Ellicott City working papers it was noted that the
old St.*- Paul's Parochial School, original ly bui It as the Patapsco National
Bank, the first bank in Ellicott City was vacant, and in disrepair. It was
noted that reuse of the building as professional office space is being
given primary consideration though considerable renovation costs must be
incurred to bring the building up to code. The space could be adapted
for other uses if desired.
In deed book two
of the Howard County Land Records office, an old
Plat showing the Patapsco National Bank building on the present site dates
the building to circa 1840.
The building is basically a simple granite structure with first floor
entrance on the north and west. Gabled roof dormers on each elevation
lend a further symmetry to a basically square buiIding.
Associated with the early commercial activities of Ellicott Mills as well
as serving as its first Catholic parochial school, this building has
exceptional historical significance for Howard County and should be placed
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on the National Register of Historic Places, included in the State Critical Area
Program and incorporated into any future local landmark legislation.

c
HO-76
ST. PAUL'S SCHOOL or PATAPSCO NATIONAL BANK

Circa 1840
Ell icott City
Private
Two full stories rise from the full basement foundation of this three bay wide,
three bay deep tent roofed granite block structure with central first floor
entrances on the north and west and similar single gabled roof dormer windows at
each elevation. A third floor east entrance is covered by a one story high
screened-in porch on its east wall. It is of historical merit for its use by
the first bank in Ell icott Mills, the Patapsco National Bank and later for its
use as the first parochial school, St. Paul's.
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m j T> • i -.DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE
Old Building

Howard House is a six bay wide, three bay deep, five story high,
stone and brick mansard roof building with first and second floor
rectangular entrances and wide brick chimneys partially inset into
its east and west walls. A wooden cornice decorated with scrolled
wooden brackets, runs around the perimeter of the entire building.
East Elevation

The east elevation is laid in English garden wall brick bond,
with its first and second floor fully attached to the west wall of the
Powell House (see Ho~53). A fourth floor square window is inset into
the projecting central bay of this wall. South of this projection
lies a fourth floor rectangular, double hung-window with six-oversix lights, decorated with a flat wooden sill and lintel which lies
between the projection and the brick chimney. Inset into the mansard
roof are three gabled roof dormer windows holding double-hung, rec
tangular windows with two-over-two lights, flanked by scrolled, flat
pilasters, decorated by flat wooden sills and surmounted by pediments.
The West Elevation

The west wall of the Howard House is attached to the east wall of
its new addition. It holds two tall, wide brick chimneys and three
dormer windows similar to those described. That part of the wall which
extends beyond the north wall of the addition is frame and holds a
second and third floor double-hung window holding six-over-six lights
and decorated by projecting wooden sills.
The North Elevation
The building is set into the granite slope of the north side of
Main Street so that on the north elevation its third floor becomes its
first floor. This elevation is noteworthy as an old stone house is
evident three bays wide with first floor entrance in its west bay.
Flat stone lintels decorate the rectangular entrance and windows which
are double-hung, holding six-over-six lights and flat wooden lintels.
A one bay wide frame addition on the east and a two bay wide frame addidn the west hav6 been added.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Howard House is significant both architecturally and historically
The two buildings which constitutethe Howard House and are referred
to as "The Old Building" and "The New Building" are set into the north sid
of Main Streets' steep granite slope so that the third floor on the south
elevation becomes the ground floor on the north.
Originally the lot was part of a tract of land called West Ilchester
designated as lot #149 on the sale plat of the property of Jonathan Ellicc
and sons. The lot originally was bounded by the Powell House, Ho-53,
Ellicott Street (now Church Road) and Main Street.
On December 12, 1842 the goods, chattels, lands and tenenents (Howard
House) of James Shipley were sold at public auction with William H. Worthington the highest bidder at $1800. When Mr. Worthington was unable to pa
in cash as stipulated by law, the property was again put up for public
sale and on 28 of October, 1843, Thomas Anderson became the highest bidder
at $1525. He was the father of the sheriff, Isaac Anderson who administer
the sale.
(Howard County No.5-30).
On the 3rd of January, 1865 Isaac C. Anderson sold the property to
Isaiah Groves for $2500 describing the lot as being in the village of Elli
Mills.
(Howard County Deeds 23-525).
A panoramic view of Ellicotts Mills indicates the Howard House as be
longing to Josiah Groves, who, owned the "Old Building" from January 1865
until October 21, 1879.
Josiah Groves had evidently gotten into financial difficulties, takir
out a mortgage to James A. Gary on 7th of January 1871 (Howard County WWW:
303). A public sale was made on the premises at 10 o'clock A.M. on
21 of October, 1879 by James Mackubin, assignee for the mortgage. On 21
of April 1880 Mr. Mackubin granted and conveyed the property called the
Howard House to Christian Eckert (LJW 42-181) for $5,680.
This was the beginning of the heydey of the Howard House which under
the ownership and management of Mr. and Mrs. Eckert became a favorite
dining and meeting place for visitors to Ellicotts Mills. The Howard Hous
contained a number of large, well-lighted and ventilated rooms. The bar
was located on the first floor with the dining room located above
CONTINUE ON SEPARATE SHEET IF NECESSARY
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\on^jthe second floor. Noted for its marvelous German cooking, home made
ice-cream, and soft drinks such as sarsaparilla, Mr. Eckert soon
needed to expand his facilities.
Sometime in the gay nineties the "New Building" (now the Masonic
Lodge) was constructed. It furnished a lunch room for the townspeople
and visitors, with a large banquet hall on the second floor which could
serve as many as one hundred and fifty dinners at a time. Later silent
movies with the accompanying player piano were shown here from 7:30 P.M.
to 11 P.M. in the evenings and occasionally wrestling matches were held.
Upon the death of Mrs. Eckert, Mr. Eckert sold the Howard House to his
sister-in-law and her husband, Mr. and Mrs. John Reichenbecker in fee
simple for $25,000. They managed the hotel and thr^e years later ~reconveye
the property to him.
On December 2, 1910 Christian Eckert sold the property for $18,000
to Mr. William F. Kerger (WWLC #90-179) designated in the deed as that
parcel of land upon which is erected a hotel known as the "Howard House."
On May 4, 1915 Mr. Kerger conveyed the property to May Seigel (WWLC99-167) who on July 10, 1918 conveyed it to August E. Wagener (HBN 105493) .
On May 6, 1922 James F. Klecka acquired the Howard House (115-207)
and one month later conveyed it to John Mehrtens who conveyed it back
to James F. Klecka on June 9, 1922. From 1922 to 1926 several transaction
occurred, which ended in the Howard Building Company, Inc. acquiring th&
property (HBN 127-389
and selling it in 1967 to Mr. Samuel Caplan.
(476-259)
In the days of the Eckerts the central corridor and staircases of the
Howard House were open to the public and were used by those who wished
to go up to the courthouse. Entering on Main Street they would climb
flights of stairs to arrive on a level with Church Road on the north. Fro
Church Road they could take the granite steps up to Court House Drive and
thence to the court house. Today the Howard House, owned by Mr. Caplan
and now an apartment house must be bypassed but one can still use the gran
steps from Church Road up to Court House Drive.
On October 16, 1953 the Ellicott City Holding Company bought the New
Building from James Clark etal. It is presently used as a Masonic Lodge
with the Eastern Star on the third floor. Paul's Market, where all sorts o
good fresh produce can be purchased,uses the ground floor of this Newer
Section of the once famous Howard House.
On June 28, 1927 Mr. Eckert died and his wife's sister and brotherin-law, Mr. and Mrs. John Reichenbecker, who had taken over the Old Buildi
retired. The Old Building is now owned by Mr. Caplan, Well maintained,
it provides apartment units in the center of Ellicott City.
Up to 1921 the doors and other openingsrin the wall dividing the "Old
Building" from the "New Buildincf were open. On the 25 of March, 1921

Howard House"
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the "New Building" was conveyed to James Clark, Richard Talbott and
John C. Tibbets etal.
The deed made the following stipulations:
1That the walls dividing that part of said Howard House known as the
"New Building", from that part known as the "Old Building", shall become
and remain party walls, and the common property of the said parties of the
first and second parts, their respective heirs and assigns; so that either
of them shall forever be at liberty to use said walls to rest joists,
beams, girders and other parts of their respective buildings thereon, as
now used and enjoyed. 2- That the open space about two feet wide, be
ginning just below the fourth floor of said "Old Building", and extending
to the roof, shall always remain Open, unobstructed and not built upon.
3- That the said August E. Wagener shall be at liberty to maintain the
cornice and shutters of said "Old Building", whereever said cornice and
shutters project over the land herely granted, in the same manner as said
cornice and shutters are now erected, used and enjoyed; and the said partie
of the second part shall be at liberty to maintain the cornice of said "New
Buildings", whereever said cornice projects over the remainder of the pro
perty conveyed as aforesaid by Siegel to Wagener as said cornice is now
erected, used and enjoyed. 4- That eithex of the parties to this deed
may, at any time, demand that the doors or other openings in said wall
dividing said "Old Building" from said "New Building", be closed, and the
cost of closing said openings shal] be borne by the parties hereto, in equal
shares.
5That the covenants aforesaid are to run with the land, and binding the
parties hereto, their heirs and assigns, forever. TO HAVE AND TO HOLD said
land and premises, with the rights, easements and appurtenances created
as aforesaid, together with all other rights, easements and appurtenances
thereto belonging, or in anywise appertaining, unto and to the proper use
and benefit of the said Thomas G. Brown, Louis N. Getz, James Clark, Richar<
Talbott and John C. Tibbets, as joint tenants, and not as tenants in common
forever in fee simple.
Architecturally the "Old Building" of the Howard House is representati^
of the Empire Style which was so modern in its day, while the "New Building 1
has an almost Greek Revival flavor.
Historically and architecturally significant to Ellicott City and the
State of Maryland, the Howard House should be recommended for inclusion to
the National Register of Historic Places and any future local landmark
legislation.

Please see last paragraph of significance statement for Ho-62.

Ho-68
The Howard House
Ellicott City
Private

circa 1850

The two buildings which constitute the Howard House are re
ferred to as the "Old Building" and "The New Building." They
are set into the north side of Main Street's steep granite slope so
that the third floor on the south elevation becomes the ground
floor on the north.
Architecturally the "Old Building" is representative of the Empire
Style which was so modern in its day, while the "New Building"
has an almost Greek Revival flavor.
Noted as the famous eating place and hotel run by Mr. and Mrs. Christian
Eckert in the gay ninety period, it is now an apartment house and
Masonic Lodge.
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Five dormer windows similar to others described have been in
serted on this elevation of the mansard roof. A three story high, iron
firescape, decorated with scrolled wrought iron takes up the fourth
and fifth west bays of this elevation.
A cement patio, pathway, small green area and stairway leading
'to Church R
lie north of this elevation.
The South Elevation
Along this entire south elevation runs a one story high, flat
roofed, open porch held by eight scrolled wrought iron pillars con
nected by a lovely wrought iron railing. Six wooden steps lead to this
porch which is supported by a brick wall (laid in running bond) which
holds two horizontal rectangular basement windows (boarded) decorated
with projecting header brick sills. A cross paneled wooden doorway
rests on the east side of this foundation wall. There are presently
four rectangular first floor entrances. That which is located in the
second west bay is most noteworthy, surmounted by a fbur light transom
and flat stone lintel and flanked by four vertical lights.
Above this doorway on the second floor is a lovely roman arched
double wooden entrance door, each side of which holds two lights,
flanked by three vertical lights which culminate in a gothie arch and
are all surmounted by a flat stone lintel. This second floor entrance
is flanked by two rectangular double hung windows holding one-overone lights, surmounted by flat stone lintels and decorated with flat
wooden-sills 0 All the remaining windows on this facade hold six-oversix lights.
Five gabled roof dormer windows rest in the mansard roof holding
rectangular, double-hung windows with two-over-two lights, flanked by
flat scrolled pilasters and surmounted by pediments.
This elevation is constructed of ashlar granite blocks whose fine
stone quoining is particularly evident on the east corner of the
building.

Howard House
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Howard House: New Building
A six bay wide, three bay deep, three story high stone and brick,
hipped roof addition lies on the west wall of the Howard House and is
constructed into the slope of the granite hill on the north side of
Main Street.
Its south elevation faces Columbia Pike and is constructed of
ashlar granite blocks.
The first floor is now taken up by Paul f s Market. Three granite
steps lead to the rectangular double entrance door on the east while
west of this entrance lies another rectangular service entrance ap
proached by one granite step. A red canvas awning runs along the east
side of this wall. Above lies a wooden cornice decorated with scrolled
brackets.
In addition another fine wooden cornice adorns the roof line, run
ning along the four elevations of the building, decorated with scrolled
brackets.
Centered into the south wall between the second and third floor
is a square metal table inscribed

Patmos Lodge No. 70, A0 F 0 and A.M.
North Elevation of New Building
This elevation holds a first floor rectangular window which has
been boarded up and is decorated with a flat wooden lintel. Above lies
a rectangular second floor, double-hung window with one-over-one lights
the bottom of which is inscribed with the masonic seal. The wall is
laid in English garden wall brick bond.
Addition to New Building on North Wall
A three bay wide, one bay deep/one and a half story brick (laid in
running bond) addition extends from the west side of the north wall of
the addition. Its north wall holds a central double door, open bible and
cross paneled, flanked by fluted pilasters and surmounted by a broken
pediment whose architrave is inscribed Patmos Lodge No. 70. A.F. and
A.M.
West Elevation of Additoni
The west wall of the Howard House addition is constructed of
brick (laid in English garden wall brick bond) and holds two second and
three third floor double-hung, rectangular windows holding one-over-one
lights, decorated by flat wooden lintels and sills. Those on the second
floor are decorated with green shutters. A double paneled door with
each side decorated with five squares is surmounted by a two light transom
flat wooden lintel holding a central lantern. A small triangular lawn
and cement stairway lies west of this entrance.
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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Walker House is a four bay wide, two bay deep, three and a half
story granite block, gabled roof (running east-west) structure with wide
central brick chimneys inset into its east and west walls and two gabled
roof dormer windows placed in the roof of its south elevation.
The south wall holds two central rectangular entrance doors flanked
by two display windows holding thirty-five lights (25 in front and five
at each side of the oriel window) and covered by a flat roofed one story
porch which runs along the entire south wall and which is supported by
a square post at each corner. The door located in the east central bay
is boarded. A wooden ballustrade runs along the perimeter of the second
floor porch and the landing which leads to an open wooden staircase which
is located on the east side of the building.
The fenestration of the second and third floor is rectangular, doublehung with six-over-six lights propertionally scaled and vertically alligned,
decorated with flat stone lintels, projecting wooden sills and black shutt
ers. The two dormer windows are rectangular in shape, double hung with
six-over-six lites surmounted by pediments and flanked by fluted pilasters.
Two rectangular east windows are located in the attic holding sixover-six lites.
A one story shed roofed enclosed wooden porch lies on the north side
of the second floor.
The building is built into solid rock on a sloyeso that the entire
first floor forms the foundation of the building.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Walker House was constructed in the
home. The house, however, was commodious and
size existed in Ellicott City at that time,
ers stopped frequently and the custom of the
Legend has it that Mr. Walker was not overly
most candid in his speech to weary travelers,
the second floor porch, supposedly pushed by

early 1790's as a private
not many buildings of that
Because of this, weary travelday allowed for no refusals,
fond of receiving and was
He fell to his death from
a disgruntled guest.

On June 1st, 1833 Samuel Ellicott leased to Alexander E. Walker in
an indenture recorded among the land records of Anne Anndel County (WSG 18398) this same ground "for the term of 99 years renewable forever, at and
under the yearly rent of fifty dollars payable semi-annually on the first
day of November and May in each year, and also all that piece or parcel
of ground situated and lying in Howard County aforesaid, which was devised
and leased for 99 years renewable forever at and under the yearly rent of
forty five dollars by Nathan Tyson etal to the said Walker by indenture
dated 24 November, (4-433) together with the improvements and appertenances
thereto belonging or in any wise appertaining. 11
On the 5th April, 1864 Henry P. Chandlee acquired the property for
a sum of $2,425 from Alexander F. Gaw, Administrator of the estate of
Alexander E. Walker. (23-149)
Later this home became a bootery, largely for the young men who at
tended St. Charles College, then located west of Ellicott City.
At various times it was a tavern, head quarters for the Red Cross and
county office of C&P Telephone Company 0
Since 1962, Mrs. Mildred Werner, Mrs. Enalee Bounds and Mrs. Barbara
Provenze have operated the Country Store with an almost unlimited variety
of items.
One of the earliest buildings in this old mill town (see Attachment 3,
Plat No 1 of George Ellicotts property, 1840) and architecturally re
presentative of the simple granite architecture with its fine proportions
and scale which predominates here, it is of outstanding significance to
Howard Country and the state and should be considered for inclusion to the
National Register and State Critical Areas Program.
CONTINUE ON SEPARATE SHEET IF NECESSARY
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HO-69
THE ALEXANDER -WALKER HOUSE
Private
Ellicott City

Circa 1790

The Alexander Walker House is a four bay wide, two bay deep,
three and a half story granite block, gabled roof (running eastwest) structure with wide central brick chimneys inset into its
east and west walls and two gabled roof dormer windows placed in
the roof of its south elevation. They are rectangular in shape
with six-over-six lites surmounted by pediments and flanked by fluted
pilasters. Fenestration is rectangular double-hung, proportionally
scaled and vertically alligned. The building is built into solid
rock on a slope such that the entire first floor forms the foundation
of the building.
Owned by Mr. Walker in the early days of Ellicott Mills, it has been
used as a tavern, bootery, a Red Cross headquarters and is now The
Country Store, a charming spot where one can buy books on the history
of the surrounding area, fragrant soap and candles and all sorts of
useful items.

Attachment 1
HO-69
Alexander Walker House
Tax Map 25 -A

S Attachment 2
HO-69
Alexander Walker House
U.S. Geological Survey Map
Ellicott City, Maryland Quad
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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The original Patapsco Hotel which stood in the same location as the
present building was demolished. The present Patapsco Hotel is a twelve
bay wide, four bay deep, three story, shed roofed granite building
(built with the same building stones as the old hotel) located just
west of the B & 0 Railroad on the north side of Main Street.
Shops are located on the first floor of the building with shops,
and/or apartments above. Three varying shed roofed, open and partially
closed one story porches each run along four bays of the building and
furnish space for first floor central covered entrances flanked by
display windows running from east to west and holding respectively,
twenty-five, twenty-five lights; four, two lights and twelve, twelve
lights.
The second and third floor south windows are proportionally scaled,
vertically aligned and double-hung with one-over-one lights decorated
with flat stone lintels.
The west wall of this structure is attached to the east wall of
the Railroad Hotel," while its east wall holds four second floor and
two third floor windows similar to those described on the south wall.
The first floor of the building is set into the granite hill along
the north elevation, with a second and third floor shed roofed open
porch. The ground on the north slopes up to Castle Angelo. A cement
retaining wall holds this ground on the second floor.
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BUILDER/ARCHITECT Mr . Pennington

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The present twelve bay wide building, called the Patapsco Hotel
replaces an earlier hotel called Thomas 1 Patapsco Hotel which is claimed
by some historians to have been a stagecoach center for traffic going
west on the National Pike. An article entitled "Ellicott City, Once
Gateway to West, A Garden of Memories" by Grace Sherwood (a reprint
from the Sunday Sun of 1926 published in 1972 by The Ellicott City
Bicentennial Journal) describes the Old Patapsco Hotel, later called
Stewart's Hotel as having just been demolished. She goes on with the
following description of the original building:
Its main doorways, lovely old paneled things with graceful
half moons and transoms above them, stared out upon the
street from the second story, mute reminders of the days
when they opened onto a balcony on a level with the rail
road bridge, so that guests stepping from the train on what
was once the longest railroad in America might step into
their hotel in ease.
A model of Ellicott City built by Robert Kirchman of 13881 Triadelphia Mill Road, Dayton, Maryland, depicts Main Street in 1854 from
the I.O.O.F building to the Patapsco River. It indicates the Old
Patapsco Hotel as a seven bay wide, four story high semi-hipped roof
(the west elevation is a gambrel roof) stone structure with open
second and third floor porches running along the width of the east
and south elevations of the building.
The hotel is reputed to have been in its early days the place
of meetings between George Ellicott, son of Andrew Ellicott, the
founder, and Indian chiefs of the surrounding area.
The present building, though more simple and direct in its
architectural treatment than its forerunner, affords an important
visual anchor in the street scape on the north side of Main Street,
and blends well texturally and proportionally with its neighbor to the
west, the Railroad Hotel, in its use of the original building's stones.
For these reasons the Patapsco Hotel, though only fifty years
old should be considered for inclusion to the National Register of
Historic Places and any future local landmark legislation.

CONTINUE ON SEPARATE SHEET IF NECESSARY
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HO-70
PATAPSCO HOTEL
Ellicott City

circa 1930

Private

This twentieth century stone building, twelve bays wide and three
stories high replaces an earlier hotel which stood on the same site
and whose ruins provided the building blocks for the present
structure which still retains wall sections of the original four
story high stone structure which featured a second and third floor
open porch or balcony on its entire south and east elevations.
The second floor balcony was level with the railroad bridge,
providing easy access for passengers stepping from the train to
their hotel. The original building is said to have provided the
meeting place between George Ellicott and Indian Chiefs from
neighboring tribes.
The present building provides commercial space on its first
floor for colorful shops and is important architecturally as a
visual anchor to the lower Main Street street scape.

Attachment 1
HO-70
The Patapsco Hotel
Tax Map 25-A

Attachment 2
HO-70
The Patapsco Hotel
, U.S. Geological Survey Map
Ellicott City, Maryland Quad
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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Bridge Market is located on the north side of the BaltimoreFrederick Turnpike, east of the B&O Railroad Bridge. The Patapsco
River lies east of the building which is a five bay wide, two bay deep,
two and a half story high tin gabled roof (running east-west) stone
structure with brick chimneys inset into its east and west walls, and
two gabled roof dormer windows holding rectangular double-hung windows
with six-over-six lights surmounted by pediments, inset into the south
elevation of its tin gabled roof.
South Elevation;
Its front facade faces south and holds a second floor central rec
tangular entrance door with four lights, surmounted by a flat stone
lintel and flanked by two second floor rectangular double-hung windows
holding six-over-six lights, decorated with projecting wooden sills
and flat stone lintels. A double horizontal header brick course runs
along the south wall connecting the wooden sills of the second floor
windows. All the windows and doors of the first floor are boarded up.
A picture of the Old Emporium or Bridge Market printed by Celia Holland
in her booklet, Ellicott City, Maryland 1772-1972, indicates two first
floor rectangular off center entrance doors on the south wall.
(See
sketch)
East Elevation:
The east elevation holds two first and second floor rectangular
windows decorated with projecting wooden sills and flat stone lintels.
Those on the first floor are boarded up.
Two rectangular, double-hung attic windows holding four-over-two
lights rest above.
West Elevation;
The west wall holds two boarded up first floor windows, a second
floor door in the north bay and two rectangular, double-hung attic
windows holding four-over-two lights. The stone B&O Railroad bridge
lying west of the building was the same height as the second floor
doorway originally and was perhaps connected to the doorway by a
secondary Bridge.
c
North Elevation Addition;
Along the entire north wall lies a two bay wide on the west wall,
three bay wide on the east wall stone first floor and frame second
floor, shed roofed addition, along whose north wall runs a one story
high, shed roofed open porch.
The interior of the structure is now unoccupied and in the process
of being renovated after damage resulting from the 1972 flood.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

A building east of the bridge of the Baltimore-Frederick Turnpike is noted on
Plat No. 9 of George Ellicott's Land Division of 1840. Local historians believe it
to have been built circa 1780-90. During the flood of 1868, the mill hand inhabiting
this dwelling is said to have been the only survivor.
Following the flood of .1868 this building became a general store with merchan
dise ranging from food and clothing to coal, wood and lime for the County's planters.
This general store is noted on the Hopkin's Atlas of 1878 as belonging to W. W.
Radcliff.
Mr. Radcliff evidently leased or rented the property for some years before
buying the property from Nora Wattemeyer in 1884. A deed dated July 15, 1884
(49-279) was granted and conveyed at that time to Mr. Samuel J. Radcliffe for the
sum of $100 by Nora Wattemeyer.
The deed of 1884 relates that the lot of ground was formerly sold by the
Ellicotts, to a certain William Hinks and later owned by Andrew McLaughlin.
Edward T. Clark and William Owings, partners, acquired the property on
August 3, 1944 (182-295) and continued its operation as a commercial enterprise.
This deed mentions the property being commonly known as the "Bridge Market".
Later the property was conveyed to E.T. Clark & Sons for use as a second outlet
for their hardware and farm supply operation, begun in 1845.
In 1972 it was used by Appalachian Outfitters who operated a sporting goods
establishment. It now awaits a persevering preservationist to complete its
renovation and rehabilitation.
Architecturally it is noteworthy as an example of Howard County's fine
stone architecture. A second floor entrance on the west wall may well have
connected to the Railroad bridge by a secondary bridge in an earlier time,
providing easy access for supplies from the trains passing through Ellicott City.

Its location on the west side of the Patapsco River in the flood plain
places it in a Critical Area of State Concern, and has hampered restoration
progress. It is now being considered for acquisition by the County.
For these reasons the Bridge Market should be placed on the National
Register of Historic Places and any future local landmark legislation.
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The Bridge Market
Ellicott City
Private

eighteenth century

This market was originally owned by the Ellicotts who sold it to
a certain William Hinks. Later owned by Andrew McLaughlin, it is
said to have been owned by a mill hand who was the only survivor
of the great flood of 1868.
Following this flood, this fine stone building, so repre
sentative of Howard County stone and granite architecture became
a general store operated by W.W. Radcliffe and owned by Nora
Wattemeyer who sold it to Mr. Samuel J. Radcliffe in 1884 for the
sum of $100.
Located on the west side of the Patapsco River within the
flood plain, it is presently unoccupied its south facade facing the
B&O Railroad Terminal and featuring a central, second floor rec
tangular entrance door, flat stone lintels, a double horizontal
header brick course connecting the projecting wooden sills of the
second floor windows and two gabled roof dormer windows holding
rectangular, double-hung windows with six-over-six lights, surmounted
by pediments.
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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Deborah Disney Tavern is located on the north side of the
upper part of Main Street, referred to in old plats as the BaltimoreFrederick Turnpike
Disney's Tavern is a six bay wide, two room deep, two and a
half story high, gabled roof (running, east-west) stone building covered
with blocked out cement veneer with wide brick chimneys inset into its
east and west walls and three gabled roof dormers holding rectangular,
double-hung windows with twelve-over-eight lights, surmounted by pedi
ments, resting in the gabled roof on its north and south elevations.
It has been divided into two houses and at one time may originally
have been intended for two family use.
Fenestration is rectangular, decorated with wooden sills, doublehung with twelve-over-twelve lights in the first two bays and six-oversix lights in the two west bays of the first floor, while all the
second floor windows hold twelve-over-eight lights. The latter are
proportionally scaled and vertically .aligned to those windows on the
first floor.
A flat roofed, one story high, open porch runs along the central
four bays of the south facade, supported by three doric columns
connected by a wooden railing. An entrance way on each side of the
central column is approached by two stairways, one on each side, com
posed of four wooden steeps and a granite base step. That on the east
has a west side railing; that on the west has a railing on each side
of the stairway. The two central bays hold rectangular entrance doors.
That on the west is an open bible and cross paneled door, holding two
lights and surmounted by a three light transom. Rectangular cellar
doors rest in the east and west bays.
The east and west walls rest against the brick wall of 8294
Main Street and Talbott's Lumber Company respectively.
Two one story high shed roofed frame additions rest on each side
of its north wall, leaving a one bay wide opening between these additions.
The west side's interior features original, random width floors,
woodwork and open bible and cross paneled doors.
The small terraced yard in back slopes up.toward Court Avenue,
the west side of'which features a white picket fence.
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On July 13, 1829 (14-599, AnneArundel County) Disney's Tavern was
conveyed by Charles W. Dorsey, trustee etal to William Lorman of the
City and County of Baltimore, "together with all and singular, the
building and improvements thereon."

On a plat in the Land Record Book on the division of George Ellicott 1
land-, the present building is noted as a tavern. See attachment 4.
By the 17 June, 1840 (1-89) Deborah Disney had bought the tavern for
$6,000 from William Lorman. Some of the neighboring tracts of land are
mentioned in this deed such as Rebecca's Lot, Prestidges Folly and
Bowden's Folly, as well as Good Neighbor. At this time in 1840 the pro
perty consisted of 10 acres and 5 square perches.
Deborah Disney operated her tavern for some twenty years. It was
a favorite place for those who had jury duty and a focal point of the
town. On February 5, 1862 Deborah Disney sold the property to John R.
Clark (21-605) for $5,800.
Seven years later on June 1st, 1869 Mr. Clark sold the property
to David Sprecker for $7,500. Mr. Sprecker held the property until
3 August 1885 (49-464) when he conveyed the land to Edward A. Talbott
for $2,000 plus the payment of a $3,000 mortgage to John G. Rogers.
This deed refers to a tract of land called "Mount Misery", and the
buildings and improvements thereon.
Some ten years later on December 27, 1894 (62-466) Edward
Alexander Talbott, Jr. and John Clark, executors of the will of
Edward Alexander Talbott, Sr. conveyed the deed to the property to
Edward A. Talbott, Jr. for $3,000. Mr. Talbott madethis the base for
his lumber and hardware business, still operating this building as a
tavern.
Recent owners have been a Mr. William F. Lilly who left the
property to his daughter, Mary J. Lilly who conveyed the west side of
the building to Norman and Mary S. Betts on December 1, 1947. Twenty
years later Mrs. Mary S. Betts sold the west side of the tavern to
Harry and Janet Tamburo who run a fine fabric shop here and keep the
old building in excellent condition.
Architecturally the building has -merit. Despite alterations
to the facade, one can still picture the imposing two and a half story,
six.bay.wide stone building with its three gabled roof dormer windows
dominating socially and structurally this section of Main Street.
CONTINUE ON SEPARATE SHEET IF NECESSARY
(continued)
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Interview by phone with Mr. and Mrs. H.H. Tamburo, owners of the
Fabric House,.the west side of Disney's Tavern, July 13 and July 18,
1977.
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Disney's Tavern
Significance (continued)
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For these reasons, Disney's Tavern, believed by local
historians to date from as early as 1790 or thereabouts, should
be considered for inclusion to the National Register and any
future local landmark legislation.

HO-82

Deborah Disney's Tavern
Ellicott City
Private

eighteenth century

Believed by local historians to date from the eighteenth century,
Disney's Tavern's six bay wide, two and a half story high gabled
roof stone covered with blocked cement structure is located on the
north side of Main Street between the Talbott Lumber Yard and
another brick building. Its second floor windows are all rectangu
lar and double-hung, with twelve-over-eight lights. Those first
floor windows resting in the two east bays of the south wall hold
twelve-over-twelve lights.
Presently the building is a duplex with rectangular entrances
located in its two central first floor bays, while a one story high
wooden porch supported by three doric columns runs along the four
central bays of its south wall.
Operated for over twenty years (1840-1862) as Deborah Disney's
Tavern, it is one of the oldest and most historic landmarks of
Ellicott Mills.
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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

Collier's Grist Mill of 1878 is now a stone and frame shed
roofed, four bay wide, three bay deep, two story high structure
whose east wall faces Tiber Alley and whose north wall runs along
the Tiber River.
The east wall is particularly noteworthy as it indicates very
clearly the three bay wide, two story high east wall of the original
stone mill. Two original second floor rectangular, double-hung
windows are clearly evident. One is centered into the second floor
east wall, flanked by flat pilasters, underlined by a flat wooden
sill, surmounted by a flat wooden and flat granite lintel and
holding eight-over-eight lights. The other lies south, similar in
all respects, other than its narrower width and four-over-four lights.
A third window, similar to it in all respects other than its sixover-six lights lies north of the central second floor window.
Beneath this latter window rests a rectangular, battan wood
door, surmounted and covered by a gabled shake roof hood supported
diagonally by two timbers.
A wide first floor carriage entrance rests beneath the central
and south bay second floor windows. A wide wooden lintel is supported
by a wide central plank which creates a double entrance door to the
old grist mill.
Tiber Alley which enters from Maryland Avenue is laid with
original granite cobble stones and leads directly to the old mill's
entrances, thence turns north at a rigtyt angle, crossing the Tiber
River to Main Street.
Encasing this picturesque east entrance wall is a two story
high shed roofed frame structure which holds a single, second floor,
rectangular, double-hung window with six-over-six lights. A cinder
block, one story high, shed roofed, double garage rests along this
frame section of the east wall and faces northward to Main Street.
The most picturesque elevation faces the Tiber River. Its
stone foundation is only a foot or so from this river. The first
floor has an interesting rectangular sliding door holding nine lights
in the upper half of the door with exterior timbers forming a Saint
Andrew's Cross in the lower half. A small balcony extends about a
foot northward, the width of the door leaving a small space on the
west side of its railing for the door to slide westward, along an
iron pole mounted into the stone wall above the door. Single,
rectangular, double-hung windows, similar to those described, but
holding nine-over-six lights flank this entrance. Above, on the
second floor are similar windows, vertically aligned to the door and
windows of the first floor. Only one window of the five on this wall
has a single flat granite lintel, that in the east bay of the first
floor. All the othershave flat stone lintels composed of two ashlar
granite stones.
(continued)
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The Collier's Grist Mill is indicated on the Hopkin's Atlas of
1878. The present building still retains the original mill wheel and
is now occupied as an office and upholstery shop for the owners, a
firm of Interior Decorators who have renovated and restored this old
structure in a most creative and imaginative manner.
The three bay wide, three bay deep, two story high stone structure
is incased into a two story high, one bay deep, shed roofed frame
addition which runs along its south wall. The stone structure is still
identifiable and opens on to Tiber Alley, a picturesque cobble stoned
street. Its north wall faces the Tiber River and holds an interesting
first floor sliding door and small balcony.

Perhaps the quaintest historic structure in Ellicott City and
one which has been most imaginatively renovated and restored, the
old mill is of outstanding significance to Ellicott City and the State
of Maryland and should be considered for inclusion to the National
Register and any future local landmark legislation.
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The south wall of the mill holds a cross paneled, rectangular
entrance door with four lights and two rectangular nine light
windows, placed on top of each other just east of the entrance.
Ten wooden steps lead up to a wooden patio which extends
along the south wall of both the cinder block garage and the old
mill. The southern boundary of this patio is the northern wall of
the adjoining frame house and its stone retaining wall to the west
which faces south on St. Paul's Street and is the residence of the
owners of the mill. The mill's ground floor still retains the huge
old mill wheel and is used as an upholstery shop and office, with
its two story high ceiling on the south.
Residential accommodations are located in the northern half
of the building which holds the second floor, featuring an inte
resting second floor interior balcony. A second floor west entrance
is approached by a flight of wooden stairs running along its west
wall.

HO-83
COLLIER'S GRIST MILL

Ellicott City
Private

circa 1878

Collier's Grist Mill is indicated on the Hopkin's Atlas of 1878.
The present building still retains the original mill wheel and
is now occupied as an office and upholstery shop for the owners,
a firm of Interior Decorators who have renovated and restored
this old structure in a most creative and imaginative manner.
The three bay wide, three bay deep, two story high stone
structure is incased into a two story high, one bay deep, shed
roofed frame addition which runs along its south wall. The two
east entrances, a carriage door featuring an original wooden
lintel and a smaller rectangular entrance covered by a gabled
shake roof hood, open on to Tiber Alley, a picturesque cobble
stoned street. The north wall faces the Tiber River and holds
an interesting first floor sliding door and small balcony.
Half of the interior holds a second floor, featuring an
interesting interior balcony.
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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Railroad Hotel is located on the north side of Main Street
3% feet east of the Town Hall with its east wall attached to the west
wall of the Patapsco Hotel. When built circa 1847, the four story
structure was used as a Railroad Hotel, divided in half by a stone
bearing wall with brick base. In the 1972 flood this central bearing
wall dropped five and a half inches due to the bricks desolving in the
water. This bearing wall was removed and replaced by one constructed of
steel columns and beams bearing 200 Ibs. per sq.foot. The roof sagged
18" in the center. Some of the pegged chestnut roof trusses had to be
replaced at that time. The rear appendages which Mr. Baker had con
structed circa I960 were torn down by Mr. Swann who brought the build
ing down to the original granite walls, which are all original to the
building and have been repointed. Th south facade is constructed of
aslalar granite square blocks, proportionally scaled from first to fourth
floor, and accented by flat stone lintels and projecting wooden sills.
Four rectangular doorways are located on the first floor in the first
two east and west bays. Four granite block steps lead to the doorways.
Flat stone lintels crown the rectangular doorways which are each sur
mounted by a three-section light.
Symmentrical fenestration, proportionally scaled from first to
fourth floors punctuates the facade. The windows are double-hung with
six-over-six lights except the first floor window in the third west bay
which holds a four light rectangular display window, benath which is a
rectangular sign "The Weaving Depot." Shutters hang at all the windows.
A simple wooden cornice adorns the roof JLine. Wide brick chimneys were
once located in the center of the gable roof (running east-west).
After the flood of 1973, all structural changes were made in accord
ance with the present Howard County Building Code which required halls to
be 42" wide. Original halls and stairways were 26" wide and located on
each side of the building. They were enlarged to 42" to meet the code.
The interior has therefore been altered considerably. A maze of fire
places were placed in the central bearing wall which were removed with
the replacement of the original wall. The original interior plan was
laid out in 18 rooms, each having a fireplace*They have been altered to
allow for more spaciousness. The fourth floor has its original ceiling
and pine floor. No evidence of a kitchen existed, only the small rooms
used to accommodate railroad men. The building is built into a 4^ slope
so that the first floor is quite narrow in depth, while the third and
fourth floors are very wide in depth.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Railroad Hotel is one of the few intact early stone dwellings
whose facade has not been veneered. It was builtb§r Andrew McLauglin
who also had a large hotel in Baltimore near the Railroad Station. It
is significant both historically and architecturally, whose construction
date can be established between the dates circa 1832 and 1847. An old
lithograph of Main Street entitled, "A Sketch from Rock Hill" circa 1832
indicates no building on this site but does indicate the Town Hall and
the Patapsco Hotel. A later panoramic view of Ellicott City, date circa
1854 indicates the Hotel in existence. Better still an indenture of
November 6, 1847 from The Granite Manufacturing Company to Thomas Wilson
mentions the lot or parcel including the following buildings: Patapsco
Hotel, Railroad Hotel, stables and ice house. (Howard County Land Records
EPH 7 Folio 357). This deed also refers to an indenture from Joseph
Barling to the American Life Insurance Company in September, 1835 (AA
County Land Records WL6# 20-Folio 238) John H.B. Latnbe is also mentioned
as a trustee. It is possible that he designed the building, though this
is not yet substantiated by existing data. It is from this endenture wit!
the Railroad Hotel mentioned, dated 1847, that the building date is es
tablished. This deed also mentions an old right of way where the stage
coaches and wagons came to and fro from the Railroad Hotel delivering mail
and supplies.
On the 2nd September, 1860 a lease from John Veith to Dennis Mulligan
was made for a $1,000 rent payment, (WWW 21-116 Howard County)
Most interesting of all is a lease, dated the 16 May, 1877, from
Thomas Wilson to Albert Hermes in which two granite stone buildings are
mentioned between the Old Town Hall and The Patapsco Hotel. The lease was
to run from May 1, 1877 to May 1, 1880 at $15 per month. Mr. Wilson died,
however, in 1879 and Thomas Hunt bought the Patapsco Hotel and the Rail
road Hotel on March 30, 1881 for $4,000. (Howard County - LJW #43-220) 0
This deed mentions a plat dated September 20, 1875 by W.J. Robinson for
Thomas Wilson indicating his property. (Howard County 36-482). After
the sale of the Railroad Hotel to Thomas Hunt, the property was sold as a
separate entity.
On September 6, 1912 Robert Biggs, trustee for the Hunt family, con
veyed the Railroad Hotel to Edwin Rodey. (Howard County 93-567).
On June 25, 1913 Mr. and Mrs. Rodey conveyed the property to the
CONTINUE ON SEPARATE SHEET IF NECESSARY
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Howard Council Forty-Six, Junior Order United American Mechanics
of Howard County for $3,000. (WWWLC 95-166 Howard County.)
On May 25, 1960 The Howard Council Number Forty-Six, Junior
Order United American Mechanics of Howard County et al conveyed
the property to Mr. and Mrs. John Baker together with a 3% feet
wide alley way in common.
Mr. and Mrs Thomas Gate bought the property November 30, 1972
(Howard County CMP 621-618) and conveyed it in March, 1973 to John
and Mary Swann, the present owners who have undertaken a complete re
novation of the building. (Howard County 630-485)
Architechturally noteworthy for its fine stone work and pro
portions, this historically significant building should be placed on
the National Register of Historic Places and any future local land
legislationo
Please see last paragraph of significance statement for Ho-62.

Ho-86
The Railroad Hotel
Ellicott City
Private

circa 1847

The Railroad Hotel is a six bay wide, four story high gabled
roof (running east - west)granite stone block structure (recently
repointed) accentuated with rectangular windows proportionally
scaled and vertically alligned. The latter are decorated with flat
stone lintels, projecting wooden sills and black shutters. Four
rectangular entrances surmounted by three light transons and flat
stone lintels are located in the two east and west bays of the south
or front facade.
The structure was built as a hotel for railroad men and originally
consisted of some eighteen rooms, each of which had a fireplace,
with a hall and staircase 26" wide at each side of the semi-detached
building. After the flood of 1975 general renovation by the present
owners, John and Mary Swann was necessary and the building brought
up to code. The staircases were enlarged to 42" and more spacious
rooms created.
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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

Hunt's General Store and Millinery Shop are two three bay wide, three
story high, one room deep, gabled roof (running east-west) stone houses
which are located on the north side of Main Street with a central bearing
wall. A central alley way is located on the first floor some three feet
wide with its rectangular entrance surmounted by a flat stone lintel.
South Elevation
The original entrance to Elizabeth Hunt's Ladies Millinery Shop is
located on the west side of the south wall. A rectangular wooden doorway
holds nine lights in its upper portion and a St. Andrew's cross in the
paneling of its lower portion. It is flanked by two flat pilasters and
two vertical side lights and surmounted by a one light transom.
The entire entrance is further decorated by flat granite pilasters
surmounted by a flat granite lintel and projecting granite cornice. Two
granite steps lead to the entrance.
A large fifty light oriel window is located between this entrance and
the alley entrance. East of this lies two large one light display windows
surmounted by two light transoms and divided by a nine light rectangular
wooden entrance door surmounted by a one light transom. A flat wooden
belt course extends from the architrave of the east entrance along the
entire south facade.
Six second and third floor rectangular double-hung windows, holding
six-over-six lights, vertically aligned and proportionally scaled punct
uates the south facade. They are decorated with flat stone lintels, pro
jecting granite sills and brown, wooden shutters. A wide brick chimney,
inset into the central bearing wall completes the building profile.
The first floor is used for the Cocoa Lane Restaurant and the second
and third floor for residential use.
A brick appendage on the north wall of the east side of the building
is characterized by segmental arched, double-hung windows, holding sixover six lights and surmounted by segmental arched brick lintels. The
steep slope north of the building is terraced and its second floor patio
covered with a plexiglass roof blocked out in squares.
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The Cocoa Lane Restaurant was the property of Andrew McLaughlin
and may have been constructed by him at about the same time he built the
Patapsco Hotel. It was divided into two lots and sold as such. On
November 6, 1840 Llewelyn and Catharine Jones of the city of Albany owned
the east section of the building and sold it to Edward Alexander of
Ellicotts Mills for $200, who was in "the quiet and peaceable possession "
of the premises at that time. (Howard County Deeds 1-232)
This east section of the building passed on to Elizabeth Wells on Augu
31, 1843, widowtof the City of Baltimore for $1,000. (Howard County
Deeds 4-291)
On July 25, 1848 the property was acquired by Ann Hunt (8-377) who
through her children, Mrs. Joseph Sallie Leishear and Elizabeth Hunt con
veyed the property on June 17, 1873 to Thomas H. Hunt, their brother, aftei
a mutually satifactory agreement between Ann Huntte two daughters and two
sons.
After the death of Thomas Hunt a court action insued on May 9, 1912
and Robert Biggs and Garnett Clark were appointed trustees. On 16 November
1920 the property was sold at auction to Benjamin Mellor for $2200 who
on November 7, 1921 conveyed and sold the land to Hymen Rosenstock.
(Howard County Deeds 113-500)
From circa 1873 to circa 1912 this eastern section of the building
was operated by Thomas Hunt for use as a General Store.
It passed to Lee Rosenstock from Ruth Sussman etal on January 10,
1946 (Howard County Deeds 188-160) and from him to the present owner on
September 12, 1972 (Howard County 609-559) who presently operates it as
the Cocoa Lane Restaurant with apartments on the second and third floors.
The western section of the Cocoa Lane Restaurant, in which the bar
is located, can be traced back to May 4, 1837 when Hiram and Elizabeth
Meyers sold this section of the building, known as parcel 3,8070 Main Stree
to Edward Alexander "together with all and singular the buildings, im
provements, ways." etc. (WL622-118, Deeds, Ann Arundel County)
On September 5, 1843 Edward Alexander conveyed the property to Bridget
Lyons, widow, of the City of Baltimore for the sum of $900. (Howard
County 4-334)
CONTINUE ON SEPARATE SHEET IF NECESSARY
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Cocoa Lane Restaurant is only 2 lots, 8066 and 8070 Main
Street, the third is Ho-89.
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On March 4, 1868 Elizabeth Hunt acquired the property which was
to remain in her hands for more than fifty years from Beal Helm, trustee.
(WWW28-159) .
Elizabeth never married and lived to be about a hundred years old.
For years this section of the Cocoa Lane Restaurant, its bar and lounge,
was used for her Ladies Millinery Shop, with her brother Thomas located
on the other side of her.
One of the finest examples of Ellicott City's stone architecture, it
is one of the most successful restoration projects in Ellicott City,
retaining the old display windows of Thomas Hunt f s store and utilizing
them for additional table space. The Cocoa Lane Restaurant adds both
charm and grace as well as attracting tourist dollars to Ellicott
City.
Dating back to at least 1837 and perhaps earlier, it should be placed
on the National Register of Historic places and any future local land
mark legislation.
Please see last paragraph of significance statement for Ho-62.

Ho-88
Hunt's General Store and Millinery Shop
Ellicott City
Private

circa 1837

Hunt's General Store and Millinery Shop are two three bay
wide, three story high, one room deep, gabled roof (running
east-west) attached stone houses whose central bearing wall
above its central first floor alley way holds a wide brick
chimney.
The original entrance to Elizabeth Hunt's Ladies Millinery Shop
is located in the first west bay of the south wall, holding
nine lights, flanked by two flat pilasters and two vertical
side lights, and surmounted by a one light transom, all o£ which
is encased by two flat granite pilasters surmounted by a flat
granite lintel and projecting granite cornice. Two granite steps
lead to the entrance. East of the entrance is a large fifty
light oriel window.
The eastern half of the building features two large one light
display windows surmounted by two light transoms and divided
by a nine light rectangular wooden entrance door surmounted
by a one light transom. This section was used as a General
Store by Thomas Hunt.
Fenestration is rectangular, double-hung, vertically aligned
and proportionally scaled, holding six-over-six lights. .Windows
are decorated by flat stone lintels projecting granite sills
and shutters.
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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Campbell House is a three bay wide, three and a half story high,
gabled roof (running east-west) granite block structure with wide brick
chimney inset into j.ts east wall.
A rectangular doorway in the west bay is surmounted by a flat stone
lintel, while the remainder of the south elevation's first floor is taken
up by large glass display windows divided by a rectangular entrance. Thre<
granite steps lead to this entrance. A tile, shed roofed over hang covers
this later section.
Fenestration is proportionally scaled, vertically aligned and decoral
by flat stone lintels, wooden sills and shutters. The three second and
third floor rectangular, double-hung windows hold one-over-one lights. A
central gabled roof dormer window is placed in the roof. Its rectangular
window is flanked by pilasters and surmounted by a pediment.
Set into the granite slope on the north side of Main Street, its walls
are completely attached to its neighbors on either side*,

CONTINUE ON SEPARATE SHEET IF

NECESSARY

Ho-89
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BUILDER/ARCHITECT

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

This lot is distinquished by the number "5" on Andrew McLaughlins'
Sales Plat. It was acquired in the early eighteen hundreds by Bernard
W. Campbell and his wire who conveyed the property to Mary Ann Colter
on May 16, 1838 (A.A. County Deeds - WS6#23~30). In 1775 it was identi
fied as Lot #12 of Thomas Wilsons.
On March 17, 1915 it was acquired by Vachel L. Hunt at a private sale
for $1800. Garnett Y. Clark and Robert Biggs, trustees conveyed the deed.
(WWLC 98-554)
Vachel L. Hunt sold the property to Lee F. Rosenstock on May 1, 1923,
(Howard County Deeds 117-448).
Presently owned by Mr. Dennis, owner of the neighboring Cocoa Lane
Restaurant, it serves as an important link in the streetscape of Main Street,
Ellicott City as well as serving as an attraction to visiting tourists who
visit its ground floor shop. Architecturally this building is representati
of the simple granite block architecture of Ellicott Mill.
Please see last paragraph of significance statement for Ho-62.

CONTINUE ON SEPARATE SHEET IF NECESSARY
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VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION

Beqinninq for the same on the line of the line of the North side
of Main Street (formerly the Baltimore and Frederick Turnpike Road), at
a point distant 345 feet 5 inches, Westerly from the junction of the West
side of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad and the North side of said Main
Street; running thence Westerly, bounding on the North side of said Main
Street, 22 feet; thence northerly, at right angles with Main Street, 50
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Ho-89
Dist 2

feet; thence north seventy five degrees East, parallel with Main
Street, twenty-two feet; and thence by a straight line, to the
point of beginning.

Ho-89
Bernard Campbell House
Ellicott City
Private

circa 1838

The Bernard Campbell House is a three bay wide, three story
high, gabled roof (running east-west) granite block structure
with wide brick chimney set into its east wall.
A rectangular doorway in the west bay is surmounted by a flat stone
lintel, while the remainder of the south elevation's first floor is
taken up by two large glass display windows divided by a rectangular
entrance. A tile, one story high, shed roofed overhang covers this
later section.
Fenestration is proportionally scaled, vertically aligned and de
corated by flat stone lintels, wooden sills and shutters. A central,
gabled roof dormer is placed in the roof holding a rectangular window
flanked by pilasters and surmounted by a pediment.

V
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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Charlotte Tazewell house is located on the north side of Main
Street, Ellicott City and is a double brick house which rests between
the Powell House (Ho-53) and the Alexander Walker House (Ho-69). It
is four bays wide and three and a half stories high, with alleys running
along its east and west walls which have segmental arched entrances and
brick walkways. First floor rectangular entrances are located in the
first west bay and second east bay. Large rectangular display windows
lie east of these entrances, all of which along with the second and
third floor windows and the two gabled roof dormer windows inset into it
gabled roof (running east - west) have red and white aluminum awnings.
A central brick chimney is centered into its gabled roof» This
entire elevation has been faced with blocked out crushed marble which
has been painted white. The two brick buildings rest side by side and
are divided in half. Thebrick chimney centered into its gabled roof in
dicates the division.
North Elevation
These buildings are set into the northern granite slope of Main
Street so that the second and third floors of its north wall (which
is laid in English garden wall brick bond) become its first and second
floors. A tall square brick exterior chimney is centered on this wall.
A shed roof frame addition runs along the entire .north elevation of
this building almo.st meeting on level the cement patio, stome walk and
lovely little garden which lie north of the house.
Four second floor rectangular, double-hung windows lie above, de
corated with red and white aluminum awnings.

CONTINUE ON SEPARATE SHEET IF

NECESSARY
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BUILDER/ARCHITECT

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

This property is significant architecturally and historically, serving
as a link in the streetscape of the north side of Main Street between the
Powell House, Ho~53 and the Alexander Walker House, Ho-69.
Originally it was part of a tract of land called "West Ilchester" and
part of a lot distinguished upon the sale plat of the property of Jonathan
Ellicott and Sons by the number 147.
»
On the 31st of March 1842 Robert Mickle, trustee, conveyed the property
to Philip T. George who conveyed it to Marcus Denison on April 19, of the
same year. It was given at that time "in trust and special confidence" with
the stipulation that Marcus Denison would permit and suffer Charlotte Augusta
Tazewell to receive and enloy the rents, issues and profits from all control
whatever from her present (Oliver Tazewell) or any future husband for and
during her natural life. (Howard County Land Records, Liber LSM3, folio 208)
old panoramic view of Ellicott City indicates the residence of 0. Tazewel]
which would date the building March 7, 1855 when Marcus Denison, trustee for
Charlotte Augusta Tazewell sold the land to Tabitha A. Waters and to Edward
Franklin "together with appurtenances„" (Howard County Land Record Liber 16
Folio 234) Sometime between 1842 and 1855 the two adjoining brick buildings
and their side alleys were constructed. In 1870 Eliza Thomas received the
land "together with buildings, rights, alleys, waters ..." from her father
William Thomas in his will of July 8 of that year. (Howard County Wills, Libe
2, Folio 367). Eliza in turn conveyed it to Edward M. Hammond who on July 23rd,
1918 conveyed the property together with the buildings "to Ann F.W. Johnston
for and during the term of her natural life and from and after her death to
Eliza Thomas for and during the term of her natural life, and from and after
her death to Emma A. Thomas absolutely. (Howard County Land Records Liber
HBN 105, Folio 537.
On November 27, 1922 Ann F.W. Johnston, Eliza Thomas etal conveyed the
property consisting of two lots, the first thereof being improved by two brick
buildings and described in a deed from Marcus Denninson, trustee to Tabitha
Waters etal 7 March, 1855 to Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Belts.
One year laterqn April 14th, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Belts sold the property
to Charles A. Hermann etal (Howard County Land Records Liber H.B.N. 117, folio
412.)
On February 2, 1926 Charles A. Hermann etal conveyed to Elizabeth B. Rog<
CONTINUE ON SEPARATE SHEET IF NECESSARY
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beginning of the first line of the first parcel described in the
aforesaid deed from Charles W. Belts and wife to Charles A. Herrman
etal, said point being at the end of the first line of lot numbered
one laid out on the aforesaid plat, and running thence along the North
side of Main Street, south 73 degrees 41 minutes East 16 feet 6 inches
to the center of the division wall between the two brick houses there
situate, thence by a straight line through and beyond division wall,
north 16 degrees 47 minutes east 63 feet to an iron pipe there set,,
thence parallel with Main Street North 73 degrees 41 minutes west 16
feet 6 inches to an iron Marking the end of the second line of lot
numbered one as above referred to, thence binding on the second line of
numbered one, reversely south 16 degrees 47 minutes west 63 feet to the
place of beginning.
Second Parcel: Beginning for lot numbered 3 at the southwest corner
of a stone house on the North side of Main Street, as shown on the
aforesaid plat said point of beginning being at the beginning of the
first line of the first parcel described in the aforesaid deed from
Charles W. Belts and wife to the said Charles A. Herrmann etal., Thence
bounding on the North side of Main Street North 73 degrees 41 minutes
west 16 feet 5 inches to the center of the division wall between the
two brick houses there situate, said point being at the end of the first
line through and beyond the division wall north 16 degrees 47 minutes,
east 63 feet to an iron pipe set at the end of the second line of the
aforesaid lot numbered two thence parallel with Main Street, South 73
degrees 41 minutes East 16 feet 5 inches to an iron pipe set in the
fourth line of the first parcel described in the aforementioned deed from
Belts to Herrmann; thence bounding on said fourth line to and along the
Westernmost side of the stone house there situate South 16 degrees 47
minutes West 63 feet to the place of beginning.

The Chariottee Tazewell House
Significance
Page 2

Ho-90
Dist 2

and her husband Lots No. 2 and 3 of the plat made of the property
on which two adjoining brick buildings stood (Howard County Land
Records Liber 126 folio 122).
On April 16, 1934 Elizabeth B. Rogers and her husband Caleb
Dorsey Rogers conveyed the property to the Home Building Association
(Liber 148 folio 345) which they conveyed on July 2, of the same
year to Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Mellor. (149-284)
Almost twenty years later on September 25, 1953 Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Mellor conveyed the property to Henry F. and Lena M. McCauley,
Mrs. Lena McCauley, who is the present owner, inhabites the west
half of the two dwelling houseswith her daughter and family inhabiting
the east building.
Architecturally the building has been altered during the tenure
of the McCauley f s when the softness of the bricks on the south facade
made it necessary to veneer it with crushed marble which was blocked
out and later painted. The two alleys are also constructed of this
same brick aid have been painted and covered with cement.
The property is in excellent condition. A terraced back yard
north of the house is outstanding in its unique character and charm.

One of the very early buildings in Ellicott City, then called
"West Ilchester" it should be considered for inclusion to the National
Register and any future local landmark legislation.
Please see last paragraph of significance statement for Ho-62.

The Charlotte Augusta Tazewell House
Ellicott City
Private

Ho-90
circa 1842

The residence of Oliver and Charlotte Augusta Tazewell in
1842, this double brick house Is a four bay wide, one and two room
deep, three and a half story high, gabled roof (running eastwest) brick (laid in English garden wall brick bond) structure
whose south facade has been covered with a crushed marble painted
and blocked veneer. Its rectangular entrances are located in the
first west bay and the second east bay with one story alleys located
on the east and west corners of the building whose east and west
walls are attached to its neighboring stone buildings.
Symetrical fenestration, proportionally scaled from second to
third floors punctuates the facade 0 Dormer windows, each flanked
by pilasters and topped by a pointed pediments are placed in the
gabled roof. A simple wooden cornice adorns the roof line whose
profile reveals a central brick chimney.
Part of Jonathan Ellicotts 1 west Ilchester tract, it was acquired
by Charlotte Augusta Tazewell in 1842 "free of all control whatever"
from her present husband,Oliver Tazewell or any future husband.
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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The ^Samuel Powell House is set into the granite slope of the north
side of Main Street so that its third floor becomes its first floor on
the north elevation. It is a three bay wide, three story high, gabled
roof (running east-west) brick (laid in English garden wall brickbond)
now covered in stucco whose first floor is taken over by display windows.
A two story high, frame,shed roofed appendage springs from its north
wall.
South Elevation
The south elevation's first floor is taken up with display windows
(two large one light windows and a double, double-hung rectangular window,
each side holding one-over-one lights). A rectangular entrance door is
located east of center which is surmounted by a one light transom. A
wooden cornice and architrave, decorated with scrolled brackets runs along
the top of the first floor facade with a shed roof, aluminum, one
story high awning running along the entire south elevation* Three second
and third floor double-hung, rectangular windows, holding two-over-two
lights punctuate the south elevation. These are vertically aligned and
proportionally scaled. Flat wooden sills decorate all the windows.
West Elevation
The west elevation holds a two light ground floor window, a two-overtwo central second and third floor window with a four light casement
attic window south of center. The wooden frame addition on this elevation
holds a rectangular, double-hung second and third floor window with twoover-two lights. Small square brick chimneys are-inset into the center
of the east and west walls of the original brick building.
East Elevation
There is a second floor rectangular, double-hung window with oneover-one lights and a square attic window on this elevation of the brick
structure. A flight of iron stairs, three foot alley and a second flight
of covered wooden stairs separate the building from its neighbor on the
east.
The property's shed roof frame addition is almost level with the
ground on the north which slopes steeply northward and is terraced by
the use of retaining walls with a flight of wooden steps on the east side
for access to the higher level, a garden which goes to the Jenkins House
property line.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Samuel Powell House, presently John Votta's Shoe Repair Shop, is
located on the north side of Main Street. It was part of a tract of land
dalled West Ilchester" designated as lot #140 on the Plat of the late
Jonathan Ellicott in the sale of his property. Robert Mickle, trustee of
the estatef conveyed this lot to Samuel Powell for the sum of $400 on
December 9, 1840 "together with the improvements, rights... privileges,
appurtenances, advantages thereunto belonging or appertaining and the ...
rents, issues and profits thereof." (Howard County Land Records #4-386)
On the 30th of December, 1856 Samuel Powell and his wife Mary Arm con
veyed the property to George Smith for $300 "together with the improvements
(building) ... appurtenances ... and remainders, rents, issues and profits
thereof.
This deed also mentions the alley indicated in the present verba
description of the property. (Howard County Land Records WWW 20-194) Prior
to June, 1868 a William and Susan Brosius et al (including Joshua and Chris
tiana Taylor) owned the property. These owners sold it to Martin L. Rodey
for $800 on the 4th of June, 1868. (WWW 28-304) Mr. Rodey ran a saloon
here and a German beer garden in back. A deep cave, sixty to seventy feet
from the top of the ground is in the back of the ground floor of this build
ing in which they kept the beer. A spring is also located here.
On June 3, 1891 Mr. Martin L. Rodey conveyed the property to Matthew
Powers for the sum of $1500 "together with the buildings and improvements
thereupon erected." (Howard County Land Records #57-355).
On the 18 of November, 1915 Mr. and Mrs. Powers conveyed the property
to Mr. and Mrs. Isaac H. TaylorOSBN #100-202)for the sum of $3,000
On the 29 of May, 1923 Mr. and Mrs. Taylor sold the property to Joseph
and Anne Navicki who for some fifteen years ran a shoe repair shop here,
selling it on December 17, 1937 to John andldaVotta who continued the same
use of the property to the present day. (BMJr. #159-45) .
Please see last paragraph of significance statement for Ho-62.

CONTINUE ON SEPARATE SHEET IF NECESSARY
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Interview with Mr. John Votta on August 21, 1977
Land Records of Howarrd County, Maryland

^GEOGRAPHICAL DATA
ACREAGE OF NOMINATED PROPERTY

0.075 Acres

Please see Attachment I, Tax Map 25-A P.11.

VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION

Beginning for the same at a stake in the North side of the Baltimore
and Frederck Turnpike Road at the southwest corner of Lot No. 139, as laid
down in the sale Plat of Jonathan Ellicott's property, and running thence
binding on Lot No. 139 North 15 3/4 degrees west 125 feet to a 4 foot alley
reserved off and from the lot now being described and binding on lots No
133 and 134, thence binding on Lot No. 134 and parallel thereto and parallel
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also to Ellicott Street at the distance of about 104 feet therefrom
south 70 1/2 degrees west 25 feet to a point four feet from the corner
of Lots Nos. 134, 135 and 142; then south 15 3/4 degrees east 116
feet to the north side of the aforesaid Turnpike Road and thence
binding hereon easterly 26 feet 6 inches to the place of beginning.

Ho-94
Samuel Powell House
Ellicott City
Private

circa 1840

The Samuel Powell House is a three bay wide, three story
high, gabled roof (running east-west) brick structure (laid
in English garden wall brick bond) now covered in stucco whose
first floor is taken over by display windows and a rectangular
entrace east of center. The building is built into the granite
slope on the north side of Main Street so that its third floor
becomes its first floor on the north elevation. The north side
of the lot is terraced. Rectangular fenestration is proportion
ally scaled and vertically aligned.
Owned by Jonathan Ellicott and noted as lot #140 on his sale
plat, the lot was part of a tract of land called "West Ilchester."
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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

John William's house is a three bay wide, three story high, at
tached framed, gabled roof (running east-west) structure. Two store
steps lead to the rectangular doorway which is inset into the west bay
and leads up the stairs to law offices on the second and third floors.
Two square pillars flank the recessed entrance. A simple wooden cornice
runs along the top of the ground floor which is inset into the solid
granite rock of the north side of Main Street, creating a narrow ground
or_first floor and a deeper second and third floor.
The first floor windows have been remodeled and form a quatrepartite window, each section of which is a one light window surmounted
by a one light transom. The three second and third floor windows are
rectangular, double-hung with one-over-one lights, proportionally scaled
and vertically aligned. They are decorated with wooden sills and shutters.
The present gabled roof is the third roof. Each of the others were seen
in restoration work. A simple wooden cornice adorns the roof line. A
brick chimney is located in the center of the roofline.
The interior has been completely renovated for the use of law of
fices. The ground floor is rented as a small shop. The third floor norti
windows do retain many of their original six-over-six lights. This flooi
also features original open bible and cross paneled doors.
In excellent condition, the alterations made on the ground floor do
not compete with the fenestration above but blend in rather nicely pro
viding gi iater visibility to the ground floor shop.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

This lot is located on the north side of Main Street, an area which
was orignially referred to as West Ilchester by the Elliootts.
On April 26, 1838 Mr. John Williams conveyed this land "together with
all and singular the buildings and improvements thereon made, lanes,
alleys, ways, waters, privileges, easements, emoluments, and advantages
to the said lot or ground " to Andrew McLaughlin. This was subject to a
yearly rent of $36.00 on the first day of June and December. (Ann Arundel
County-WS6 22-S84)
On the 25 June, 1847 Andrew and Frances Ann McLaughlin conveyed the
land to Christopher Harris "with the buildings and improvements . . . ground
... and premises." (Howard County WHW 10-277)
Other owners of the house were Henry and Ada Wooten who conveyed the
building -o James Heavey for $600 on November 29, 1890 (JHO 56-593).
On February 21, 1925 James Heavey granted and conveyed the property
to his three daughters, Mary, Eleanor and Anita (HBN 122-343) who on Sep
tember 6 5 1935 sold the property to Benjamin Mellor and Milton J. Fitzsimons. (BM Jr. 152-399). On June 2, 1941 Mr. Mellor conveyed the land
to Milton Fitzsimmons (BM Jr. 170-347).
On March 3, 1949 Milton Fitzsimmons conveyed the land to Carroll F.
Fitzsimmons and the Mercantile Trust Company of Baltimore. (MWB 208-595)
On May 22, 1959 the property was conveyed to Milton J. Fitzsimmons by
Carroll F. Fitzsimmons and the Mercantile-Safe Deposit and Trust Company.
(299-351)
On the 15 of December, 1971 Alice Keech and Robert F 0 Fitzsimmons
conveyed three lots, Ho~97, and Ho-99 to Olin-Pairo Incorporated.
Originally used as a residence, it presently serves a commercial
business use with law offices on the second and third floors and a com
mercial shop on- the ground floor.
Architecturally it is noteworthy as an example of an early 'frame
dwelling unit in Ellicott City. Its scale fits into the scale of its
^
neighbors and presents a link to the pleasant streetscape on the north side
CONTINUE ON SEPARATE SHEET IF NECESSARY
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JJMAJOR BIBLIOGRAPHICAL REFERENCES
Land Records of Howard County, Maryland
Interview with Mr. Preston Pairo, one of the owners
of the building, September 16, 1977.
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VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION

BEGINNING for the second thereof on the line of the north side of
the Frederick Turnpike Road at a point distant three hundred and eightynine feet five inches westerly from the junction of the west side of
the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, and the north side of the said Turn
pike Road, and running thence westerly, binding on the said Turnpike
Road, twenty-two feet five inches, thence northerly at right angles
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with the Turnpike Road north fifteen degrees and thirty minutes west
fifty'five feet; thence north seventy-five degrees east twenty-two feet
five inches and then in a straight line to the beginning.
BEGINNING for the third thereof at the northwest corner of Lot
No. 13 as laid out and designated on the plat of Thomas Wilson's
property recorded among the aforesaid Land Records in Liber L.J.W.
No. 36, folio 483, which point is at the distance of two hundred and
forty-nine feet south sixty-three and a half degrees west from the
stone marked rlw" and binding on Lot No. 13, south fourteen degrees
east seventy-two feet to the northeast corner of Heavey f s lot; then
binding on Heavey f s lot, south seventy-six degrees west twenty-two
and five-twelfths feet to the northeast corner of Mrs. Zinger s
lot, thence north fourteen degrees west sixty-eight feet to intersect
the south sixty-three and a half degrees west line drawn from the stone
marked "W" then binding on that line reversely north sixty-three and a
half degrees east twenty-two and ten-twelfths feet to the place of
beginning.

Significance
Page 2 of 2
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of Main Street.
Located within the Patapsco Flood Plain, it is a part of the local
Ellicott City Historic District and a part of the Ellicott City Critical
Areas Program Recommendation by the State Planning Department.

Ho-97
John Williams House
Ellicott City
Private

circa 1838

This building faces south on the north side of Main Street.
Dating from circa 1838 and a part of the West llchester tract of
land of the Ellicotts, the John Williams House now holds the law
offices of Pairo-Pairo.
It is a three bay wide, three story high frame building with its
third gabled roof (running east-west) holding a central chimney.
Two stone steps in the west bay lead to a recessed rectangular
entrance which is flanked by square wooden posts.
The ground floor has been altered to provide a quatrepartite window,
each component holding a one light rectangular window surmounted by
a one light transom. Otherwise fenestration is rectangular, doublehung holding one-over-one lights, vertically aligned and proportionally
scaled.
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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Lauman House is a five bay wide, one room deep, three and a
half stor*y high frame house with a stone foundation and first floor.
Wide
brick chimneys are inset into its east and west walls. Three gable
roof dormer, windows, holding rectangular, double-hung windows with sixover-six lights, flanked by pilasters and surmounted by pediments rest
in its gabled roof which runs east-west. An exterior stone staircase runs
up along the east wall to a rectangular second floor entrance in the
south bay of the east wall, sumounted by a three light transom.
Fenestration on the building from the second to third floor is rec
tangular, proportionally scaled and vertically aligned.
Four lite case
ment attic windows are located on the south sides of the two brick chimne
The stone base holds a central rectangular entrance door flanked by
rectangular double-hung windows decorated with projecting stone sills.
A two story high, shed roofed addition rests along the two west bays
of the north wall, holding a third floor kitchen and bath and a second
floor addition to fabric shop and bath. A lovely bridge with an old
wrought iron railing connects to the terraced garden north of the house.
Inside transoms over rectangular entrances off the central hall hold four
lights.
The wood work is simple in design and elegant in detail with rough
molding on each side of the wooden pilasters and lintels which frame the
open bible and cross paneled doors. The roof trusses have all been sande
waxed and are exposed with fabric covering the insulation of the roof.
Floors are wide, random with pine sanded and polished. Four origina
mantles and fireplaces grace its interior. This building was condemned
by Howard County after the flood of 1972. The present owner, Mrs. Castal
took over its total restoration and rehabilitation. A shed roofed ap
pendage on the east side of the north wall was removed to allow more garc
space and a brick walk and patio constructed here.
The building has been altered. A lithoaraoh of Main Street, dated
circa 1832, has a central second floor rectangular door surmounted by a
graceful fanlight and approached by a cat walk. This is now a window
similar to the others. See attachment 2.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The building is indicated on an old lithograph of Ellicott City
date circa 1832. See Attachment 2 0
The building is certain to be much older, however and was owned
by a prominent citizen. Its imposing five bay front facade tells us
this along with the detail found in the woodwork and mantel pieces in
the interior of the house. Tfiis woodwork's simplicity of design
also bespeaks an early period of construction. Four light interior
transoms are an added feature of the interior along with its open
bible and cross paneled doors and wide randam width pine floors.
On a plat of the property of Thomas Wilson the property is indicated
as a Lauman House.
It was acquired by Joseph L. Dona Van, trustee for the property who
conveyed the house to Dorothy Kraft. (Howard County Deed WWLC 85-465)
On the 24 of October, 1917 Andrew Kraft et al conveyed the land
to Clara Kraft for $2,000.(Howard County Deeds 104-448).
On August 21,1931 it was acquired by Margaret Kraft et al (ESK
#142-1 Howard County Deed).
On September 15, 1945 William Kraft conveyed the property to George
D. Stewart (BMJR 186-407), who on June 3, I960 conveyed the land and
building to Dr. Timmons Hill (RHM 353-351).
On August 16, 1967 Dr. Hill conveyed the property to George and
Sharon Anest (WHH 473-785) who on October 18, 1969 conveyed it to Mary
and Elizabeth Thalheimer, sister. (CMP 520-251).
They conveyed the
land and building to the present owner Mrs. Alda Castaldi on July 13,
1962. It is she along with those persons hired, who have accomplished one
of the finest restoration projects in Ellioctt City.
One of Ellicott City's oldest buildingswhich retains all its
original mantlepieces and a major part of its original woodwork, the
Lauman House is significant both architecturally and historically to
Ellicott City.
Please see last paragraph of significance statement for Ho-62.
CONTINUE ON SEPARATE SHEET IF NECESSARY
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"Beginning for the same on the line of the north side of the Baltimc
and Frederick Turnpike at a point distant 257 feet 5 inches from the
junction of the west side of the B&O Railroad and the north side of Turn
pike Road aforesaid, and running thence Westerly bounding on the north
side of said Turnpike Road 44 feet: thence Northerly at right angles witt
said road 50 feet, thence North 75° East 44 feet, or thereabout to inters
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a line drawn north 15 1/2° west from the beginning and then reversing
the said line so drawn and bounding thereon 50 feet or thereabout to
the place of beginning."

Ho-98
Lauman House
Ellicott City
Private

circa 1800

Belonging to the Lauman family in 1875, this building
appears on an old lithograph of Ellicott City, dated circa 1832.
The building was restored after the flood of 1972 and retains
a major part of its simply and elegantly designed woodwork, open
bible and cross paneled doors and wide random width pine floors.
It is a five bay wide, one room deep, three and a half story high
frame house with stone foundation which acts as a first floor.
Wide brick chimneys are inset into its east and west walls. Three
gabled roof dormer windows, holding rectangular, double-hung windows
with six-over-six lights, flanked by pilasters and surmounted by
pediments rest in its gabled roof which runs east-west.
Its central second floor window was once a rectangular entrance
surmounted by a graceful fan light and approached by a cat walk.
Totally restored by its owner, Mrs. Alda Castaldi, it is one of
the most successful renovation projects undertaken in Ellicott
City.
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Norton's Drug Store is a three bay wide, two story high, shed roofed
structure, located on the north side of Main Street between the Patapsco
National Bank Building on the west and Pairo's law offices on the east.
The three tall second floor romanesque, double-hung, windows are
inset into a large rectangular recess which is decorated by flat lintels
decorated with fifteen sets of three corbeled header bricks which act as
brackets. A wooden pediment lies above, outlined in heavy wooden mold
ing. Beneath the three windows is a heavy wooden cornice.
A large roman arch takes up the central and east bays of the ground
floor. Inset into the west side of this arch is the central rectangular
entrance door with a large display window extending from its east and west
sides. Three granite steps lead to the entrance. A flat roofed overhang
serves as a roof for the east and west display windows and a covered entranceway for the central doorway. A brick wall acts as a foundation for
the display cases, which were probably added by Mr. Norton for his drug
store in 1909.
An alley way is located on the west side of the building.
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This fascinating Jfomanesque building has an interesting history.
On September 24, 1886 Edward A. Talbott et al. granted "the said land
comprising the whole of those two lots" to the Patapsco National Bank.
(LJW 51-262) The building in its present Romanesque form was probably
constructed at that time to house the bank which moved from what is now
referred to as St. Paul's School, Ho-76. In 1905 it moved to the build
ing which the First National Bank now occupies just west of this building.
Later,in 1909 it sold this building to John J. Norton who had a drug store.
(WWLC 85-315) See Attachment 2.
It was conveyed by John J. Norton on July 31, 1917 to Mr. Ben Mellor
Jr. (HBN 104-118) who on June 2, 1941 sold the property to Milton J.
Fitzsimmons (BM Jr. 170-347). This property passed to Carroll F. Fitzsimmons
and the Mercantile Trust Company of Baltimore on March 3, 1949 (MWB #208595) and then to Milton J. Fitzsimmons on May 22, 1959 (299-351).
Acquired by Alice Keech and Robert E. Fitzsimmons, it was sold to
Olin-Pairo, Incorporated on December 15, 1971 (580-344) who presently
own and rent the building to Rockhill Liquor Store on the ground floor
and to a public accountanting firm on the second floor. This second floor
was at one time the board room for the Patapsco National Bank and Mr.
Pairo has attempted to restore it to its original form. In the future he
hqpes also to restore the front facade which faces south. (See figure I).
Though its brick exterior is painted, its full arched, stretcher
brick lintels can still be discerned.
Architecturally the building is representative of the romanesque re
vival in American domestic architecture and is a particularly pleasing
example, despite apparent alterations to the facade.
Located within the Patapsco Flood Plain, it has been included into
the Critical Areas State Planning Program as well as the National Register
for Historic Places under the Ellicott City Historic District.
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Beginning for the first thereof at the northwest corner of Lot No.
14 on the plat of the lands of Thomas Wilson, recorded among the Land
Records of Howard County in Liber L.J.W. No. 36, folio 483, etc., which
point is, as corrected, south 65 degrees 15 minutes west 272.33 feet from
the stone marked "w" (also on said plat), thence binding on the west side
of said Lot No. 14 and on the lot immediately in front thereof south twelve
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degrees fifteen minutes east one hundred eighteen feet to a point
on the north side of the Baltimore and Frederick Turnpike Road dis
tant four hundred eleven and eighty-three one-hundredths feet west
erly from the junction of the west side of the Baltimore and Ohio
Railroad and the north side of said Turnpike Road; thence binding
on the north side of said Turnpike Road south seventy-seven degrees
forty-five minutes west twenty-three and ninety-one one-hundredths
feet; thence running parallel with the first line of the lot herein
described north twelve degrees fifteen minutes west one hundred thir
teen and seventy-one one hundredths feet; thence north sixty-five.
degrees fifteen minutes east twenty-four and forty-nine one- hundredths
feet to the place of beginning. Containing 2273 square feet of land, more
or less.

Ho-99
Norton's Drug Store
Ellicott City
Private

circa 1886

On September 24, 1886 Edward A. Talbott etal and later
Elizabeth Hunt granted land to the Patapsco National Bank, who
constructed the present Romanesque style building.
The brick facade facing south is accented by stone sills, wooden
cornices, brick lintels and decorative brick features. A large
rectangular recess holds the three Roman arched third floor windows
along with a brick lintel insert supported by fifteen corbeled
brick brackets. Three stone steps lead to a central rectangular
doorway which is placed on the west side of a wide roman arch which
takes up the central and east bay of the first and second floor.
A rectangular entrance in the west bay surmounted by a bull's eye
with nine lights, has been replaced by the display windows which
flank the central entrance. A wooden cornice along the roof line
is surmounted by a central pediment.
Known as Norton's Drug Store in the early twentieth century, it is
now used as a liquor store on the ground floor with office space
above.
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The Bicentennial Building is a three bay wide, two bay deep, one
story, gabled roof (running north-south) German siding and shingled
building built on a stone basement foundation. A central rectangular
cross paneled entrance door is located on the north wall, surmounted
by a two light transom, and flanked by a single rectangular, doublehung window holding two-over-two lights, decorated by wooden shutters.
The "A" within the eaves of the north wall is decorated with shingles
laid in alternate crenalated rows.
Two similar first floor windows rest in the east and west walls
of the building which has traditionally been set aside for law offices
and in 1976 was used as the Headquarters for the Bicentennial Committee.
Its south wall holds three similar windows and a rectangular
basement entrance in the west bay.
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The Bicentennial Building, once a law office, sits on the
south side of Court Avenue, opposite the Howard County Court House.
It is significant historically, architecturally and in the field of
law.
Historically the old law office sits on a tract of land called
"Mount Misery". David Sprecker owned a part of this tract which
comprised the Old Deborah Disney Tavern on the north side of Main Street
as well as this law office on Court Avenue. On August 3, 1885 Mr.
Sprecker sold Lot #1 to E. Alexander Talbott for $2,000 (49-464). Some
ten years later Edward A. Talbott and John L. Clark, Executors,
conveyed the property to Hattersly W. Talbott, Trustee, dated the
28 day of December, 1894. (JHO 62-467).
On the 2nd day of March, 1920 James Clark, substituted Trustee,
as hereinafter set forth, sold the property at Public Auction to the
County Commissioners of Howard County for $2275.00.
During the Bicentennial year, this building was used as headquar
ters for the Howard County Bicentennial Committee with Mrs. Monica Rothe
as Chairman.
Architecturally the building is an adaptation of the shingle
style to a simple office building. The pitch of the gabled roof
emphasizes the horizontal character of the building while the
crenalated decorative shingles in the A line formed by the gable
give interest to an otherwise simple, well proportioned building.
The law office west of the Bicentennial Building is almost identical
to it. It too features these crenalated decorative shingles in its
"A" line. East of the former law office is an open lot whose southern
boundary goes to Main Street and has been designated as a park site
in the Ellicott City Master Plan. Beside the park and east sit three
former law offices, once that of Judge John Clark and Henry Wooten;
that of Judge Macgill and Judge Mayfield, now the Bright residence;
and that of Judge Cicone. These five simple frame law offices form
what has traditionally been known as Lawyer ! s Row. They comprise
together one of the most picturesque streetscapes in Ellicott City
and are dependent architecturally one to another.
CONTINUE ON SEPARATE SHEET IF NECESSARY
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Significance (cont.)
They comprise a rather unique place, geographically, architec
turally and historically in the field of law. Howard County's Circuit Court
judges have had their offices here and other distinguished counselors.
Architecturally they have their roots in the simple frame
colonial architecture of New England as opposed to the usual granite
and stone architecture found on the north side of Main Street in
Ellicott City.
For these reasons the Bicentennial Building and Lawyer's Row
is significant historically, architecturally and in the field of law.
It is presently in the Ellicott City historic district.

Ho - 100
The Bicentennial Building
Lawyer's Row, Ellicott City
Private

Circa 1885

This building sits in the midst of five frame buildings on the
south side of Sourt Avenue, opposite the Howard County Courthouse,
known as Lawyer's Row. Occupied as law offices in the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries, three out of the five remain so*
Judge Macgill and Judge Mayfield's law office is now the Bright
Residence (see Ho-437) while this building has been used by Howard
County in 1976 as their Bicentennial Headquarters.
The building is a three bay wide, two bay deep, one story high,
gabled roof (running north-south) frame building facing north on Court
Avenue. Its central rectangular cross paneled doorway is surmounted
by a two light transom and flanked by rectangular double hung windows
with two-over-two lights. The "A" formed by its gabled roof holds crenalated decorative shingles and is an adaptation of the shingle
style which had its roots in early American colonial architecture and
which was so popular in the late nineteenth century. The relatively
low pitch of the roof emphasizes the horizontal character of the
building, which with its neighbors comprise one of the most interesting
and picturesque" streetscapes in Ellicott City.
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The Oliver Viaduct which supports the B&O railroad track across the
Baltimore National Pike originally featured three centered arches which
supported the load and weight of the trains passing above. Today only
one remains, the other two have been replaced by steel girder beams
spanning the width of the Baltimore Pike which enters Ellicott City over
a modern concrete bridge. Concrete abutments rise from a concrete base. Walls
for the steel brackets which hold the spanning steel beams are laid in
ashlar granite which is proportionally scaled from top to bottom.
The remaining original arch is located just north of the railroad
station and spans the Tiber River which runs into the Patapsco at this
point. A concrete cap has been placed along the top of the viaduct. The
interior walls of the arched vault stand on a ashlar granite base which
projects outward some six inches. The walls on either side of the vault
are constructed of proportionally scaled granite blocks. The base stone
of the arch is cut in such a way as to form a kind of interior cornice on
each side of the vault from which the arch springs. The stones which
form the stone lintels of the arch are cut to fit into the stone masonry.
The arch is held by a tall granite keystone % Stone is rusticated up to the
base of the arch in the interior vault.
West Elevation
The west elevation of the bridge features a granite pilaster on each
side of the bridge which meets the terminating line of the corbeled granite
block initiating the arch of the viaduct.
An iron railing runs from the southeast corner of the Patapsco Hotel
to a wooden fence which is attached to the northeast corner of the railroad
terminus. A sign hangs from the center of the bridge reading: ELLICOTT
CITY: First terminus of the BALTIMORE AND OHIO RAILROAD 1831.
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On November 14, 1828 the Board of Directors of the Baltimore and
Ohio Railroad by resolution decided to exclude wooden bridges on the
"First Division" (the original 12-mile stretch, between Baltimore and
Ellicott City). Accordingly, all such bridges wexe made of Btotie such as the
stone arch viaduct built at Ilchester, ten miles west of Baltimore and
the Oliver Viaduct at Ellicott City, twelve miles west of Baltimore.
On August 4, 1830, the important Oliver Viaduct was formally opened
to traffic. On Saturday, August 28, 1830 the Tom Thumb drew Mr. Robert
Oliver, President Thomas and the other directors of the Baltimore and
Ohio Railroad to the ceremonies at Ellicotts Mills. The passengers,
twenty-six men, were in a car pushed ahead of the locomotive.
Initially a stout triple arch structure, the Oliver Viaduct remained
in service until 1868, when two of the arches were removed, a pier left
in the middle of the high way and metal spans installed. In 1890 and
1911 replacements were again made. Today a single original stone arch
remains south of the Old Frederick Turnpike.
The Oliver Viaduct was named for Robert Oliver, one of some twentyfive outstanding citizens who formed a'committee to prepare the formal
application to the Legislature of Maryland
for an act incorporating a joint stock company to be styled
"The Baltimore and Ohio Railway Company," and clothing such
company with all the powers necessary to the construction of
a railroad, with two or more sets of rails, from the city of
Baltimore to the Ohio River. 1
The following interesting account of Mr. Oliver was written by Mr. Latrobe
in describing the founders of the B&O as they rode out to the gorge of
the Patapsco to inspect the route of the railroad:
First came Mr. Robert Oliver, mounted as should be the pro
prietor of Harewood and the leader of the hunt in the, necks
of the Patapsco-a grand looking man, far advanced in years,
his few remaining locks snow-white, but with all the vitality
and vigor of youth. Straight as an arrow, broad-chested and

;

1 Hungerford, Edward. The Story of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad. New York,
1928 Vol.1,25,
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Sloan, A.C. Hifitnric.al Data - B&O BiMdc«* fl . Mimeographed paper
to Mr. A.N. Knowles. March 5, 1943.
Hunger ford Edward. The Storv of the Baltimore and Ohio
(in Two Volumes) New York. 1928.
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with the seat of a solider in a saddle; frank and joyous
in his manner, his very voice was inspiration, so cheerful
and so resonant - the impersonation of the "fine Old English
gentleman," all of the olden time. He went at the gap (left
by the contractors in the construction of the grade of the
railroad) carelessly and gracefully; and when across stood
in his stirrups and laughed at the hesitation of those who
were to follow. If ever the title of "merchant prince" fitted
any one it was Mr. Robert Oliver.
One graceful arch remains of the Oliver Viaduct, indicating
the fine stone work and detail involved in its construction.
Significant architecturally and historically, the remaining
arch should be placed on the National Register of Historic structures.
Notes The Oliver Viaduct was the third stone structure built by the B&O
railroad, the first being the Carrolton Viaduct over Gwynn Falls and
the second, the Patterson Viaduct which spanned the Patapsco River near
Ilchester.

2 Ibid, Vol. 1, p.55.

Ho-332
Oliver Viaduct
Ellicott City
Private

circa 1830

Named for Robert Oliver, one of the original founders
of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, this viaduct was initially
a stout, triple arch structure. It remained in service until
1868, when two of the arches were removed, a pier left in the
middle of the highway and metal spans installed. Today a single
original stone arch remains south of the Old Frederick Turnpike.
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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

MULLIGAN HILL BRICK BUILDINGS

This brick building is located close to the RR tracks and river
south of the center of Ellicott City. The house is in a dangerous
spot with its proxmity to the river.
The structure is a four bay wide, two bay deep brick building
laid in English bond with a chimney located in the middle of the roof
running with the gable roof north-south. There are no appertures on
the north and south walls. Entrances are located on the east wall.
The buildings foundation and 1st floor ground level is constructed of
stone with a shed roof porch covering the rectangular entrances located
in the north and south bays.
The general condition of the house is poor and in a state of
disrepair. The west elevation contains two second and third floor windows
on each side of the west wall, proportionally scaled. The second floor ,
windows contain six-over-six lights but are presently boarded up. The
third floor windows have three-over-three lights. All the windows have
flat arched lintels.
The structure is located in a dangerous area but maintains its
architectural integrity and is surrounded by foliage and a sloping hill
on the south and westi Built into the slope of the hill the second
'floor windows appear as first floor windows on the west elevation.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

These two semi-attached brick houses are referred to as being located
on cottage lots 3 and 4 of Ellicott's Sale Plat in the following excerpt
foomadeed dated 8 of July, 1859 from Ann Maria Campbell of the City of
Baltimore to John and Kate Veith of Howard County:
. . . being part of a tract of land called West Ilchester and
comprehending those two lots distinguished on Ellicott's
Sale Plat as Cottage lots number 3 and 4 and contained
within the following metes and bounds . . . (Howard
County 20-217)
The deed also locates the land "together with the improvements thereon
and the rights, privileges", etc. as being next to a tract of land called
"Glen Owen . From this tract's name came the original name, Glen Street,
for what is now called Mulligan's Hill Lane. On 16 of May, 1842 Dr.
Alien Thomas and Bernard U. Campbell, both of Howard County and "seized
of certain real estate, in and near the village of Ellicotts Mills lying
contiquous to each other. . . for the mutual benefit of each other . . .
laid out . . . the roads ways or streets . ... upon the plat hereto
annexed." (Howard County Deeds 3-221) On the annexed plat (please see
attachment 2) Mulligan's Hill Lane is 'delineated as Glenn Street.
On September 22, 1860 John and Kate Veith leased the property to
Dennis Mulligan of Howard County for the sum of $1000 for the 3 acres,
2 rods and 35 perches of land. An interesting provision is noted in the
deed that Dennis Mulligan had "right of way to and use of a walled spring
on the land of said John Veith contiguous to the land here by leased."
(21-116)
Sometime between 1860 and 1893 Dennis Mulligan moved from Howard
County to Baltimore County and on July 29, 1893 leased the property to
his niece, Mary Blanche Henderson under an annual rent of one cent, "which
rent, however has not been demanded or collected for a period of over
twenty years so that a fee simple title is now vested in the said Mary
Blanche Henderson." (JHO 60-318)
After her death her sisters and husband inherited the property and on
April 12, 1928 Alien A. Gibson etal granted to Mary's husband Frank E.
Addison the property. (HSK 133-394)
CONTINUE ON SEPARATE SHEET IF NECESSARY
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2.

Howard County Land Records
Interview with Mr. Samuel Caplan, September 21, 1977.
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distance of about 33 feet from the center line of the Baltimore
and Ohio Railroad as now laid in double tracks; thence (2) South
44*5 degrees West 105 feet to a stone now planted; thence (3) North
68*5 degrees West 69*5 feet to a stone planted on the east edge of the
road heretofore laid out 20 feet wide and at the beginning of the
third line of the lot of which the lot herein being described is a
part; and running thence and bounding along the east edge of said
road North 2*5 degrees East 116 feet to the place of the first be
ginning. Containing .26 of an acre of land, more or less.

Signiticance
Page 2 of 2
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On August 14, 1953 Frank R. Addison granted to John and Emeline
T. Baker the property. (MWB 242*-336) which they in turn sold to
Historic Ellicott Properties, Incorporated, present owners. (617-481)
Architecturally these two semi-attached brick building are re
presentative of nineteenth century duplexes. Their north and south
exterior walls hold no apertures so that it is feasible that whoever
built the buildings believed later they might be built upon on either
side. Today they stand vacant but plans are now underway by the
present owners to restore the building (s) for occupancy.
Further research is needed to ofter a more specific building date.
In the process of their restoration, a date may yet be uncovered.
Situated in the Ellicott City Historic District they hold sig
nificance as an anchor.

Ho-333
¥ Ellicott 1 s Cottage Lots #3 and #4
'$ Ellicott City
c
v private ' .
- .'•' \ • '-.

circa 1859

These two brick, semi-attached buildings with ground floor stone
..
^foundation, face east on the west side of Maryland Avenue. The
structures present a four bay wide, one bay deep, three story high brickJ;
(laid in English bond) gabled roof (running north-south) building with '
a central brick chimney.
The buildings are located on
land once
<
owned by the Ellicotts and denoted on a sale Plat as Cottage lots 3 and
4 on a tract of land called "West Ilchester." The land was owned by Mr.
Bernard Campbell in 1842 who laid out Glen Road, now called Mulligan
,
Hill Lane with Dr. Alien Thomas, a neighbor. The property was bought by
John and Kate Veith on July 8, 1859 who leased the property for $1,000
in 1860 to Dennis Mulligan, whose name this section of Ellicott City with
its adjoining road now bear.
/
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St. Paul's Stone Rectory is a three bay wide, one bay deep, three story
high, mansard roof stone structure facing north.
Fenestration is double-hung with six-over-six lights. " Two dormer windows
holding one-over-one lights are placed on the north and south elevations.
They are flanked by fluted pilasters with curved bracket bases and sides sur
mounted by a triangular transom within an open pediment. Projecting flat
wood sills decorate these windows. A single central third floor rectangular
window similar to those described rests in the east wall. North and south
rectangular doorways rest in the east bay. That on the south is covered by
an open flat roofed porch which is approached by a canvas covered walkway onan
iron frame, flanked by wrought iron railing. The entrance on the north is
covered by a one story open porch decorated with scrolled brackets.

*•
A one bay wide, one bay deep, 2 story gabled roof frame addition extends
from the southwest corner. A further two bay wide, four bay deep shed roof
frame addition springs from its west wall.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

St. Paul's Rectory Significance Statement, Please see HO-76, St. Paul's
School and HO-348 St. Paul's Catholic Church.
The first rectory for the priests to serve St. Paul's Church was at Castle
Angelo HO- 58
where the first catholic mass was said in its two story
high chapel, now a living room. Father Coskery and Father Piot both made
Castle Angelo their home until the completion of the rectory in
Later under the tenure of the Reverend Peter Tarro, (1883 to 1907)an
additional floor was added to the rectory as well as the present mansard
roof .
Situated on the west side of the church it serves as an architectural link
between the church and the frame ^structure on the corner of College Ave.
and St. Paul St. An early granite building, so indigenous to Ellicott
Mills it is of outstanding significance individually as a fine example
of Ellicott City's simple granite architecture as wellas corporately as
a part of the visual street scape along St. Paul's, blending its stone
with that of St. Paul's Church. It should be incorporated into the
National Register due to its architectural merit and its service as rector
to the first Roman Catholic Church in the area. Inclusion into the
State Planning Critical Areas Program and any future local landmark
legislation should also be assured.
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Interview with The Reverend .Nicholas W. Dohony - April 19, 1977.
Holland, Celia. Ellicott City, Maryland Mill Town, U.S .A. 1772-1972.
Bladensburg, 1972.
Howard County Records Office.
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ST. PAUL'S RECTORY
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St. Paul's Rectory is basically a three story high, three bay wide granite
block structare with north and south east bay rectangular entrances, and mansard
roof with two north and south gabled roof dormers. (The mansard roof is a late
19th century addition.)
Built in 1844 it served as the second rectory for St. Paul's Catholic
Church in Ellicott City as Castle Angelo served as its first while the present
rectory was being constructed.

V*'»
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Rectory
U.S. Geological Survey Man
Ellicott " "
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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT » <4D ORIGINAL. (H known) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

St. Paul's is a three bay wide four bay deep two story gabled roof
(running north-south). ashlar granite structure which faces north and whose
front facade ho!4s_J,n its east and west bays twin roman arch windows sur
mounted by a rose window all of
which are encased within a roman
arch lintel with keystone. Full
columns separate the double
windows and three quarter column
flank their east-west sides.

c

A tall bell tower takes up the central bay of the front facade and hold
east and west entrances which are approached on the east and west by 20
granite steps encased within a wide granite staircase composed of wide stone
walls and knewel posts which lead to double rectangular wooden doors paneled
with roman arches and saracenic decoration. A gothic arched stained glass
and wood transom lie above the east and west doors surmounted by gothic arch
stone lintels. The bell tower has a third floor rectangular opening on the
east, west and north walls surmounted by flat stone lintels and decorated by
projecting stone sills. Each encases a double roman arch vent separated and
flanked by three quarter columns. The north wall of the bell tower holds a
ground floor entrance similar to the east and west entrances and a roman
arched double window above similar to those described on the north wall. A
lies above this window below the rectangular vent opening.
marker
1838
1896
The church is built into the slope of a hill and holds two double east
and west wall ground floor windows in the two north bays. They are each
8 lite casement windows surmounted by flat stone lintels decorated by flat
brackets.

TJ

The tall tent roofed spire holds rectangular
vents on each elevation flanked by decorated pilasters
and surmounted by a rectangular blind transom decorated
with a roman arch panel.
Within the church the 4 tall rectangular double-hung stained glass
east and west windows are flanked by 10 stained glass lites and surmounted
by roman arched transoms. Nine lites formed in the shape of a roman arch
decorate the transoms encased into the rectangular of the window.
A choir loft lies above the north bay of the nave and is supported by
two full doric columns and two scrolled brackets. A staircase on the west
with lovely wooden bannister and knewel post leads to the choir loft.
The window transoms on the east symbolize the death and resurrection
of Jesus through the cross and crown, the holy spirit through a descending
dove, the sacred heart of Jesus and the pascal lamb slaughtered for the
world.
The west wall transoms symbolize the holy eucharist through the
_ _ —x.

- C

V«_ ——.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Doughoregan Manor and the Sulpician Fathers from St. Mary's Seminary
in Baltimore provided the Catholics of Ellicott Mills and its surrounding
area with services and pastoral care. In 1822 only three Catholics were
found in Ellicott Mills: Mr. Mooney, Mr. 'Airlocker (Erlougher) and
Mr. Jones, and a black man named John Joyce, a freedman of Charles Carrol!
of Doughoregan Manor.
With the initiation of the B&O RR from Baltimore to Ellicott Mills in
1828 and the construction of the National Pike from Baltimore to the Ohio
Valley through Ellicott Mi 11s,an influx of Irish, German and English
Catholics came to the area. St. Paul's Catholic Church was begun in 1836 to
serve them.
The date on the stone marker of the bell-tower is 1838. The first
baptismal registration is also dated 1838. Two lots were presented to
Archbishop Eccleston and Henry B. Coskery, first priest to Ellicott Mills,
from John, Andrew and Emily Ellicott "for the nominal fee of five dollars".
St. Paul's was blessed December 13, 1838.
In 1859 a semi circular apse was constructed on the east wall with a
sacristy and small chapel to the east and west respectively.
Father Piot came to St. Paul's quite early and followed Rev. Henry B
Coskery, D.D. in 1840 when he was called to the Cathedral and made Vicar
General.
.Reverend Bertrand S. Piot, S.S. served until 1851. He organized the
St. Paul's Temperance Society and was strictly opposed to slavery.
'Father Piot was followed by the brief two year tenure (1851-53) of
Father McManus, personal friend of His Eminence James Cardinal Gibbons who
said of him: "My soul is knit to the soul of Father McManus, as the souls
of David and Jonathan were knit together".
For the next five years (1853-58) the Rt. Rev. Augustine Verof, S.S.
served St. Paul's, later becoming first bishop of St. Augustine, Florida.
He is also known for writing one of the finest Catechisms ever published, as
well as bringing many black sheep back into the fold.
The future Bishop of Detroit, Rt. Rev John S. Foley , D.D. took
charge from 1858-64. His brother, Thomas Foley was also consecrated
Bishop.
For the next six years the dynamic, fire and brimstone, Rev. Thomas
O'Neil served. A story is told of him reprimanding the students from Rock
Hill College about putting buttons into the collection box, then after a

HO-348
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St. Paul's Catholic Church
Description - Continued
short pause, bellowing, "I want sound, hard cash, not buttons!".
The Rt. Rev. William E. Starr followed Father O'Neil, serving from
1870-73 with the Very Rev. John J. Dougherty serving the following years after
briefly exercising temporary control of the diocese after the death of Arch
bishop Spa!ding and his assistant the Rev Coskery.
Reverald Peter Tarro, D.D. came next to St. Paul's serving from 1883-1907
A native of Italy ordained a priest before the canonical age, he was most
energetic and enterprising. It was he who added a floor and mansard roof to the
rectory as well as erecting a parish hall.
The following pastors served St. Paul's:
Reverend Michael A. Ryan (1907-12)
Reverand Dennis Keenan (1912-1914)
Reverand Thomas S. Dolan (1914-18)
Reverand Edward Southgate (1918-20)

c

Father Ryan returned iri 1920 and for the next twenty-seven years served the
parish. He was responsible for acquiring the old Patapsco National Bank as a
school.
The following priests then served St. Paul's:
Reverend Linus E. Robinson, Assistant
Reverend Daniel F. Cummings
Reverend Casimir F. Keydash
Reverend Nicholas W. Dohony (1962 to present)
It has been through the efforts of Father Dohony that a new school with
modern facilities located on a 20-acre tract .of land on St. John's Lane north
off Route 40 opened its doors in 1966. Masses were said there for the first
time on May 7, 1967. Since that time it has become the Church and School of the
Resurrection, a thriving facility serving its surrounding neighborhood.
Plat 1, found in Deed Book 2 of Howard County, gives a drawing of the
area surrounding St. Paul's Church. See Attachment 3. The following lots are
described on the following pages of this book:
Lot 25

42

2-40

Lot 26

42'

2-63

Lot 27

44'

2-6

conveyed by Roger Brook to the Archbishop

Lot 28

109'

2-6

(road leading to the house formerly occupied
by Isaac Sams)

All these lots were located on a tract of land called "West Ilchester".
Two parcels, one the site of old St. Paul's School is also noted. Other references
to St. Paul's property can be found in 21-367, 112/354, 213/500 and 342-146.
Book 3, page 221 shows another drawing of the area.
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The interior nave holds a central aisle and side aisles. An apse con
structed at a later date holds the sacristy and the main altar, above which
is a statue of Christ standing in a Roman arched alcove flanked by two full
fluted columns surmounted by a double roman arch lintel. The base is held by
three scrolled brackets. Crown molding decorates the interior which is deco
rated by large scrolled double brackets between each window. The plaster
ceiling is early renaissance in character utilizing geometric shapes - rectangles,
triangles and octagons. A molded wooden chair rail runs along the perimeter of
the nave beneath the windows. Marble side altars are located on the east and
west sides of the original south wall of the nave holding statues of Mary,
Jesus and Joseph. Stations of the cross run around the perimeter of the nave
between the windows and above the chair rail.

C
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1838

St. Paul's Catholic Church is a truly eclectic building constructed of granite
blocks, with its Gothic entrance doors blending with the romatr arch motifs in its
stained glass north, east and west windows, interior and bell tower decoration.
The conical roof of its central projecting bay bell tower lends ra French
medieval air to the structure providing east and west first floor and north
.ground floor entrances. It is three bays wide and four bays deep.
A semi-circular apse addition used for the main altar is flanked by
an east wing one story sacristy and west wing one story high chapel, all lying
on St. Paul's south wall. Its gabled roof runs north-south.

HO-3^8
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St. Paul's Catholic Church
• - Continued

As the oldest Roman Catholic Church in Ellicott City after Doughoregan
Chapel, St. Paul's Roman Catholic Church has outstanding historical sig
nificance and should be included on the National Register of historic places,
included in the State Program for Critical Areas. It is already included
in the local Ellicott City Historic District.
In addition to its historical merit it is an outstanding example of
American eclectic architecture, blending elements of the Gothic and Roman
esque in its fenestration and entrances with simple granite architecture
so indigenous to Howard County.

U.S. Geological Survey
Ellicott
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The 'Caleb Merryman House faces north on the southeast corner of Main
Street and Merryman Street. Originally it was constructed of frame
which has been covered with aluminum siding. Two two bay wide, one room
deep, two and a half story frame structures are covered by a single gabled
roof which runs east-west. A one story high alley runs between the two
frame houses which share a common second floor and attic wall. Wide
brick chimneys are inset into their exterior east and west walls.
Very soon after these buildings were constructed and prior to
1878 (see attachment 3) a two story high, shed roofed addition was
built along their south wall. (See figure 1.) On the west it holds
a first and second floor double-hung rectangular window with six-oversix lights, decorated with deep forest green shutters. Along the south
wall of this addition may have been four similar windows. Only three
are now evident as a two story high, one bay wide, one bay deep shed roofed
addition springs from the first east bay of the south wall. See figures
1, 2 and 3. Its south wall holds a rectangular, double-hung window with
one-over-one lights. Above a similar second floor window holds six-oversix lights. A square brick chimney is located in its northeast corner.
A one story high, shed roofed addition springs from the south wall of
addition I (see figure 1, 2 and 3).
A hipped roof, one story high open porch runs along the entire north
elevation which faces Main Street. It is supported by five round wooden
columns and two half columns attached to the east and west sides of the
north well.
Two single granite steps, lying side by side^lead to the
wooden porch and the two rectangular entrances which are separated by a
rectangular door which leads into their common alley. Four light transoms
surmount the east and west entrances. That on the east now holds an air
conditioning unit.
The interior of the west side building is now owned by Mr. Alien
Abend, an architect who is in the process of sensitively restoring this
side of the duplex. The second floor living room has been completed, un
covering the original brick fireplace and randam width floors as well as
exposing the studs and ceiling joists of the room. Half the attic floor
,
boards have been removed and the roof trusses revealed to create a cathedral1
ceiling effect of spaciousness. On the south side of the room, attic
random width floor boards have been used for the ceiling (running eastwest) above which is a pleasant attic loft.
Future plans include creating one large south room on the second floor
addition which now holds partitions.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Merryman two frame buildings are of both architectural and historical
significance as well as an example of Ellicott f s Community Planning.
An early Ellicott Deed dated May 2, 1836 refers to these two frame
buildings as "new" in the following passage:
Kat the end of a line drawn up the South line of the Turnpike
road North forty nine degrees and fifteen minutes West twenty
feet from the north west corner of Caleb Merryman f s new frame
buildings on Lot number seventy two ....
". (Ann Arundel
Land Records WSG21-215)
This would indicate that the buildings were in existence in May, 1836
and were probably built some time between 1830-1835. An Ann Arundel deed
dated 14 of January, 1837 between Jonathan H. Ellicott of Jonathan of
Baltimore City and County and Caleb Merryman of the same county, in which
Mr. Ellicett conveyed the land and Mr. Merryman f s new frame buildings
built upon the said lot to Mr. Merryman, located these lots on a tract of
land called "Mount Misery?. (WSG21-623)
"Mount Misery" was "part of 107 acres more or less conveyed by deed
dated July 11, 1818 to Elias Ellicott, John Ellicott and George Ellicott
by Thomas Brown and William Brown ..." (WSG 21 - 178)
The plat of the Ellicotts dealing with a portion of this tract by
William Dawson,Jr., Surveyor, dated July 25, 1836, (see attachment 2)
exemplifies how the Ellicotts sub-divided their land and cut out streets.
Notice that a puregrid is not followed. The contour of the land and
granite cliffs dictate the street pattern which is a necessary and in
teresting element in the community planning of Ellicott Mills by the
Ellicotts. In addition the Ellicotts held on td the land, leasing it for
a term of ninety-nine years and requiring a yearly rent on same. In the
case. o€ Caleb Merryman he was required to pay a yearly rent of "twenty four dollars lawful money of the United States free and clear of all
deductions for taxes and assessments of every kind and nature whatever
levied". (WSG 21-623)
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Architecturally, the building is noteworthy as an example of an
early frame duplex with central alley. Most houses of this period
were of ashlar granite block or brick construction. The uncovering
of the original studs and ceiling joists as well as the beam
which continues through to the east side of the duplex by Mr. Abend
is of particular significance architecturally. In addition the second
floor brick mantle piece and chimney have been uncovered and put into
safe working order e Machine cut and headed nails have been uncovered
which were manufactured between the years 1815 and 1830's. Thence the
construction of the building might be between those same years. Wide,
randam width attic floors also reveal an early date of construction.
The shed roof, two story high addition along the south elevation dates
prior to 1878 for the Hopkin's Atlas shows the configuration of the
building to include the addition.
The building in 1835 was a one room
and probably out door kitchen and toilet
had been enlarged to an additional first
additional appendages have been added on
kitchens.

up and one room down with attic
facilities. By 1878 the building
and second floor room. Very early
the south to provide

The exposure of the roof structure indicates the lack of a ridge
beam. The rafters are fastened with a tongue and mortice joint and
pegged.
Noteworthy historically and architecturally, this building should
be place on the National Register of Historic Places.

Ho-325
Caleb Merryman f s Two Frame Buildings
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circa 1835

These two frame buildings facing north on the southeast corner
of Main Street and Merryman Street were constructed circa 1835 by Caleb.
Merryman on a tract of land called "Mount Misery", conveyed to Elias,
John and George Ellicott by Thomas, Elias and William Brown.
Two two bay wide, one room deep, two and a half story frame structures
are covered by a single gabled roof (running east-west) and share a
one story high central alley and second and attic floor wall. Wide
brick chimneys are inset into their exterior east and west walls. An
open, hipped roof, one story high porch runs along the north elevation
supported by five doric columns. Rectangular entrance doors, surmounted
by four light transoms (the east now holds an air conditioner), rest
on either side of the central rectangular alley entrance door.
An early two story high, shed roofed addition runs along the entire
south elevation with further appendages on the east and west sides of
its south wall.
The interior features original brick mantle pieces, wide, random width
floors, original hardware and original woodwork. The second floor living
room on the west side has been completely renovated by Mr. Alien Abend,
the present owner, who has exposed all the supporting studs and half the
ceiling joists, creating a cathedral ceiling effect.
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West Elevation of Caleb Merryman's Two Frame Buildings
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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Dr. Isaac J. Martin House is located on the northwest corner of
Emory and Church Streets, facing south. It is a three bay wide, two bay deep
three and a half story, gabled roof (running east-west) white frame
structure built on a granite block full foundation. A wooden cornice/
decorated with brackets runs along its south elevation.
A one story high, flat roofed porch supported by four square columns
and scrolled brackets runs along the south elevation. One wide granite
and five stone and cement steps lead to the east side of its wooden landing
and the roman arched paneled rectangular entrance which is flanked by
three vertical side lights and surmounted by a turee light transom.
Fenestration is vertically aligned and proportionally scaled.
Windows are rectangular, double-hung, holding two-over-two lights
and are decorated with flat wooden sills and green wooden shutters.
Rectangular windows, located in the west wall of the foundation
appear to have six-over-six lights (presently boarded up) and are
decorated with projecting granite sills. A rectangular, cross paneled
door rests in the center of the west walls' foundation. In addition, a
lovely oriele window rests on the south bay of the west wall, decorated
with a wooden cornice and brackets.
A three bay wide, one room deep, two story frame north wing whose
gabled roof (running north-south) holds a central square brick chim
ney forms a "T" plan. Rectangular entrances are located on the east, north
and basement west walls.
A parking lot is located on the west side of the building.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Dr. Isaac J. Martin House is significant historically and
architecturally. Historically these lots are noted as lots #83 and
#84 on the sale plat of Jonathan Ellicott's property. The corner lot #84 was
conveyed to Benjamin Ellicott on January 14, 1845 (16-451) by Robert
Mickler, trustee as named in an indenture or deed of Trust from
Nathaniel H. Ellicott etal to Robert Mickler on 19 July, 1839, recorded
in the land records of Baltimore County (293-176).
Acquired by Mary Ann and Richard W. Ellicott of New Jersey, the cor
ner lot #84 was sold to Dr. Isaac J. Martin on July 3, 1871 (31-176)
for $350. In addition, he acquired on April 28, 1871, the adjacent lot
#83 from The Farmer f s National Bank of Annapolis for $75 (31-165).
Dr. Isaac J. Martin was involved in research and utilized one of
the buildings on the north side of Main Street, west of the Lodge
Building, as a laboratory.
On May 28, 1894 R. Abbey Martin and his brother Isaac conveyed the
house and two lots to their sisters Elizabeth A. and Annie D. Martin.
J. Edward Kroh acquired the land and buildings for $3300 (WWLC 91-599).
an October 10, 1911 from Charles E. Ecker and Daniel M. Murray, trustees
to J. Edward Kroh after a court action between Caroline Abbey Martin com
plainant and Juliana Howell Martin, defendant.
On January 20, 1956 Cora V. Kroh and Virginia Kroh McKenzie
acquired the property for $14,500 and on 9 June, 1959 sold the building
to the Board of County Commissioners of Howard County (336-289). Howard
County is presently in the process of selling the property.
Architecturally it is noteworthy as a fine example of late nine
teenth century architecture. It also serves as a visual anchor for the
north side of Church Street, once called Ellicott Street.
Significant architecturally and historically it is located in the
middle of the Ellicott City Historic District.
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Dr. Isaac J. Martin House
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Private

Circa 1871

Noted as lots #83 and #84 on the sale plat of Jonathan Ellicott*s
property, the corner lot #84 was acquired by Dr. Isaac J. Martin from
the Ellicott Family on July 3, 1871 for $350. On October 10, 1911, the
property was acquired by J. Edward Kroh and remained in the Kroh family
until the 9th of June, 1959 when the building was sold to Howard County.
A three bay wide, two bay deep, three and a half story, gabled roof
(running east-west) frame building built on a granite block foundation
with a three bay wide, one room deep, two story, gabled roof (running
north-south) frame structure extending from the north wall, forrrs a
"T" plan. Fenestration is proportionally scaled and vertically aligned.
The windows are double-hung, holding two-over-two lights and decorated
with green wooden shutters.
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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Bright House on Lawyer's Row is a two bay wide, three bay
deep, two and a half story, shingled house with full cement block
basement built into a cliff on the southsideof Court Avenue. It
faces north on Court Avenue with its gabled roof runing north-south
and is located in the midst of a gallery of buildings which comprise
historic Layers Row, directly facing the Old Howard County Comrt .House.
North Elevation
A rectangular, open bible and cross paneled entrance door on
Court Avenue is surmounted by a two light transom and approached by
a granite step. A rectangular, double-hung window rests in the east
bay, holding six-over-six lights and decorated with white shutters
and a window box. Within the A formed by the eaves rests a circular
six light window*
East Elevation
The east elevation holds three similar second floor windows which
from the north form a first floor living room.
The east wall holds a rectangular basement entrance with six lights
in the south bay and a similar first floor entrance in the north bay.
An iron stairway and railing run down this wall from Court Avenue
while a terraced brick patio lies east.
West Elevation
The west elevation holds three similar second floor windows with
a wide field stone enterior chimney almost centered into this wall.
South Elevation
The elevation of this beautifully restored house perches atop
the north side of Church Roads's granite cliff, overhanging the cement
block basement wall. Identical first and second floor wide, central,
picture windows hold twenty four lights with six-over-six double-hung
windows resting on each side. A central attic window holds six-oversix lights. This is a particularly dramatic view of the building, whose
first and second floor has been extended southward by Mr. and Mrs.
Bright to provide greater floor space.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The lot on which this former law office of Judge James Macgill and
Judge Thomas Hunt Mayfield now stands was a part of a lot conveyed by
David B. McLaughlin to Henry E. Wooten on July 8, 1869 (WWW29-283)
Mr. Henry E. Wooten was a lawyer in Ellicott City whose law office
occupied the building just west of Mr. and Mrs. Bright's present residence
Sometime before 1894 and after 1869 this building was constructed.
On the 26 May, 1894 Ada Wooton sold the lot "together with the build
ings" for $100 to Reuben D. Johnson (JHO 61-501).
It was acquired by Edgar Van Sant of the City of Chicago, Illinois
and conveyed to Madge E. Van Sant on 3 march, 1923 "together with the
buildings".
(HBN 117-446). Janes Clark, a former Circuit Court judge
for toward: County had his l?.w offices next door which was formerly occupied
by Henry E. Wooten. This building was probably rented by the Van Sants
as a law office which passed from Mr. Mellor.toMr. Macgill who-now serves
as a judge for the Circuit Court of Howard County.
Five years later Judge Macgill sold the property on August 19, 1957 to
T. Hunt Mayfield "together with the buildings".
(302-580) T. Hunt Mayfield
also served Howard County as judge to the Circuit Court.
This area along the south side of Court Avenue has been known as
"Lawyer's Row". The location of these buildings across the street from
the Court House provided easy access to and fro. Having no water or other
facilities, lawyers and their clients used those in the court house.
Granite steps three lots east of the Bright's residence lead down to
Church Street and the north entrance to what was at one time the Howard
House, renowned for its good German cooking. It provided a fine place for
lawyers and their clients to have pleasant dining.
On October 31, 1975 T. Hunt Mayfield sold the property to the Title
Company of Howard County. (306-528). On Novermber 16, 1964 Mr. Richard J.
Kinlein bought the property for use as a law office (WHH 428-107).
'r. Richard Kinlein served many years as Howard County's States Attorney.
jn 18 September, 1968, he sold his law office to Mr. and Mrs. Richard D.
CONTINUE ON SEPARATE SHEET IF NECESSARY
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The Bright House/Lawyer's Row
Ellicott City
Private

Late nineteenth century

One of five frame buildings, comprising Lawyer's Row which face
north on the south side of Court Avenue, the present Bright residence
has been a law office for two men who have served Howard County as
judges to the Circuit Court, James Macgill and T. Hunt Mayfield and one
Howard County States Attorney, Richard J. Kinlein.
It is a two bay side, three bay deep, two and a half story, gabled
roof (running north-south) mustard frame structure built on a full base
ment cement block foundation. It fits into the st.een aranite slooe on
the north side of Church Street so that its second floor on the south
becomes its first floor on the north entrance on to Court Avenue. This
rectancrular entrance is surmounted by a two liqht transom with a circular
six liqht window fitting into the "A" line created by the gabled roof line.
A wide fieldstone exterior chimney has been added to the west wall
as well as large first and second floor, twenty-four light picture windows
flanked by double-hung, rectangular windows holding six-over-six lights
set into the middle of its south wall. This wall is most dramatic as
it projects southward from the basement foundation above the steep granite
cliff on the north side of Church Road, once called Ellicott Street.

Ho- 437
Dist. 2
Page 2
Bright, present owners who

have made this building their home.

Architecturally this building and its neighbors on the east and west
present a pleasant streetscape of one story high gabled roof, frame
structures of similar scale and character. Notable as offices for
lawyers who distinguished themselves in their profession, these buildings
are of outstanding significance historically and architecturally and
are within the present Historic District of Ellicott City.
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